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Saturday
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The Sheriff of Calcutta had called a town’s meeting on
March 18, to discuss the Government proposals for
the partition of Bengal. The requisition for the meeting
was signed by some 1,300 persons.
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The replies of the Madras, the Central Provinces, and
the Assam administration regarding the scheme for a
territorial redistribution of districts in connection with
what is commonly called the proposed partition of
Bengal have, we (Pioneer) understand, reached the
Government of India. The views of the LieutenantGovernor of Bengal on the whole subject will probably
be submitted before the Government of India leave
Calcutta for Simla.
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The question of the partition of Bengal will probably be
held over now for some time, the Pioneer states, as
the routine course of referring the matter to the
Secretary of State will have to be followed. This,
among questions, seems likely to be facilitated in its
ultimate disposal by Lord Curzon’s visit to England,
where he will be in direct touch with the India Office.
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The Bombay Gazette's correspondent at Calcutta
writes on Oct. 11: —The sequel to the mass meeting
held in the Calcutta Town Hall some months ago to
protest against the Government proposals for the
partition of Bengal is a lengthy memorial to the
Governor General in Council prepared by the Bengal
Landholders’ Association, in which the objections to
the scheme are fully set forth. The publication of this
memorial may be taken as the beginning of renewed
agitation throughout the province consequent upon
the general belief that the obnoxious measure is
destined to be pressed forward during the ensuing
legislative session.
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Lord George Hamilton supported the partition as it
would increase export trade. He opined that 'partition'
was a misnomer, it was a duplication of governmental
machinery.
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The Parliament earlier decided that the question of
partition would be spared of any political debate. But
the reports from Bengal showed agitation among the
people against it. But it was difficult for a single
administration to work for a population more than the
entire population of the United States.
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The Secretaries of the Bengal Anti-Partition Agitation
Committee have addressed the Secretary of the
Manchester Chamber of Commerce under the date
Calcutta, September 7th, follows: Our attention has
been called to the following telegram, which appeared
yesterday in the Calcutta newspapers: London, Sept.
4.— ln reply to the request of the Native Chamber of
Commerce at Calcutta intervene and prevent the
partition of Bengal, the Manchester Chamber has
resolved to cable that they consider the agitation
unwise, and strongly urge the Bengal leaders to
abandon the boycott.'' Any expression of opinion
coming from the Manchester Chamber of Commerce
is entitled to our careful consideration; but the
Chamber appears to be ignorant of the circumstances
under which the movement in question has been
forced upon the Bengalee leaders. We are, therefore,
anxious to remove the misapprehension which seems
to prevail at Manchester on the subject. The proposal
to divide Bengal and place the Bengalee-speaking
race under two separate Administrations evoked
widespread and strenuous popular opposition from
the moment it was publicly announced in December,
1903. No less than five hundred meetings were held
in the beginning of the year 1904 protesting against
the partition; and the country was convulsed with an
agitation unknown in the history of British connection.
The truth is that the partition of Bengal is so utterly
indefensible that the Government was forced to a
policy of secrecy and to the adoption of
unconstitutional methods unknown to the traditions of
the British Empire. We prayed and protested and sent
in memorials and made representations on different
occasions, but all in vain. We are impressed with the
fact that had the British public, who after all are
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responsible for the good government of India, taken
the smallest interest in the affairs of the Indian Empire,
such an unconstitutional method would not have been
possible. It was, therefore, necessary to draw their
attention to the unhealthy state of things which the
neglect of their responsibilities had produced in India;
and at the public meeting held at the Town Hall of
Calcutta, which was attended by about 20.000 people,
the following resolution was adopted after a most
anxious consideration of the situation: That this
meeting fully sympathises with the resolution, adopted
at many meetings held in the mofussil, to abstain from
the purchase of British manufactures so long as the
partition resolution is not withdrawn, as a protest
against the indifference of the British public in regard
to Indian affairs and the consequent disregard of
Indian public opinion by the present Government.”
Such, in brief, is the history of what is known here as
the Swadeshi movement—the movement for the use
of country-made in preference to foreign goods. We
are sure you will sympathise with in the unhappy
situation in which we find ourselves—the integrity of
our race and our Province being broken up in defiance
of the universal protest of the people concerned. As
the London Daily News” observes: “It cannot be good
statesmanship to launch these new provinces in a
condition of seething discontent or to alienate the third
of our fellow-subjects in India.”
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Monday 04
September
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Reports from Calcutta on different protest meetings
against partition & in favour of boycotting British goods
was growing. Proclamation from Simla giving effect
the partition came as a response to the statements
from some interested quarters in Calcutta that the
scheme would be abandoned because of the
resignation of Lord Curzon. Report on the commercial
aspects of partition as discussed in the Pioneer.
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Monday 09
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1. Report from Calcutta: Anyone buying British goods
are molested. A European was mobbed in Harrison
Rd. 2. Economic implications of boycott movement
discussed. Poorer classes still prefer Manchester
clothes. Marwaris taking advantage of the situation.
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The Englishman says: - It would appear that the recent
boycott was extended as equally to Manchester piece
goods, and the European firms concerned have acted
with promptitude. The Marwaris had taken advantage
of the Swadeshi movement to press for new contract
rules from the Bengal Chamber of Commerce; rules
which they wanted to apply equally to woollen goods
as to others. The firms interested in Continental and
woollen goods have now addressed to the Marwari
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Chamber of Commerce a request that differentiation
should be made between Manchester piece-goods
and their trade. The letter concludes with the following
warning :—“ We place these proposals before you
with the object of trying to come loan amicable
settlement, but unless we see that there is some
immediate action on your part to meet in this matter
we shall be compelled to reconsider the whole
circumstances on which we are at present trading, and
that all facilities which we at present extend to you,
such as credits, extensions of delivery, time with a
curtailment or remission- of interest, storing and
holding your goods from one season to another, &c.,
will be absolutely Withdrawn'. The letter is signed by
Messrs. Schroder, Smidt, and Co., Moll, Schutte, and
Co., C. Buhrer and Co., Kahn and Kahn, Meyer,
Soetbeer, and Co., The Holland Bombay Trading
Company, and Bindloss, Kempton, and Co. If facilities
for extensions of credits and so on, at present granted
to Marwari merchants, are withdrawn, very general
loss, perhaps ruin, will be caused to a number of
native firms. The retaliation threatened by those
interested in woollen trade has, of course, been
provoked. Mahomedans as well as Marwaris are now
realising very bitterly that they have simply been made
use of by Bengalee agitators, and then left to find what
consolation they can in the contemplation of
approaching poverty; naturally the two communities
are very sore. They are now rejecting with indignation
the Bengalee proposal that every native firm in
Calcutta should close its doors for four days as a mark
of mourning for the partition of Bengal; for this, it
appears, the boycott having failed, is the latest notion
that the brains of those who are exciting the students
have conceived. The students doubtless will absent
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themselves from their schools and colleges for four
days, but it ought to be the business of the police to
see that they do not roam about the city in bands,
intimidating Marwaris, Mahomedans, and others who
refuse to close their shops at their bidding. Dacca,
Sept. 20. —At a special meeting of the Duars Planters’
Association the partition of Bengal was discussed at
length. It was proposed by Mr. C. Wallick, seconded
by Mr. A. W. C. Chaplin, and agreed to unanimously,
that the tea-growing industry in the Jalpaiguri district
being inseparably connected commercially with
Calcutta and Bengal proper, the planters view with the
gravest apprehension the inclusion of the Jalpaiguri
district in the province of Eastern Bengal and Assam.
The meeting was unanimously in favour of the Duars
being retained under the jurisdiction of the Calcutta
High Court.
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Reported by the Reuter from Simla: ' A proclamation
is published bringing into effect the partition Bengal
from October 16. J. B. Fuller is appointed First
Lieutenant-Governor of the new province of Eastern
Bengal and Assam.'
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In the article on “Swadeshism” which Mr. Lalubhai
Samuldas contributed to the Times of India (Oct. 1521) he appears to have trodden unconsciously upon
the edge of a great abyss. We do not affirm that he did
it unconsciously.” Perhaps he clearly saw the gulf to
which his steps were tending, but chose, for reasons,
to seem to ignore it. Mr. Samuldas shrewdly
demonstrates for the benefit of his Bengali friends that
boycotting and Swadeshism may be worked together,
but that, even in their origin, they are different things.
Boycotting is a retaliatory measure with a political
object, designed to open the eyes of the Home
Government to the injustice done to Bengal by the
Partition Scheme.” Swadeshism is per se an
economic movement not necessarily associated with
any political objects, and it was initiated, as he shows,
in Gujerat and the Deccan thirty years ago. It has now
revived,” he writes, under the stimulus given to it by
the boycott movement in Bengal”; and he adds that in
most places it is supported more out of sympathy with
Bengal than out of a sincere desire to study carefully
the whole industrial question and then to do all that
can be done to develop the industries of the country.”
He also thinks that hitherto the people most hit by the
boycott have been natives and not the foreign
importers. If the movement does not fizzle out, as is
probable, its supporters will have either to boycott
English goods or to restrict their wants to India made
goods. He gives reasons why he thinks the former
impolitic, and the latter impracticable. On the whole if
foreign or if English goods are brought to the doors of
the people’s houses many, perhaps most, of them will
buy them. From this point Mr. Samuldas discusses the
question how far the Swadeshi movement deserves
the support of his countrymen and what steps should
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be taken to make it success. He defines its object to
be, to raise the industrial state of the country to the
level of that of other civilised countries. Emulation, and
not jealousy, is the ideal, and this ideal must command
the sympathy of all right-minded persons—Indians as
well as Europeans.” He intimates the measures which
may be taken to find out what articles are being
imported, and then how far the indigenous industries
can extrude them. So much for distribution, but what
is chiefly wanted is to stimulate production, and of that
he writes; In the absence of an industrial survey of the
country we must try to ascertain, with the assistance
of experts if necessary, which of the imported articles
can be manufactured here cheap enough to compete
with foreign goods. A few industries that are likely to
be more successful than the others should be
selected, and these only should be initiated in the first
instance. As these prove successful others may be
taken up. In case of failures an attempt must made to
find out the causes thereof, and to remove them. The
mettle of men is tested in the presence of failures, and
we must show that we are not made of such sorry stuff
as will be disheartened by a few failures in the
beginning. He enumerates a number of industries
which might be taken up, such as cotton, of which
there is already considerable production, sugar, so
largely imported, iron and steel, woollen, silk, paper,
and other manufactures. But it is here that Mr.
Samuldas stops short on the brink. He •does not carry
his countrymen very far when he tells them that
“capital, expert knowledge, enterprising spirit and
[Nov. ii, 1905]. Perseverance in face of difficulties are
necessary to carry on this work.” That is not all—there
must,be the stimulus of prospective profit. Were Mr.
Chamberlain a native he would tell Indians what Mr.
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Samuldas avoids telling them, to wit that the exact pill
for their complaint is Protection. If the Swadeshi
movement could be worked up sufficiently, it might
become powerful lever for an Indian protective tariff
agitation. And that is what Mr. Lalubhai Samuldas
omits to note. The famous despatch of the
Government of India on Mr Chamberlain’s proposals
and Sir E. F. G. Law’s minute, showed clearly the
dangers of a protective system even ta the extent of
levying on foreign goods a slightly higher rate than on
British and Colonial goods, besides maintaining that,
as things are, powerful sections of the community at
home will continue to demand that their interests, and*
not those of India alone, shall be allowed
consideration.” They insisted on the point which is the
crucial point of the whole fiscal question for India, that
India is a debtor country.” Her solvency depends on
preserving an excess of exports over imports
equivalent to the amount of her obligations—an
excess which is now preserved not by exports to the
rest of the Empire but to foreign States. Should those
exports be stopped by the retaliatory policy of those
States against Indian protective legislation, India
would be menaced with bankruptcy. Swadeshism is a
healthy movement in so far as it confines itself to
stimulating and fostering the development of Indian
industries but as a handmaid to protection it would be
ruinous to Indian prosperity.
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St Andrew’s dinner was held at Calcutta on Nov. 30,
the gathering being one of the largest and most
successful upon record. Proposing the toast of The
Viceroy and The Land we Live in, Mr D M. Hamilton
welcomed the new Viceroy in the name of the
commercial community of India, and also referred in
appreciative terms to the work done by the outgoing
one. We may not always have agreed with Lord
Curzon, he said, but we know that in the years to come
when the smoke of conflict has lifted, we shall see
rising, as the result of his labours, an India of nobler
proportions. We shall hear the voice of the voiceless
blessing in the name of Curzon. Mr. Hamilton then
went on to discuss the scheme for the improvement of
Calcutta, and advised the authorities to buy land now
for the benefit of future inhabitants before it rises
further price. He also touched upon the needs of the
port for greater facilities for the shipping, and said that
while Calcutta hobbles along blind and lame, never
seeing beyond her nose, Bombay had already
commenced the construction of her magnificent new
dock which will be five miles behind. He went on to
express an opinion that the partition of Bengal is more
likely to prove a blessing than a curse, since the
development of one of the most fertile parts of India.
Regarding the Swadeshi movement, he said that
there is a Swadeshi which means love of one’s own
country and a Swadeshi which means the hatred of
another man’s, and referred to the simpletons who
were trying to destroy the trade of Europe, not
knowing that they were also destroying their own. In
conclusion, he mentioned the question of the army
administration of India, and urged that the needs of
the country were economic rather than military. It
might not be out of place, he said, that he,
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representative of the mercantile community, should
remind the Government that, whatever changes might
be deemed advisable in connection with the
administration of the Army, the economic claims of the
Empire should always be kept clearly in view. He
urged this not only on behalf of the development of the
country but also in its military interests, for the Army,
like every other branch of administration, rested on an
economic base, and, unless this was strong, it was
folly to add to the superstructure. We want all our
surpluses, he said, to extend our railways and to
improve our waterways. We want 40 crores of rupees
to complete our canal programme, we want crores of
rupees to improve our agriculture and to reform the
rotten financial system on which it is based, we want
crores to rebuild our cities and make them fit to be the
habitations of men, we want crores for education and
for scientific and medical research and for our
hospitals, and we want lay at the shrine of Swadeshi.
Believe me the only scientific frontier that India can
have is frontier of solid silver, and no other will yield
that feeling of good will and contentment on which
Lord Roberts has told us the security of India must
ultimately rest. , Lord Minto, in reply to the toast,
said:—Mr. Chairman, your Honour, Sir Francis
Maclean, and Gentlemen,—l must, in the first place,
thank you for the reception you have given to-night to
the toast of my health and for the welcome you have
so heartily extended to her Excellency Lady Minto and
my family. To-night is the first opportunity I have had
of meeting a Calcutta assemblage, and on the outset
of my career in India I feel that it is impossible to
overrate the value to me of the cordiality with which
you have received me on my taking up my residence
among you. I have come, as your chairman has said,
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from the Far West to this distant East. From the
dominion of Canada, with all its growing strength and
future, nave come to the great responsibilities and
mysteries of India, to an administration full of
problems, interwoven with the traditions of the past
and the aspirations of the future. I have been but a
very few days among you, and I am grateful to your
chairman for the insight he has given me, in such
eloquent terms, into the public questions and the
public opinion of the day, of which I have so much to
learn, and which I am already well aware that his
broad-minded and philanthropic energy has so largely
influenced and directed. But gentlemen, our patron
saint, whose festival we are met to celebrate, would
hardly, I think, advise me as yet to attempt to follow
your chairman across the political peat-bogs over
which he moves with such practical skill. My
acquaintance with St. Andrew has, I may say, been
somewhat intimate. I have rarely failed to accept his
offers of hospitality, and the social circles to which on
Nov. 30 he has annually introduced me I have found
to be of somewhat convivial nature, with a taste for
haggis monopolising the attention of the guests, and
excluding the consumption of those political dishes
supposed at other times to be palatable to the canny
Scot. And on Nov. 30 I personally feel totally unable to
dissociate myself from the teachings of good St.
Andrew. I feel only that I have come among you this
evening a blither Scot, and, looking around me, I
cannot but think that your chairman, or his honour, or
Sir F. Maclean, or possibly this whole powerful
Scottish triumvirate, have sent round the fiery cross,
for surely this is a gathering of the clans devoid, I am
afraid, of the prospective plunder of old days, but
simply gathering of Scotsmen in a distant land who
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feel that they are justly proud of the race from which
they spring, who have met together to shake each
other by the hand, to talk to the old north country and
the homes far away among the banks and braes of
bonnie Scotland. Mr. Chairman, you have done me
the .honour to couple with the toast of my health that
of The Land Live in —a land we have at present made
our home, a land to which our ancestors devoted their
best abilities and which we must endeavour to serve
to the best of ours, a land peopled with a diversity of
races of different creeds, whose wants it is our duty to
study and whose future welfare must be our dearest
aim. Gentlemen, your Chairman is not a greater
believer than I am in the necessity of rest and security
for the development happiness of the people of India.
That development and that happiness I hope with him
will be the base of India’s future history; but must
never forget—no country can afford to forge that the
security of such a base can be guaranteed only by the
strong arm that defends it. Mr. Chairman, as the years
by and we severally wander back to Scotland may well
repeat to ourselves Scott’s beautiful lines Breathes
there the man with soul so dead. Who never to himself
hath said This is my own, my native land Whose heart
has ne’er within him burned, As home his footsteps he
has turned From wandering a foreign strand? And I
hope that may look back on India, not as a land of but
as a land where have worked earnestly and loyally
and with some success for the good of her people.
Responding to the toast of the Imperial forces Gen. Sir
Ronald Macdonald spoke of the admirable spirit and
training of the army of India, and of the pride which he
felt in the force it had been his good fortune to
command in the field in Tibet. Volunteers, he spoke of
the self-sacrifice and patriotic shown by both officers
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and men, and urged that greater facilities should be
given to their employees by managers of firms and
factories to enable them to turn out in larger numbers
than was the case on a recent state occasion. In the
course of his speech Sir Francis Maclean, who
proposed the health of the guests, said I have had the
good fortune to form many friendships since I have
been in India, but the Earl of Minto I welcome to-night,
not so much a Viceroy one of my earliest and one of
my warmest friends. It would be presumptuous of me
to speak of him this evening. But the regard in which
he is held by all who have had this rank him among
their friends was splendidly manifested by his farewell
dinner in London, and I shall be greatly surprised,
gentlemen. if the generous warmth which you have
displayed towards him to welcome this evening does
not as time rolls on find a responses.
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The Rast Goftar observes In our last issue we
published, for what it was worth, some news from the
Indu Prakash relating to the Swadeshi movement
having spread in the Indian army, with some strong
criticisms thereupon of our own. The news had spread
in the city like wildfire, indeed ; and it would have been
unwise, after the extensive circulation it had acquired,
to attempt to smother it without a timely word of
precaution and emphatic denunciation, whether or not
there was any truth at the bottom of the rumour. From
information subsequently received, it appears that the
news is without any foundation, and the public would
feel rejoiced to learn that our contemporary’s alarming
has turned out to be a mere fiction. A word here to our
Bengal friends would not be out of place. We have
shown in these columns, in the course of a series of
articles, that Swadeshism is a movement which
deserves well the hands of all patriotic and loyal
countrymen; and that similar methods have been
employed, in one form or another, by every civilised
Government for the spread and support of indigenous
industry and commerce. But in order that it may thrive
and take firm root, bifurcating in every nook and corner
of the country, it is indispensable that under no
circumstances should the line of strictest moderation
and constitutional methods lie exceeded. Let the
Swadeshi movement be kept severely aloof from the
misguided agitation over the Partition question of
Bengal, as otherwise it is prone to alienate many true
and zealous supporter of the scheme, and to die
eventually a premature death.
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Reuter's Bombay correspondent telegraphed on Oct.
—The creation of the new province of Eastern Bengal
and Assam was formally begun at Shillong to-day by
the issue, in the form of a Gazette Extraordinary, of
statement explanatory of the Government’s
resolution. In this Gazette Mr. Fuller, the new
Lieutenant-Governor, says that the new province has
been created with the object of improving the moral
and material condition of over 30,000,000 of people,
and the responsibilities attaching to so onerous
charge have added to the difficulties which must
accompany the inception of a new Administration. Mr.
Fuller realises very clearly that success is only
attainable if all the officers of his Government, both
Europeans and Indians, work with him for the welfare
of the people and the provinces with whose interests
they will now be identified. He confidently relies upon
their earnest co-operation, and not less confidently
does he hope that their efforts will be appreciated by
those to whose benefit they are directed, and that the
new local government will secure the general
goodwill, assistance and support which are required
to give vitality to its measures and resolutions. It is
clear that Assam welcomes the dignity attaching to its
inclusion in the enlarged province, and people of
Eastern Bengal of all classes have contributed a great
number of congratulatory messages and telegrams
which have reached the new Lieutenant-Governor.
One of these messages conveys the good wishes of
the Welsh Mission which has laboured so successfully
in Assam. Public rejoicings and illuminations take
place at Shillong, and afford a striking proof of the
popularity of the Lieutenant-Governor among the
people. Calcutta, Oct. 17 (Reuter). — a protest against
the partition of Bengal, which took effect yesterday,
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the day was spent by the native community in
universal fasting and mourning. The bazaars were
closed, although it was the first working day after the
Pujah holidays. A large number of Hindoos purified
themselves by bathing in the Ganges, as on
occasions of grave calamity. As early as three o’clock
in the morning bands of citizens patrolled the streets,
and Hindoos and Mahomedans exchanged saffroncoloured waistbands as a mark of friendship and unity.
The foundation-stone was laid of a Federation Hall of
United Bengal, which is to be a symbol of union and a
standing protest against the partition. The ceremony
was attended by an enormous gathering, exceeding
50,000 in number, and containing representatives of
the sections of the community and delegates from all
parts. Sir Guru Dass Banerjei, ex-judge of the High
Court, asked Mr. A. M. Bose to lay the foundationstone, and a resolution was adopted by the meeting
pledging the Bengalis, as people, to do all in their
power to counteract the evil effects of the division of
the province, and to maintain the integrity of their race.
The gathering then marched in solemn procession to
the Bag Bazaar, where it was joined by processions
from other parts of the town, demonstrators
numbering in all some 100,000 persons. Similar
ceremonies were held in all parts of the province. The
Anglo-Indian Press declares that the fact that no
disorders occurred reflects credit both on the police
and on the leaders of the agitation. HAIL NEWS. THE
BENGALI BOYCOTT. Calcutta, Oct. 7 (Times of
India). —Owing to the present being the Pooja
holidays, it is difficult to arrive at the exact effect of the
Bengali boycott. So far the sales of piece-goods have
been seriously affected, and several marwaris in the
bazaars have been ruined. European merchants have
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not suffered much owing to the fact that buyers from
Bombay, Delhi, and Rangoon, believing that there
would be a congestion of stocks, have been
competing, and fair business has been done with
these centres at moderate rates. The marwaris who
are the chief vehicle of distribution are really disturbed
to see the stocks thus slipping away. They have used
the crisis to try and exact better terms from the
European importers, but the latter have held firm. The
boycott of goods by babus has spread everywhere,
and the students and agitators are not content with
stopping natives purchasing Indian goods in shops,
but are actually entering houses and pointing out
British goods and intimidating. . The recent arrests
and the subsequent freeing of 17 students for
boycotting is having bad effect, as the boycotters
regard it as a victory and are growing bolder.
Europeans are being treated civilly but natives are
being intimidated for buying English goods. The
moderate men complain bitterly of having to buy
native goods at a much higher price. Many native
dealers are sending up the prices of Indian goods and
reaping a rich harvest. A bad form of the boycott is
shown by nearly a thousand men being on strike on
the tramways and of other strikes pending. All those
are traceable to discontent engendered by Swadeshi
agitators. Merchants believe that the movement will
exhaust itself, as people will rebel against the high
prices as there is not sufficient material to replace
British imports. The next few days will show how deep
is the movement, when the city becomes normal after
the Pooja holidays. Government is taking no action at
present, but the general feeling is that some definite
steps should be taken, as an ugly spirit is showing
itself-in all sorts of unexpected places.
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Reuter telegrams from Calcutta are to hand follows :
Calcutta, Oct. 25.—The Bengal Government has
issued a circular to the school and college authorities
of the interior, warning them that, unless they prevent
the students from participating in political questions,
from boycotting, picketing, and furthering the
Swadeshi movement, the schools and colleges so
offending shall forfeit the Government grants in aid
and the privilege of competing for scholarships, and
the University will be asked to disaffiliate them.
Further, should there be any fear of disturbances on
the part of the students, the teachers and managers
of the institutions threatened shall be enrolled as
special constables. This circular has evoked much
adverse comment. The Statesman says The
Government, ignoring plain facts and disregarding the
advice of its educational officers, has blundered into a
childish and futile policy which can only have the effect
of manufacturing an army of martyrs.” A great
gathering of Mahomedans to support and approve the
partition of Bengal was held yesterday in the Old Lines
at Dacca, which has been made the capital of what is
practically the new Mahomedan province. The
meeting was of religious character and was called to
permit of thanks being offered to the Almighty that the
partition had been carried into effect. Nearly the whole
polo ground was filled, and the meeting was
addressed by leading men of the community. The
Nawab was present and listened attentively to the
speeches, which dwelt on the many advantages
accruing to the Mahomedans, who through the
division of Bengal would be spared many oppressions
which they had hitherto had to endure from the
Hindoos. The Hindoo agitation was condemned, and
those present were urged to be loyal to the Sovereign
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and helpful to the Government. As to mail news, we
select the following: Oct. 6. — The Police Office in Lall
Bazaar was crowded yesterday morning owing to the
fact that the 17 young men arrested in connection with
the assault on the police in Harrison Road on Tuesday
evening were taken before the commissioner of
police. The arrested men were, with one exception, all
Hindoos, five of them students, and the remainder
clerks. Babu Bhupendra Nath Bose, accompanied by
Babus Surendra Nath Bannerji, A. C. Bannerji, and A.
K. Ghose, appeared and had private consultation with
the commissioner of police, and it is believed that they
had on behalf of the accused expressed regret for the
occurrence and had offered to compensate Inspector
Carroll for the losses he had sustained. It is also stated
that they gave an undertaking on the part of the men
not to commit themselves again in a similar way
provided they were not criminally prosecuted. When
the accused were taken before the commissioner the
proceedings were practically conducted, the Press
being excluded; but the accused afterwards came
jubilantly out of the room, and it then transpired that
when they were before the commissioner he had
divided the students from the others. He then spoke to
the latter and told them not to get into further and
finally warned and discharged them. The students
were then given some advice and told that if they
should be brought up again on similar charge they
would be seriously dealt with. The commissioner
directed that they should pay 100 rs. as compensation
to Inspector Carroll. This was paid on the spot. They
were then told that their school authorities would deal
with them and were set Oct, 7. —Mr. A. C. Banerji,
barrister, has written to the local papers in connection
with the Harrison Road riot affair and the subsequent
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police proceedings, stating that both Mr. A. K. Ghose
and himself went to the house of the commissioner of
police and also to the court of the latter in no other
capacity than that of members of the Bar. Whatever
undertaking might have been given by Babus
Surendra Nath Bannerji and Bhupendra Nath Bose, or
whatever might have been done by them was
unauthoritative. “If they have expressed any regret
they have done so on their own account—a regret
which some of my clients, all events, do not in any way
share. As regards what you describe to be the fine
supposed to have been paid by accused or by anyone
on their behalf, you are wholly wrong. If any money
was paid at all it was done cot as a penalty, but to
enable Inspector Carroll to treat the beating, which
had been administered to him, as alleged, in a
philosophic spirit.” Oct. 9. —There was a Swadeshi
riot in the Sobha Bazaar, Upper Chitpore Road, on
Saturday, owing to a Bengali cloth dealer having sold
Manchester cloth describing it as Indian. There was a
pitched battle with lathis and several heads were
broken. The police refrained from interference, as it
was fight between Bengalis and only Bengali heads
were broken. The following day the offending cloth
dealer paid a fine of 30 rs. and promised never to sell
Manchester goods again and made a bonfire of the
remaining Manchester cloth he had. The Englishman
states that the Government of Bengal has called on
the heads of colleges and schools to expel students
concerned in the Harrison Road riot.
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THE PARTITION OF BENGAL. (To the Editor of “The
Daily News.”) Sir,—Mr. Vanes says that ''the cry that
comes from Bengal to-day against the partition of
Bengal is not the cry Bengal.” If he had followed the
question closely he would know that Bengal is against
this so-called “reform” of Lord Curzon. Protest
meetings have been held in almost every village of
Bengal. Delegates from every part of Bengal attended
the meetings in Calcutta. For once the Indian and the
Anglo-Indian papers have joined hands. Then, what
about “the boycott of British goods”? Does he think
that it is all nonsense and nothing serious? The
Manchester people, whose pockets would suffer
most, not think so. No nation has ever been able to
keep another nation under its sway with indifference
to the feelings of the subjects. Perhaps the English
people do not realise that, the agitation in Bengal today is bound to have some effect in the relations of
England and India. If there is a judgment of nations,
England shall certainly pay for this her utter neglect of
her Indian subjects.—Yours, etc. B. K. DAS
Craigmore, Rothesay, Sept. 16
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At the time of writing it is not known here who will take
office as Secretary of State for India in Sir Henry
Campbell-Bannerman's Ministry, but it is earnestly
hoped he will see the urgent necessity of exercising
some sort of moderating influence upon affairs in this
part of India. The following extracts from articles in
“The Bengalee’’ show that an imitation of Russian
bureaucratic methods is being practised. The articles
refer to the action of Mr. Fuller, Lieutenant-Governor
of Assam and East Bengal. The Calcutta journal
observes: His most recent performance is the
summary dismissal of the acting Government pleader
at Dinajpur because he had failed to attend at the
railway station and at the Durbar upon an invitation
sent to him by the magistrate. The terms of this
extraordinary order as follows: “Babu Jogindra
Chandra Chakravarti, acting Government Pleader,
was invited to attend at the railway station to meet his
Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, and also to attend at
the Durbar held by his Honour. He did not attend either
ceremony, nor had he the courtesy to acknowledge or
reply to the letters of invitation. He has shown wilful
disrespect to the head of the province and to his
immediate superior, the district officer. He has
forfeited the confidence of Government. He is
therefore removed from office as Government
Pleader. ‘Mr. Fuller has such an over-weening sense
of his own dignity that he sacrifices for its sake the
commonest considerations of justice. No officer of
Government can be dismissed, under a rule of the
Government of India, which is peremptory in the
obligations which it imposes, and is binding upon all
public servants, without an explanation being taken
from him. The Government Pleader was dismissed
summarily without any such explanation. If the
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partition of Bengal is unacceptable to the people
concerned, Mr. Fuller has made it doubly more
unwelcome. His bullying and brow beating
respectable men, who were in one sense his guests,
having come to meet him on his invitation, the
sensitiveness of temper, taking offence where none is
intended, his despotic ways and methods of
government, utterly foreign to the Bengal school of
civilians, have seriously intensified the discontent
which the partition of Bengal has created, and has
made him an impossible ruler of the new province.
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The feeling against the partition Bengal and in favour
of the boycott of British goods is growing.
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Reuter reported from Calcutta that the feeling against
the partition of Bengal and favouring the boycott of
British goods was growing.
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In consequence of the proposed partition of the
Bengal Presidency into two provinces, meeting of
protest was held yesterday in the bazaar, which was
practically dosed for the day. Another meeting, which
was attended by several thousands of persons, was
held at the Town Hall, which was so overcrowded that
a third meeting was arranged on the Maidan. Students
paraded with black flags, and the numbers of
Marwaris and Mahommedans present showed that
the question has thoroughly moved all classes. The
Maharajah of Cossimbazar, the chairman at the main
meeting, declared that the partition of the province
was a political blunder of the gravest magnitude. The
Government, he said, should reconsider its orders and
withdraw them. The Maharajah Mymen Singh then
moved the first resolution, which asserted that the
partition was unnecessary, arbitrary, and unjust, and
was in deliberate disregard of the entire Bengali
community. Babu Sircar submitted a second
resolution protesting against the procedure adopted
by the authorities, and declaring that a more
unfortunate scheme than this partition had never been
placed before the public. A third resolution declared
that the meeting fully sympathised with the resolution
adopted by recent Mofussil meetings to abstain from
purchasing British manufactures as protest against
the indifference of the British as regards Indian affairs
and the consequent disregard of Indian public opinion
by the present Government. A fourth resolution
pledged the meeting to do all that lay in its power to
bring about the withdrawal of the Government’s
orders. All these resolutions were adopted. A Cynical
Essay in The ''Englishman” states that the crowded
Town Hall resembled a vast humming beehive. The
Maidan, with its groups of students and its streams of
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eager people flowing in from every quarter, impressed
upon one that the question of the partition of Bengal
touched the sentiment of hundreds of people as a
calamity and as a blow to their patriotism, the more
galling since it was regarded as a mere cynical essay
in statesmanship carried out against the wishes of the
people. The ''Statesman” says that in point of numbers
and earnestness yesterday’s immense gatherings
was more remarkable than any that has taken place
within recent memory. The meeting, besides being
extraordinarily large, if not actually unparalleled in
numbers, provided unanswerable evidence of strong
and powerful feeling and of a genuine popular
movement.— Reuter.
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Calcutta, Monday. The boycott of English goods in
Calcutta, which was organised by the Bengalis as a
protest against the partition of the province, continues,
though the holiday season has produced a temporary
lull. The movement chiefly affects the trade in piece
goods. English merchants have not greatly suffered
owing to the purchases of buyers from Bombay. Delhi,
and Rangoon, who believed the congestion stocks
meant lower prices. Thus considerable quantities of
goods were disposed of at moderate rates. The real
sufferers are the native merchants who deal in British
goods. Some of these have been entirely ruined the
boycott. Consumers too suffered, because a demand
immediately arose for Indian goods of the classes
corresponding to the British goods under the ban, and
the demand exceeded the supply. Sharp rises in
prices followed to the advantage of many dealers in
native goods, who have reaped a rich harvest. Native
distributing firms took the opportunity afforded by the
crisis for attempt to exact better terms from English
importers, but the latter have stood firm. It cannot be
denied that the boycott is still spreading. There is
appreciable molestation of Europeans, but the
agitators are everywhere intimidating the natives who
desire to buy English goods, and considerable unrest
prevails, The authorities are behaving with a restraint
which is regarded commendable by some and
condemned by others. Seventeen clerks and students
who were arrested in Calcutta for violent intimidation
were dismissed after being privately cautioned. The
party of leniency approves this course, on the ground
that the offenders were only seeking public
martyrdom, while the advocates of stronger measures
object to what they consider a display of weakness.
As a matter of fact it turns out that the accused men
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were dealt with lightly because the principal witness
for the Government had disappeared. A conspicuous
feature of the present situation is the extensive strikes
of native tramway conductors, telegraph messengers,
and printers employed the Government press. These
strikes are generally believed to be really due to the
agitation against the partition, though the leading
agitators deny complicity in them. The more moderate
of the Hindus disapprove the boycott, and their
feelings are shared by most the Mohammedans who
are not opposed to the partition of the province. There
is disposition prevailing in well-informed circles to
regard the boycott as a temporary ebullition which will
rapidly exhaust itself. It is pointed out by those of this
opinion that India cannot supply her own present
needs, and as 65 per cent, of her imports come from
England, the law of supply and demand is bound
speedily to have its effect. The Anglo-Indian papers
approve of the original principles of the Swadeshi
movement, which originated prior to the present
boycott, and has as its object the encouragement of
Indian industries by giving preference to Indian
products; but they condemn the boycott as fallacious
and economically unsound, and prophesy that this offshoot of the original movement will soon collapse.
During the next few days after the holidays have
concluded, the strength of the movement will be put to
final test. The action of the extremists has alienated
the sympathy of many who regard the partition with
disfavour. Attempts which been made to extend the
movement to Bombay and the West India have utterly
failed.—Press Association Foreign Special.
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The boycott of English goods in Calcutta, which was
organised by the Bengalis as a protest against the
partition of the province, continues, though the holiday
season has produced a temporary lull. The movement
chiefly affects the trade in piece goods. English
merchants have not greatly suffered owing to the
purchases of buyers from Bombay. Delhi, and
Rangoon, who believed the congestion stocks meant
lower prices. Thus considerable quantities of goods
were disposed of at moderate rates. The real sufferers
are the native merchants who deal in British goods.
Some of these have been entirely ruined the boycott.
Consumers too suffered, because a demand
immediately arose for Indian goods of the classes
corresponding to the British goods under the ban, and
the demand exceeded the supply. Sharp rises in
prices followed to the advantage of many dealers in
native goods, who have reaped a rich harvest. Native
distributing firms took the opportunity afforded by the
crisis for attempt to exact better terms from English
importers, but the latter have stood firm. It cannot be
denied that the boycott is still spreading. There is
appreciable molestation of Europeans, but the
agitators are everywhere intimidating the natives who
desire to buy English goods, and considerable unrest
prevails, The authorities are behaving with a restraint
which is regarded commendable by some and
condemned by others. Seventeen clerks and students
who were arrested in Calcutta for violent intimidation
were dismissed after being privately cautioned. The
party of leniency approves this course, on the ground
that the offenders were only seeking public
martyrdom, while the advocates of stronger measures
object to what they consider a display of weakness.
As a matter of fact it turns out that the accused men
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were dealt with lightly because the principal witness
for the Government had disappeared. A conspicuous
feature of the present situation is the extensive strikes
of native tramway conductors, telegraph messengers,
and printers employed the Government press. These
strikes are generally believed to be really due to the
agitation against the partition, though the leading
agitators deny complicity in them. The more moderate
of the Hindus disapprove the boycott, and their
feelings are shared by most the Mohammedans who
are not opposed to the partition of the province. There
is disposition prevailing in well-informed circles to
regard the boycott as a temporary ebullition which will
rapidly exhaust itself. It is pointed out by those of this
opinion that India cannot supply her own present
needs, and as 65 per cent, of her imports come from
England, the law of supply and demand is bound
speedily to have its effect. The Anglo-Indian papers
approve of the original principles of the Swadeshi
movement, which originated prior to the present
boycott, and has as its object the encouragement of
Indian industries by giving preference to Indian
products; but they condemn the boycott as fallacious
and economically unsound, and prophesy that this offshoot of the original movement will soon collapse.
During the next few days after the holidays have
concluded, the strength of the movement will be put to
final test. The action of the extremists has alienated 1
the sympathy many who regard the partition with
disfavour. Attempts which been made to extend the
movement to Bombay and the West India have utterly
failed.—Press Association Foreign Special.
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Calcutta, Monday. The boycott of English goods in
Calcutta, which was organised by the Bengalis as a
protest against the partition of the province, continues,
though the holiday season has produced a temporary
lull. The movement chiefly affects the trade in piece
goods. English merchants have not greatly suffered
owing to the purchases of buyers from Bombay. Delhi,
and Rangoon, who believed the congestion stocks
meant lower prices. Thus considerable quantities of
goods were disposed of at moderate rates. The real
sufferers are the native merchants who deal in British
goods. Some of these have been entirely ruined the
boycott. Consumers too suffered, because a demand
immediately arose for Indian goods of the classes
corresponding to the British goods under the ban, and
the demand exceeded the supply. Sharp rises in
prices followed to the advantage of many dealers in
native goods, who have reaped a rich harvest. Native
distributing firms took the opportunity afforded by the
crisis for attempt to exact better terms from English
importers, but the latter have stood firm. It cannot be
denied that the boycott is still spreading. There is
appreciable molestation of Europeans, but the
agitators are everywhere intimidating the natives who
desire to buy English goods, and considerable unrest
prevails, The authorities are behaving with a restraint
which is regarded commendable by some and
condemned by others. Seventeen clerks and students
who were arrested in Calcutta for violent intimidation
were dismissed after being privately cautioned. The
party of leniency approves this course, on the ground
that the offenders were only seeking public
martyrdom, while the advocates of stronger measures
object to what they consider a display of weakness.
As a matter of fact it turns out that the accused men
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were dealt with lightly because the principal witness
for the Government had disappeared. A conspicuous
feature of the present situation is the extensive strikes
of native tramway conductors, telegraph messengers,
and printers employed the Government press. These
strikes are generally believed to be really due to the
agitation against the partition, though the leading
agitators deny complicity in them. The more moderate
of the Hindus disapprove the boycott, and their
feelings are shared by most the Mohammedans who
are not opposed to the partition of the province. There
is disposition prevailing in well-informed circles to
regard the boycott as a temporary ebullition which will
rapidly exhaust itself. It is pointed out by those of this
opinion that India cannot supply her own present
needs, and as 65 per cent, of her imports come from
England, the law of supply and demand is bound
speedily to have its effect. The Anglo-Indian papers
approve of the original principles of the Swadeshi
movement, which originated prior to the present
boycott, and has as its object the encouragement of
Indian industries by giving preference to Indian
products; but they condemn the boycott as fallacious
and economically unsound, and prophesy that this offshoot of the original movement will soon collapse.
During the next few days after the holidays have
concluded, the strength of the movement will be put to
final test. The action of the extremists has alienated 1
the sympathy many who regard the partition with
disfavour. Attempts which been made to extend the
movement to Bombay and the West India have utterly
failed.—Press Association Foreign Special.
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Calcutta, Monday. The boycott of English goods in
Calcutta, which was organised by the Bengalis as a
protest against the partition of the province, continues,
though the holiday season has produced a temporary
lull. The movement chiefly affects the trade in piece
goods. English merchants have not greatly suffered
owing to the purchases of buyers from Bombay. Delhi,
and Rangoon, who believed the congestion stocks
meant lower prices. Thus considerable quantities of
goods were disposed of at moderate rates. The real
sufferers are the native merchants who deal in British
goods. Some of these have been entirely ruined the
boycott. Consumers too suffered, because a demand
immediately arose for Indian goods of the classes
corresponding to the British goods under the ban, and
the demand exceeded the supply. Sharp rises in
prices followed to the advantage of many dealers in
native goods, who have reaped a rich harvest. Native
distributing firms took the opportunity afforded by the
crisis for attempt to exact better terms from English
importers, but the latter have stood firm. It cannot be
denied that the boycott is still spreading. There is
appreciable molestation of Europeans, but the
agitators are everywhere intimidating the natives who
desire to buy English goods, and considerable unrest
prevails, The authorities are behaving with a restraint
which is regarded commendable by some and
condemned by others. Seventeen clerks and students
who were arrested in Calcutta for violent intimidation
were dismissed after being privately cautioned. The
party of leniency approves this course, on the ground
that the offenders were only seeking public
martyrdom, while the advocates of stronger measures
object to what they consider a display of weakness.
As a matter of fact it turns out that the accused men
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were dealt with lightly because the principal witness
for the Government had disappeared. A conspicuous
feature of the present situation is the extensive strikes
of native tramway conductors, telegraph messengers,
and printers employed the Government press. These
strikes are generally believed to be really due to the
agitation against the partition, though the leading
agitators deny complicity in them. The more moderate
of the Hindus disapprove the boycott, and their
feelings are shared by most the Mohammedans who
are not opposed to the partition of the province. There
is disposition prevailing in well-informed circles to
regard the boycott as a temporary ebullition which will
rapidly exhaust itself. It is pointed out by those of this
opinion that India cannot supply her own present
needs, and as 65 per cent, of her imports come from
England, the law of supply and demand is bound
speedily to have its effect. The Anglo-Indian papers
approve of the original principles of the Swadeshi
movement, which originated prior to the present
boycott, and has as its object the encouragement of
Indian industries by giving preference to Indian
products; but they condemn the boycott as fallacious
and economically unsound, and prophesy that this offshoot of the original movement will soon collapse.
During the next few days after the holidays have
concluded, the strength of the movement will be put to
final test. The action of the extremists has alienated 1
the sympathy many who regard the partition with
disfavour. Attempts which been made to extend the
movement to Bombay and the West India have utterly
failed.—Press Association Foreign Special.
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By F. H. SKRINE. A chain snaps at its weakest link,
and the Bengal Government’s failure to cope with a
famine which devastated Orissa in 1866 led the then
Secretary of State for India to suggest the transfer of
outlying territories. Assam, as we have seen, became
an independent charge in 1874, but thirty years
passed away ere an effort was made to deal with the
situation adequately. In the meantime it became
Increasingly evident that the task of ruling Bengal was
beyond human powers. Social and political functions
detained the Lieutenant- Governor in Calcutta during
the pleasant winter months, and many important
centres received but one hurried visit during his five
years’ tenure of office. The local Secretariat attained
a degree of power which was good neither for its
personnel nor the Civil Service at large. Moreover, the
Permanent Settlement has placed subordinate
officers out of touch with the people, and rendered the
life of an agricultural community a sealed book for
rulers who should know its every detail. Thus, a
province which required the largest share of personal
rule obtained less attention than any other. The only
course open was to reduce the bulk of this overgrown
territory. But, while his predecessors were content
with academic discussions, Lord Curzon’s reforming
zeal prompted him to attack the thorny subject. In
December, 1903, his Home Secretary, Mr. H. H.
Risley, C.I.E., who is a recognised authority on
ethnological questions, ably summed up the issues at
stake in a letter addressed to the local Government.
After proving that the partition of Bengal could no
longer be delayed, he broached various schemes for
affording the necessary relief. None could be
expected from Madras or the United Provinces, for
both were already handicapped as to area and
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population. There remained the Central Provinces and
Assam. The first might take over Chutia Nagpur, a hilly
tract on the western marches, not much smaller than
England, and inhabited by aboriginal races; and the
Orissa Division on the extreme south. Lord Curzon
invited opinion with regard to the fate of Chutia
Nagpur, but thought the balance of expediency
adverse to the severance of Orissa. Assam, on the
other hand, might well assimilate more territory. With
an area of 56,000 square miles, and a population of
6,000,000, it offered no carrière ouverte aux talents,
and its administration had not kept pace with the vast
development of the tea industry. Chittagong, which
gave an outlet by sea to the staple products of Assam
and Eastern Bengal, was connected with both by
railway. The Viceroy proposed the cession of the
Chittagong and Dacca Divisions. Under this scheme
Assam would obtain a much-needed seaport, and a
western boundary defined by the mighty
Brahmaputra. It would be a compact and fairly
geneous province of 17,000,000 Inhabitants, while
Bengal would be left with the more manageable total
of 67,500,000. This State paper caused an immense
stir throughout the Province.
Calcutta sullenly
acquiesced in the inevitable, while the people of the
affected Divisions were delighted with the prospect of
securing better government. Encouraged by the
qualified acceptance of his ideas, Lord Curzon
returned to the charge with a still wider measure. In
July last a Resolution announced the creation of a
province styled ‘‘ Assam, and Eastern Bengal,'' and
embracing not only the Dacca and Chittagong
Divisions, but four great Bengal districts at the west
of the Brahmaputra-, and the little State Kuch Behar.
Its area will be 106,540 square miles, its population
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31,000,000. The remnant left to Bengal is only
141,500 square mile*, inhabited by 54,000,000 souls.
The criticism evoked the threatened transfer of Chutia
Nagpur led its abandonment, and the mutilation of
Orissa was restricted to trivial rectifications frontier. If
geography were alone consulted, the well-known
sanatoriums of Darjiling would have passed to the new
jurisdiction. But it would inexpedient to deprive our
most unhealthy province of its only hill resort, and
Bengal has been allowed to retain an isolated tract on
the Himalayan spurs, which must be reached by a
long railway journey through alien territory. Admitting
the absolute necessity of dismembering Bengal, I
cannot but think that the 1905 project was a little too
drastic. The ceded districts of west of the Brahmaputra
are of later geological formation than Eastern Bengal,
and their people have a larger infusion of Aryan blood.
Moreover, they are traversed the railway connecting
Calcutta with Darjiling, and can be more easily
governed from THE BENGAL PRESIDENCY.
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'In view of the endeavours made by Liberal speakers
to discredit the Government for consenting to Lord
Curzon's scheme for the partition of Bengal, it is
interesting to note what the Maharajah of Burdwan,
one of the most enlightened zemindars in Bengal, has
written on the subject in a Bombay review, East and
West." The Bengali Press, the Maharajah writes, has
been extremely bitter against Lord Curzon, and the
prime movers in all the Bengali Press agitations have
worked with all their might stirring up, as usual, the
school boys of Calcutta, who, finding it great fun to
have a couple of days' outing, have been holding
mass meetings on the Maidans and moving about
from street to street barefooted, with little black flags
in their hands, singing so-called national songs and
showing to the lookers-on that they are mourning, as
Lord Curzon has vivisected and thereby killed their
mother country, Bengal. Could anything be more
ridiculous than this schoolboy demonstration? Along
with this school-boy agitation have been started the
boycott and Swadeshi movements. No doubt the latter
movement would be of profit to the country if it were
started in friendly and honest spirit; for every wellwisher of India, whether European or Indian, desires
to see local industries grow up in every direction. But
the spirit in which the Swadeshi movement has been
started in Bengal is not only disloyal to the British
Government, but shows want of tact and
narrowmindedness on the part of our countrymen.
Therefore the sooner the boycott movement subsides,
and the current cant about Swadeshism is dropped,
the healthier will be the public life of India, and
particularly of Bengal; for the Bengalis should always
bear in mind that by the spirit of hostility they are apt
to show towards every act of Government- in these
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days, they are ruining all prospects of prosperity for
generations to come, and are rapidly losing the
sympathy of a Government which, foreign though may
be, has been the best Government for India. The
Maharajah then enumerates the advantages that will
accrue from the partition of Bengal, Which, he is
convinced, has been effected with the very best
motives. For this act of his, Lord Curzon should be
applauded by all sober-minded men, and not attacked
and ridiculed'.
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Mr. Morley (Secretary for India), in reply to Dr.
Rutherford (L., Middlesex. Brentford), said that it
would be contrary the public interest to present papers
on the subject of the agitation against the recent
partition Bengal; and was still less prepared to assent
the appointment of a Select Committee to inquire into
all the circumstances connected with the partition and
agitation. There were few more questions asked
regarding the partition by some other members.
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While it would be playing into the hands of the
mischievous agitators who are directing the continued
opposition to the partition of Bengal to regard either
the “coronation” of Mr. Sarendro Nath Banerji or the
incendiary proclamations of secret societies as grave
menace to the stability of the British Raj, it is evident,
writes the Anglo-Indian correspondent of the
''Standard,” that the situation has become more acute
since the resignation Sir Bampfylde Fuller. That
incident, which the Bengali malcontents affect to see
a victory for their cause, has incited them to even more
outrageous acts of insubordination. At the same time,
there are signs that the Mahometans, who form about
two-thirds of the population of the newly-constituted
province, are becoming more restless. Every
endeavour has been made by Hindu agitators to goad
them into breaches of the peace, and the acts of
provocation are as well understood in India as they are
in the Balkans. The provincial authorities have done
their utmost to prevent collisions, and on the whole
with conspicuous success. But the tension is
becoming more and more strained, and the sympathy
expressed by Mahometans in other parts of India with
their co-religionists in Bengal will not improve matters.
A most unsatisfactory account of the actual state of
things in Eastern Bengal and Assam is given by
member of the Indian Civil Service in a letter to the
Allahabad “Pioneer'', which calls attention in its
leading columns to the importance of this statement.
The Indian civil servant writes as follows: “Your
readers are aware by now of the circumstances in
which we have to do our work in Eastern Bengal at the
present moment. The members of the agitating
section, who dance like puppets to a Calcutta tune,
are lawyers, the baser sort schoolmasters with their
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boys, the private doctors, and, lastly, such zemindars
as the lawyers can induce by social pressure and
practical boycott to join their ranks. Though small in
numbers the section is powerful, and it can extort
attendance at meetings much shouting and even the
proclamation of religious ordinances from large
numbers who have sympathy whatever with its aims
and objects. Those aims, and objects are frankly antiBritish. The fair-spoken political periods of Mr.
Gokhale have no application to them at all. These men
are jealous of our rule, they wish themselves to
occupy our posts, they wish themselves to handle the
public moneys. We servants of the public have to work
among these people, and are subject, Indians and
Englishmen, to the same hindrances and insults in the
course of the performance of our duties. The methods
pursued descend to the lowest depths. If we are
English our ladies are insulted in the public street,
these gentlemen of the opposition spit on the ground
as we pass by, and are liable to be pelted with clods
and brick whenever it is deemed absolutely safe to go
so far. If we are Indians, we are subjected to the
strictest social boycott should we attempt to do our
duty, we are prevented from marrying our daughters,
are publicly libelled in the foulest way, and every
artifice is used to estrange our nearest friends and
relations from us. “Against all of us the same
malignant Press campaign is incessantly maintained,
while civil and criminal cases are constantly being
instituted against us, and usually with| drawn when
they have caused sufficient trouble and annoyance to
intimidate the weaker brethren among us. At the same
time, we are assailed in Parliament by a band of
earnest inquirers—including those gentlemen who,
having served with us in India, are now busily engaged
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in soothing their disappointed ambitions by fouling
their own nest—with questions based in many cases
on ridiculous calumnies, but framed as if founded on
indisputable facts. ''To all these attacks we can offer
but a very imperfect defence. We cannot meet the
newspaper lies in the open, we have no redress
against a social boycott. Should any one of us show
any resentment in even the mildest form, the Press
rings with insults we have offered to the mild and
inoffensive Hindu”. The writer, who is strongly of
opinion that the Government of India made a serious
mistake in not supporting the retiring LieutenantGovernor, concludes with a tribute to the energy and
wisdom of Sir B. Fuller’s administration, saying:- ''We
see the most brilliant man in the public service, the
head of this distressful province, whose career has
been epitome of the principles we profess, whose
strenuous and single-minded devotion has already
been instrumental in initiating reforms in every
department of the administration, deserted by those
who should know his merits best and removed from
the Government that he was already making a
practical success. He has shown sympathy with every
honest aspiration of the people, he has done more for
the true Swadeshi movement than any man in India,
he is popular with nine-tenths of the millions over
whom he rules, and of the charges that have been
made against him, whether in manifestoes from
Calcutta or in the columns of the Press, not onethousandth part is true." There is really nothing in their
case” was the opinion expressed to a Press
representative by a resident recently returned from
Bengal with reference to the Babu agitation against
the partition of that province. Just about the time the
partition of Bengal,” he continued, “Lord Curzon made
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a speech at the Convocation of Calcutta. University in
which he mentioned some hard truths about the
Bengali Babus. These references were much
resented, and when the partition was about to take
place the present agitation was started. On the date
fixed for the actual partition carloads of Babus
paraded the streets of Calcutta shouting insultingly in
the face of Englishmen ‘Bande Materam (AHI hail!
Mother-country),’ a cry which was particularly
accentuated in passing the United Service Club.
Bengali Babus and students picketed themselves on
the shops, and endeavoured to prevent the sale
English goods, and went far to rob purchasers of such
goods, which they burned. They picketed the shops in
the heart of the European quarter, even in
Chowringee. “Lord Curzon was at this time leaving
India, and one of the first acts of his successor, Lord
Minto, was have interview with Surendra Nath Banerji
and other leading agitators with a view of making
himself acquainted with their grievances. What took
place at that meeting was not divulged, but the
agitation continued, and the task set before
Bampfylde Fuller as Governor- General of the new
province was rendered exceptionally difficult. That the
line of conducted adopted by him was thoroughly
endorsed both by the European and Mahometans was
evidenced by their resolutions and expressions of
regret on his resignation. Subjected to much
misrepresentation at headquarters on the part of the
Babus, Sir Bampfylde Fuller, unable to accept the
instructions he received from the Government, elected
to resign. Thus were the Babus encouraged to
proceed with their agitation, not really against
partition, but against the British Raj. It was because
Sir Bampfylde Fuller, a man of long Indian experience,
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and, with a thorough knowledge of the character of the
native, was firm in his determination to protect the
Mahometans and the British, that he was singled out
as a sort of butt for the opprobrium of the Babus. Mr.
Hare, the present Lieutenant-Governor of the new
province, will probably upset a great deal that Sir
Bampfylde Fuller has done, and the natives will
doubtless consider that he has been placed in his
position to govern according to their ideas. What is to
be the outcome of all this? Are the Babus of Bengal to
be allowed to boycott British goods, insult Europeans,
and generally make themselves obnoxious, and is the
law-abiding citizen to be set aside in favour of the
agitator? The fact that Sir Bampfylde Fuller has been
practically forced to resign, and that Surendra Nath
Banerji has been crowned King of India, will go
through every bazaar in India in such a distorted form
that the native will get the idea that the British Raj is
either incapable or unwilling to defend itself or its
subjects.
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In the latest published interview with Tolstoy, the
Russian seer is said to have confidently predicted the
approaching dissolution of great Empires. The author
of "Resurrection” was thinking most of his own
distressful country, but was clearly of opinion that the
disintegration of the Russian Empire would be the
signal for the others to follow. The British Empire has,
however, been the first to experience the fate foretold
for all. King Banerjee disputes the Sovereignty of India
with King Edward. His own journal The Bengalee,”
announced his Coronation the other day, and the
momentous news of the rise of a new Kingdom and
the founding of new dynasty was speedily copied into
all the newspapers of the world. Surendra Nath
Banerjee, seated on a raised dais under embroidered
umbrella, was crowned King of Bengal with a diadem
of jasmine. In the West proceedings of this
description—for the Coronation seems to have been
a hole-and-corner affair—would only excite ridicule.
The ceremony seems have been a foolish ebullition of
enthusiasm on the part of a mere handful of devotees
of the Swadeshi cult, of which Mr Banerjee, a Hindoo
gentleman with a British University education, was the
founder and is the supreme prophet, or, should say,
chief organiser. But even in the New World great
movements like the Mormon Religion, have sprung
from contemptible beginnings, and there is not
dynasty or empire in Asiatic history which did not owe
its birth to a fanatical upstart. Might not the quill of
become famous the leather apron of the Persian
blacksmith! We need not meet trouble half way, but
evidently more surprising things may take place in
India than has ever been dreamt of in our philosophy.
The menace to our possession of India has by all our
Imperial thinkers been assumed to threaten from
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without, but the experience of the Empires of the past
should teach us that trouble is more likely to come
from within. And there is serious internal trouble
brewing in India, which will require careful treatment
by Mr. Morley and. the Indian Government, or more
will be heard of it very soon. It is said that the Indian
Government will take no. notice of the coronation
episode, but it is clear enough that the authorities at
Calcutta have been at their wits’ end to cope with the
Swadeshi movement, of which the Banerjee
apotheosis is only the most picturesque denouement.
This movement, partly fanatical and partly patriotic,
originated in the resentment of the Bengalese the
partition of Bengal. This immense Satrapy embraced
area as large Germany, and having population of
eighty millions. The partition was said to be
necessitated "by the unwieldy labour of the centralised
administration under the Lieutenant-Governor—an
excellent argument, which might be applied the
majority of existing States. Hindoo patriotic
susceptibilities were as much inflamed these of
Englishmen would if England were again split up into
the Kingdoms of the Heptarchy, for Bengal has been
a State, one and indivisible, for, it-is said, with little
regard to historic accuracy, a period dating back to
about 1300 B.C. Anyway, it was thought the
disaffection would speedily subside, and the native
population would accept the accomplished fact. So
thought Lord Curzon, but his and other equally
weighty opinions have egregiously erred. The
Swadeshi movement has not only grown in intensity
in Bengal, but has spread over all India, winning
converts to whom the partition of Bengal is of utter
indifference, India is, of course, a country which no
European can understand, and the Swadeshi
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movement is incomprehensible. It is to a large extent
religions, but its economic effects most remarkable. It
began with a boycott of British goods, and has brought
into existence Swadeshi cotton mills, technical
institutes, co-operative farms, and host of other native
enterprises in all parts of India, including the Native
States. All the converts to the Banerjee cult take a vow
to buy only native products, a vow which in India is
easily kept, but which may have no slight effects upon
the British import trade. It is said that up to the present
the movement has not affected Lancashire goods,
and, singularly enough, the promoters declare that
they had no desire that it should do so. But the political
consequences can hardly be treated with contempt.
Already the friction caused at the native universities in
Bengal has led to the resignation of high British
official, Sir Bampfylde Fuller, the first LieutenantGovernor of the new province of Eastern Bengal, and
it is noteworthy that Sir Bampfylde resigned because
he was not supported by the Viceroy and the
Secretary of State in the unquestionably strong line
which he adopted in reading the Baboo students of
Swadeshi persuasion a lesson of loyalty. The
spectacle of great Raj being superseded has not been
calculated to quench anti-British agitation. It has, in
fact, been hailed by the Hindoo community as a victory
for Swadeshi.
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The protest against the partition of Bengal was
repeated yesterday in Calcutta and at many other
places. In the capital thousands bathed in the Ganges
in the morning and proceeded to Beadon-square,
exchange the rakhis, the emblem of unity and
brotherhood. In the afternoon immense mass meeting
was hold in the Federation Hall. Processions of
Hindus, Mahomodans, Buddhists, and Sikhs came
from different quarters barefooted, carrying distinctive
banners and singing national songs. It is estimated
that fifty thousand assembled. Khan Bahadur
Mahomed Yosoof, late member of the Legislative
Council, Follow of Calcutta University, and President,
Central Mahomed an Association, presided. The
proceedings began with prayers in English, Urdu, and
Arabic, in which the crowd joined with loyal fervour,
followed by shouts of mataram.” The President’s
address dwelt on national unity existing between
Hindus and Mahomedans, despite the recent attempts
to create differences, and also referred to the perfect
amity amongst Zemindars, citizens, and cultivators.
The partition of Bengal was calamity and a grievous
wrong to the Bengalis, who would never accept it
settled fact. Mahomed opinion was clearly opposed
partition before its accomplishment, and nothing had
happened since to reconcile to it. Never was the unity
of the Hindus and Mahomedans more strikingly
illustrated than by the generous Hindu help given
during the famine now prevailing in the eastern
districts mostly among Mahomedans, hoped that all
attempts create disunion would be futile, and thanked
Mr. Morley for his sympathy, cordially recognising his
sincerity, and expressing admiration. The proceedings
ended with the Swadeshi vow, and a pledge to
continue the agitation against partition until it
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rescinded or modified was taken amidst wild
enthusiasm, the whole assembly standing. Several
leading Mahomedans were present, and also the Sikh
Sirdar. The Indian portion of the city had entirely
suspended business, and the stock market was
closed, despite the fact that the 17th and 18th are
Bank holidays. The people fasted, and fires were
lighted during the day. Calcutta presented the aspect
of deserted city.
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The Bengalee prints a sort of circular bearing 14
signatures, including those of Messrs. Surendranath
Banerjee, Bhupendranath Bose, Motilal Ghose,
Aswini Kumar Dutt, and three Mahomedans, in which
they profess to set forth the present situation in Bengal
in clear and explicit terms. It is practically an appeal to
Mr. John Morley. They conclude as follows Our chief
grievance is the unnatural division of our province
against our most strenuous protests, and so long as
this is maintained we are bound by every
consideration of patriotism and self-respect to
continue the agitation for the restoration of the
administrative unity of the Bengali-speaking
population. Sympathy, as Mr. Morley has truly
observed, is the secret of British Power in India, but
we are bound to add that the attitude of the Liberal
Government, whether sympathetic or otherwise, will
be judged by the people of Bengal by the manner of
its treatment of this all-important question. There will
be no peace or contentment in the minds of the people
of Bengal so long as the policy of the late Viceroy, to
divide the rule, is not reversed and unity restored to all
sections of the Bengali population by bringing them
under one administration under which alone, as they
believe, they can secure their advancement as
nation.” A circular has been issued in Poona signed
by M. K. Swany Rao, with regard to the Industrial
Development Scheme, which states We have now
fully realised the fact that the salvation of India is
indissolubly bound up with industrial advances, and
she can never rise in the scale of nations unless and
until her industries are promoted. We have decided,
after long and serious consideration, to collect 70,000
rs. and to utilise only 20,000 rs. out of it for education
and to keep the rest tor starting factories in one of the
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best sites in Bombay Presidency. We have come to
the conclusion to start an up-to-date Glass Bangle
Factory and have got a most favourable estimate of it.
The profits will be utilised towards the enlargement of
the factory or other similar concerns, subject to the
approval of the trustees. The object we have got in
view is not only to save Indian money from foreign
countries, but also to save the lakhs of the starving
poorer classes. To achieve this much-coveted end
two conditions have to be fulfilled: first, intelligent,
enterprising, and promising young men must be sent
to Japan or some other centres of industrial activity to
master the various processes of important industries;
secondly, industries on small scales must be
established in order to enable such students to utilise
the knowledge they have gained in foreign countries
for the benefit of their Motherland.” “A Hindu,” in the
course of a long letter to a Calcutta contemporary,
says The Bengalis have raised a general cry to obtain
something by means of what they call the Swadeshi
movement, and it is not to be denied that all educated
India is echoing behind them. But if we truly try to get
an inner sight of the state of things in existence with
them, we must silently ask ourselves, ‘What are these
men crying for. My answer is that they are crying for
Christianity. My countrymen will probably laugh at this
rather premature idea but no amount of laughing can
alter the rapid progress of the world, and truth cannot
be concealed any longer. It must be admitted that
young India has already been Christianised in many
senses, and specially in sense _ that it is clamouring
for the rights of the Christians a purely Christian like
way. They are urging upon the Government of their
country to vest them with powers which have devolved
on Christians only since the commencement of the
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Christian era in India. Young India is growing more
and more Christian and progressing rapidly towards
complete Christianity, although imperceptibly and
unknowingly. But, speaking frankly, there are yet
many Christian _ elements wanting in them, and their
obtaining Christian rights and privileges depends
upon the completeness of those elements in Indian
life. Let our countrymen remember that the teachings
of Jesus Christ, who was an Asiatic Himself, not only
prescribed attending churches, preaching gospels,
and reading prayers, but courage, self-help,
civilisation, power, and similar virtues, which
Christians have acquired by no other source than by
their faith. The educated Hindoo has already
abandoned all orthodox and prejudicial ideas. It is only
the want of moral courage to cut off the deep-rooted
social customs of many centuries that has still kept
him under the shadow of Hindooism. Christianity may
be false and Hindooism may be true, but India is
rapidly moving on to the path of Christianity, and no
human power can resist fate.” A native correspondent
writes from Dharwar that the Swadeshi movement in
the Karnatak has reached its high- [July 2, 1906. water
mark, and is now on the decline. It was set afoot inost
parts by men craving to gratify their own ambitions and
selfish designs, and the enthusiasm aroused by stump
lectures is fast evaporating. Third-rate vakils, small
capitalists, and men of less renown have been eager
to volunteer their services “for the welfare of the
country”; vakils in the hope of getting clients, small
capitalists looking for Swadeshi to help them in
competing with established traders, and men of less
renown hoping to win the reputation of sincere
patriots. In Dharwar and Hubli Swadeshi shops are
increasing, but not one is based on the principle of co-
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operation. Unsuccessful vakils have turned traders,
Utopian schemers, and visionaries, and are preaching
the new gospel of Swadeshi, but with little effect. The
boycott of foreign goods tends to raise the price of
Swadeshi articles, and so the poor have to pay more
than they did for necessaries. It cannot, says the
correspondent, be said that Swadeshism is banishing
vice or contributing much to the promotion of native
history. It has not created a self-sacrificing spirit in the
shopkeeper and the merchant; they are merely taking
advantage of the movement to reap larger profits than
ever. So long as self-seeking and personal gam are
the chief motives of Swadeshi advocates the
movement will make little real progress. The Bengalee
is highly indignant over a notice alleged to have been
issued by a sub-inspector of police of Muktagacha, in
the Mymensingh district, to the effect that not more
than three persons would be allowed to walk together
in the streets without a license from the district
magistrate or the D.S.F. Who,” asked the paper, has
ever heard of a proclamation so insane and absurd.
Has martial law been proclaimed at Mymensingb, or
is the district in open revolt? On the contrary, the
correspondent whom we have quoted says that the
relations between Hindoos and Mahomedans are
cordial, and no breach of the peace is possible. Are
we to understand that this insane proclamation, which
confers upon Us author the undoubted right to a place
in a lunatic asylum, is the work of a sub-inspector of
police on 50 or 60 rs. per month If it is, then all that we
can say is that the whole administration has become
so thoroughly demoralised that a root-and-branch
change has become absolutely necessary. If,
however, the initiative has come from the district
magistrate or the district superintendent of police, the
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conclusion to which we are driven is equally
unfortunate. It is no other than this that the superior
administrative officers in the new province are' panicstricken and have lost their heads, and that it is
necessary to send them to less exciting scenes of
work, so that they may resume the even tenor of their
minds. The remark applies with special force to Sir
Bampfylde Fuller and his immediate advisers. We
again say that the inauguration of a policy of sympathy
involves the immediate change of the needs of the
administration, to be followed by a reconsideration of
the scheme of partition.”
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The Indian Daily News writes The circular of the
Eastern Bengal Government, about the proper
proportion of Mahomedan appointments in the New
Province, has apparently caused the wildest
excitement in Swadeshi circles. It seems that
Swadeshi means “India for the Hindoos,” and any
other view is an entire misapprehension. The idea that
any of the 2,700 appointments which proportionately
to population should be filled by Mahomedans should
be so filled is treated as the wildest hallucination of the
modern Tamerlane, who, not content with the
butchery of Barisal and the stoppage of processions,
has completed his savage conquest by a declaration
that he intends to do justice and to prevent the
oppression of ignorant majorities by semi-ignorant
minorities. According to the doctrine of the Congress
the world should be governed by F. A. and failed
Entrance students, preference to the untutored
classes called Mahomedans, and who were only
begotten to the end that the examination-passing
Hindoo should rule over them, while a brutal British
Army kept India in order for him. Sir Bampfylde Fuller
is stopping that idea. The acknowledgment of the fact
that a man may be a Mahomedan and have sufficient
common sense and be quite the equal of the Hindoo
in assisting in the administration of a province is
decided on_ the foolish fad so long prevalent that a
University education is of any assistance whatever in
that direction. If that fact is also recognised by the
governments of other provinces, the Partition will have
been godsend to India and a decided advance in
administrative ethics. The Bengali says There should
be no mistake as to the object and scope of the
statement which has appeared over the signatures of
the fourteen leading gentlemen of Bengal who have
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signed it. Mr. Morley has told us that it is unreasonable
to ask Government to start afresh, seeing that partition
is an accomplished fact. At the same time he is
anxious to allay the excitement which prevails
throughout the province by the pursuit of a
sympathetic policy. The excitement is due to the
partition of Bengal, though undoubtedly it has been
aggravated by the silly and insane policy which Sir
Bampfylde Fuller has thought fit to follow. One blunder
is often the parent of another, as one lie gives birth to
another; and the gravest administrative blunder of the
century, next to the policy of annexation, has been
followed by the appointment, as ruler of the new
province, of a man who is a despot by temperament
and whose unwisdom, tactlessness, and want of
foresight have plunged the province into state of
excitement and unrest without parallel in the modern
annals of Bengal. But even Sir B. Fuller’s
supersession which trust will soon be accomplished,
will not allay the excitement or the unrest, so long as
the root-cause of the evil, the partition of Bengal, is
allowed to remain unchanged and unmodified. A
commission may be appointed, as we think right to be,
to inquire into the Barisal incident—it may be mixed
commission consisting of officials and non-officials
and its decision may be all that the public could hope
or wish for. But still the excitement and the agitation
will continue, unless and until the Bengalee speaking
population is placed under one and the same
administration. There is some danger of the real issue
being lost sight of amid the grave constitutional
questions which the extraordinary proceedings of the
Barisal officials have brought to the forefront. It is to
prevent any misconception on the subject that the
statement has been issued by the Bengalee leaders.
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Mr. J. Robertson asked the Secretary of State for India
whether he was aware that, notwithstanding the
assurances given that the Government of Eastern
Bengal and Assam had withdrawn all restrictions on
public meetings and processions imposed by previous
orders, other circulars had been promulgated by the
local magistrates and district superintendents of police
which directed that all persons wishing to hold a public
meeting or procession must apply to the police for
permission to hold such meeting or procession, and
that, acting under these orders, the police had
arrested and retained in custody, until they were
released on heavy bail, respectable gentlemen who
were attending religious processions ; and whether he
would take measures to ensure that real effect was
given to the pledges made in that House. Mr. Morley:
The licenses for processions and meetings are
required under the ordinary law, and the instructions
of the local government are that such licenses are only
to be withheld in cases where there would, if they were
granted, be serious risk of breaches of the peace. As
I stated in reply to a question on June 26, 1 will take
whatever steps may appear to me necessary to
ensure that these instructions are not disregarded.
The Partition of Bengal.— Sir H. Cotton asked the
Secretary of State for India whether his attention had
been drawn to a public manifesto put forward by the
leaders of public opinion in both provinces of Bengal,
including seven gentlemen who had been or now were
representative members of the Legislative Council,
giving expression to the feeling of unrest which was
prevailing in these provinces, due to the partition of
Bengal and to the measures which had been adopted
to stamp out popular opposition to the partition and to
suppress the Swadeshi movement; and whether he
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would give his consideration to the views expressed
therein and take steps to remedy the grievances
complained of. Mr. Morley.— l have seen the
manifesto referred to. As I have already slated in this
House, his Majesty’s Government regard the partition
of Bengal as a settled fact ; but it is my wish to deal in
a spirit of full consideration with all questions arising
out of it. I shall be glad in the future, as I have been in
the past, to take any possible steps for the removal of
legitimate causes of complaint. (Hear, hear.)
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Twenty meetings were held in May and forty in June
against partition, and supporting the Swadeshi
movement. They were attended by two hundred
thousand persons, at the lowest estimate. The
persecution of students continues. Fifteen students at
Noakhali, in the new province, have been expelled for
attending Swadeshi meetings. The headmaster said
that the students were liable to expulsion for shouting
''Bande mataram'' or joining in Swadeshi meetings
under terms of the directors’ circular. In the same
school a ten-year-old boy was flogged for not speaking
to an anti- Swadeshi schoolmaster. A unique method of
muzzling the native Press has been invented in the new
province. Secret inquiry is being made by police
through the Post Office to ascertain the names of the
subscribers of native papers. The public apprehend that
the object of the police is to prevent the free circulation
of Swadeshi papers specially among Government
servants.
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September
1906

The Simla correspondent of the Civil and Military
Gazette Writes: —“Sir J. B. Fuller has resigned on a
confused side issue not in itself of prime importance,
and no one in Simla (or in India, to judge from the
contradictory comments) understands quite why the
Viceroy accepted his resignation, unless it was
desired that he should go. Some people talk of
surrender to “Clamourjee” Government, which threw
its officer to the wolves of agitation, and others think
that Sir J. B. Fuller resigned in a fret. In Bombay and
elsewhere they have said that if the Viceroy had
backed up his Lieutenant-Governor the threat of his
own resignation, the Secretary of State would not
have faced the double retirement. But this view seems
to miss one point and to misunderstand another. Mr.
Morley is just the sort of man to face all
consequences, if he makes up his mind what is the
right course to pursue. On the other hand, if the
Viceroy entirely disagreed with the LieutenantGovernor’s views about the schools, and if the [Sept.
10, 1906* latter pressed these views with the
alternative of resignation, it is difficult to see how the
former could think of resigning. Also, what many
people think might have been done preferably would
have been a distinct refusal to accept the LieutenantGovernor’s resignation at this moment as being
contrary to the public interest. Six months hence he
might easily have gone home and not returned. Even
two months hence, after Sir Andrew Fraser had
returned to Bengal, the change of drivers might have
been made with a less dramatic upsetting the coach.”
The Bengali remarks: —About three months ago Mr.
Morley declared that he would pursue sympathetic
policy with a view to allay the excitement in Bengal.
We desire to tell him, with all deference but with the
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utmost emphasis that can command, that nothing that
he has said or done since he has been in office is
calculated to bring about the great object which he has
in view. Partition is in force; the principle of autocracy
is openly upheld by the most liberal of English
statesmen, and the prospects of self-government are
remote. Elements of conciliation are thus wanting in
the present situation, and unrest, excitement, and
discontent will pervade the land, and fear the
alienation between the rulers and the ruled will
become wider day by day. Though Mr. Roes and Sir
W. Evans Gordon have recently done their best in
Parliament to expose the real meaning of the outcry
against partition, remarks the Englishman, they are
shouted down by the large body of Paget M.P.s, who
pose as representatives of India, but who only
represent themselves. In all the annals of crankdom,
no such party of Anglo-Indians, has ever posed in the
House of Commons the party for India.” In the present
times, with a new Radical Government just come into
power, this is most unfortunate. So all of these
wiseacres will doubtless gloat over the resignation of
Sir Bampfylde Fuller, and will consider it due to their
policy of pinpricks. There would be a rude awakening
for some of them if Sir Bampfylde, who is more than a
match for most members of the present House of
Commons as orator, were to obtain a seat in that
assembly. Let us hope that such will be the case. India
is badly in need of a few men at home who can speak
with authority on Indian matters without rendering
themselves absolutely tedious. The Anglo-Indian
crank invariably bores the House because he harps
eternally upon ono theme —usually himself. Lord
Curzon is perhaps the only politician at home who can
speak on things Indian m really interesting way, and
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he, alas! has just suffered cruel bereavement. There
is ample room for Sir Bampfylde Fuller, who is still in
the prime of life, in the arena of politics, if, after a rest,
he feels inclined for the strenuous life. Anyway, we are
sure that he will not forget India, but will continue to
champion her cause after he leaves her shores. He
will have the satisfaction of looking back upon a great
and distinguished careen* in this country, although it
has been prematurely cut short. He will also know that
the demonstrations of sorrow at his departure are
spontaneous and genuine, and not like those of the
Swadeshi movement. We tender Sir Bampfylde Fuller
a regretful farewell, which will be joined in by the
leaders of the Hindoo, Mussulman, and European
communities of Eastern Bengal and Assam, and we
wish him success and long life in England. A quotation
lies been telegraphed memo from a paper entitled
Bande Mataram, hitherto unknown to journalistic
fame. In a Bombay paper by this mail we find the
following reference to this rag by a correspondent
writing from Calcutta (Aug. 14) The first anniversary of
the Partition Proclamation, with all the heroic
sentiments expressed, the beating of tom-toms,
embracing of Babus, recording of oaths, and hoisting
of flags is now past history, and still our little world rolls
on its uncaring way, and the Babus rest until another
opportunity for emotional patriotism presents itself.
Out of the turmoil a new Indian evening paper has
been evolved; Bande Mataram is the big black
headline, and its leading articles demand, in the name
of imperial civilisation, that the Indians be granted selfrule, when Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman and Mr.
Morley may go and play, or watch with supreme
admiration the statecraft of native rulers. The new
paper is prone to complete its columns with reprinted
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articles on “A Spinster’s Views the Artistic Man, or
“The Development of Women’s Clubs” which tone
queerly with Oriental politics. A correspondent in one
of the daily European papers counsels employers to
closely study the temperaments and desires of their
native employees, and to tactfully join in all meetings
and agitations as far as possible.
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Great demonstrations were held throughout the
province, celebrating the 7th of August, the
anniversary of the anti-partition agitation. As many as
ninety meetings were hold, fifty in the now and forty in
the old province, attended by over -400,000
persons—excluding the meetings held in Bombay,
Madras, and the Punjab The Swadeshi vow was
renewed. The Bengal meetings further declined to
accept partition as a settled fact, and resolved to
continue the agitation. The following telegram has
been sent to Mr. Morley by the Indian Association:
''The Indian community have heard with deep concern
the Proposal to appoint Mr. Francis Slacks as Acting
Lieutenant-Governor, unjustly superseding Mr
Jnanendra Nath Gupta, an Indian civilian, his senior
by three years, apparently for no other ground than
that of race. This is in contrary to the Queen's
proclamation and your views, expressed in your last
Budget speech,”

Francis
Slacks,
Jnanendra
Nath
Gupta
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It criticizes the Government for taking soft attitude
towards the agitators, and instead remembers Curzon
and Bampfylde Fuller for their strong will and
determination in dealing with such situations.
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Scarcely enough importance has been attached to the
boycott policy of the Hindus as a cause of the unrest
which has lately been conspicuous in Bengal. How
effective this crusade against Lancashire goods has
been is apparent from the fact that, according to the
report of the Collector of Customs in Calcutta for 19067, there has been a marked decrease both in the
quantity and value the cotton goods imported during
the Customs year. British white piece goods declined
26 per cent, in quantity and 23 per cent, in value. The
value of all cotton goods imported decreased 13 per
cent. Now, this decrease has not been brought about
by the voluntary co-operation of the people in the
Swadeshi movement. Pressure of various kinds has
been employed. Cases have occasionally come into
the police-courts where a man who has ventured to
buy a foreign-made garment has had it wrested from
him, or where he has been compelled to go to the shop
and get the article exchanged, the foreign dhoti being
burned before the shopkeeper’s eyes. The zemindars
have put up notices warning their tenants that they
must not buy foreign goods, and they have driven
vendors such goods from the markets on their estates.
A Mahommedan gentleman with whom I was talking
to-day mentioned that in a locality where he has an
estate the Hindu zemindar excluded Mahommedan
sellers of English manufactures. He was asked
whether a ''hat'' could be opened on his estate, and at
once consented. But he added that in acres of places
the land might all be held by Hindus, and this simple
remedy would be impossible. The Mahommedans and
many Hindus care nothing about partition and
Swadeshi. They simply wish to buy in the cheapest
market. The foreign goods are undoubtedly cheaper
than their Swadeshi rivals, a Swadeshi dhoti costing
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rupee, or sixteen annas, as against twelve annas for a
Manchester dhoti. Naturally, the Mahommedans
resent keenly the attempt to coerce them into
supporting a national movement to which they are
indifferent, and they object still more to being made to
suffer peculiarly. It is easy, therefore, to understand
how the boycott has become a source of intense
irritation.
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Against
Bengal
Partition

Monday 20
August
1906

The Calcutta correspondent of the Daily News" says
mass meetings against the partition of Bengal, with a
renewal of the Swadeshi vow, still continue. Between
the 11th and 17th of August fortnightly meetings were
held and attended by over a hundred thousand
persons
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d

The
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Partition
Agitation

Monday 26
February
1906

Calcutta, Sunday. The news of Mr Herbert Roberts's
intention to move amendment to the Address on the
subject of the partition of Bengal has been received
here with much satisfaction. Public opinion strongly
favours the raising of the undivided province to the
status of a Presidency Government on the model of
Madras and Bombay, or as an alternative of so
modifying the partition as to place the Bengaleespeaking districts under a single administration. The
settlement of the question on either of these lines Mr
Morley is hopefully awaited. Popular feeling against
the arbitrary separation of Eastern from Western
Bengal continues to be vigorously manifested. Last
week three mass meetings of protest were held in
different large centres of Western Bengal. Those
present solemnly renewed the Swadeshi vow, and
affirmed their resolve to prosecute the agitation every
legitimate means.—' Daily News."
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Monday 26
February
1906

Strong Feeling. Calcutta, Sunday. The news of Herbert
Roberts' intention to move an amendment to the
Address on the subject of the partition of Bengal has
been received here with much satisfaction. Public
opinion strongly favours the raising of the undivided
province to the status of a Presidency Government on
the model of Madras and Bombay, or as an alternative
of so modifying the partition as to place the Bengaleespeaking districts under a single administration. The
settlement the question on either of these lines by Mr
Morley is hopefully awaited. Popular feeling against the
arbitrary separation of Eastern from Western Bengal
continues vigorously manifested. Last week three
mass meetings of protest were held in different large
centres of Western Bengal. Those present solemnly
renewed the Swadeshi vow, and affirmed their resolve
to prosecute the agitation every legitimate means.—
Daily News
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Yesterday afternoon being the anniversary of the
proclamation of the partition of Bengal, Swadeshi
demonstration was held at Calcutta. Supporters of the
anti-partition cause began to assemble in College
Square and to form a' procession. After the usual
speeches Babu Bhupendro Nath Bose proposed a
national flag of triumph and unity be offered to Babu
Surendra Nath Banerjee. He made a short speech,
dwelling upon the noble qualities and many sided
activities of the Babu; he thought there was no man
worthier than the Babu himself to hold the national
flag. A flag was then hoisted behind the platform. Babu
Surendra Nath said that it was difficult for him to
express the feelings which were uppermost in his
mind on an occasion like that. He considered that it
was the most glorious moment of his life when he was
called upon to unfold banner which was emblematic of
national awakening and triumph. He did not claim any
merit for himself save and except the absolute
consecration of his life and energy to the cause of his
country. He asked all to salute the flag, which was the
sign and emblem of unification of all races and a
standard of unity. They must resolve to follow it
wherever it floated. The flag would lead them to
victory, and the accomplishment of their political
emancipation. Aug. 7, 1905, had given them a new
national life, but Aug. 7, 1906, gave them that flag.
Several other speeches followed, after which Babu
Surendra Nath was called upon by the President to
move the following resolution ; “That the inhabitants of
Calcutta desire to commemorate Aug. 7 as day on
which last year the agitation against the partition of
Bengal started by boycott and the Swadeshi
movement, and in commemorating this day this
meeting once again renews the Swadeshi vow, and,
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declining to accept the partition of Bengal as a settled
fact, resolves to continue agitation against it with view
to its modification or withdrawal.’' The following are the
words of the Swadeshi vow: “We do hereby invoke
God’s presence and solemnly promise to abstain from
the purchase of foreign goods and confine ourselves
to the best of our abilities to the country-made
articles.”'
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H. F. PREVOST BATTEERSBY. It is extremely
difficult to write with brevity and accuracy the situation
in Bengal. To give a composite impression of it as
appears to representative men in Calcutta would be to
give no picture of it at all, so qualified is all local
opinion by its point of view and so involved and varied
are the qualifications. Hence to render any conception
of the case to an outsider one has to omit all the
illuminating modifications and run the risk, by differing
on some point or other from all one's informants, of
seeming superficially dogmatic. One might, for.
instance, describe the agitation against the partition of
Bengal, the boycott of British goods, and the
Swadeshi movement primarily of artificial and
engineered character, and only important as
representing a common underlying emotion. This
would be inaccurate, since the partition of Bengal
would doubtless have been opposed, even had the
emotion been without existence, opposed for material
and sentimental reasons€ and it is hard to say which
would have been the stronger or the more deserving
of conciliation - and the Swadeshi movement is merely
practical patriotism, and has had its counterpart at
home. But the energy behind the prompting impulse
in either case has not arisen from sentiment, nor from
self-interest, nor from patriotism. It has come from
those great agents of moral tension, a sense of
repression, a consciousness of injustice, which have
been bred by hopes encouraged only to be
disappointed. This sense, this consciousness, is for
many Indians of advanced culture and intelligence the
most significant product of Lord Curzon's
administration. While admitting him to be one of the
greatest of India's Governor Generals, and paying
homage to ''his wonderful intellectual gifts, his brilliant
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powers of expression, his phenomenal energy, his
boundless enthusiasm for work’ ‘they considered that
he was aiming throughout to make British rule in India
strong, not by means of its people, but because of its
people; and that his efforts to ensure more efficient
administration aimed only to render that rule
independent of assistance from the inhabitants of the
country. That impression, which one finds to be
exceedingly deep-seated, is practically what has
produced every exhibition of popular or quasi-popular
feeling within the last few years, and it will, if nursed
Into assurance, be the cause of further and more
serious outbursts. The education that we have
provided, the past promises which we have made,
have fostered in the minds of Indians capable of
entertaining it the ambition of taking their share in the
labour and honour of Empire, of being co-workers with
us instead of being our wards, ambition which, young
as it is, has already points in common with national
sentiment. Now, with this ambition the late GovernorGeneral was entirely out of sympathy, and he was
occasionally at no pains to conceal his dislike. With
the accuracy of his views we have here no immediate
concern; time alone can prove or disprove them, and
even time may be sadly hampered; but of their effect
there can be no question. They have created, in
Bengal especially, mordant hostility to our rule, which
has a more considerable distribution and more
uncompromising depths than have been made
apparent, and it has converted what was once belief
in our faith and admiration of our polity into distrust
and despair. Now, before considering claims of the
progressive party in India, it may not be amiss to point
out that our ascendancy here could not be maintained
its present insignificant basis- hundred and fifty
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thousand to three hundred millions - €” were India not
in a sense a consenting party to that ascendancy. We
must not forget that the telegraph and the railway are
as potent factors in the spread of disaffection as of
means for crushing it, and that we have had under
present conditions experience, and have given
probably no thought, to the difficulties of ruling an even
mildly disaffected India. To say that it would tax our
resources is not to suggest the dimmest vision of the
truth. It would require us fundamentally to reconstruct
them. In the official world of Calcutta one hears
nothing good of the Bengali. There is between his and
the British temperament what is probably an
unbridgeable gulf, despite the fact that he has taken
to football kindly and is no mean cricketer. The Bengali
is a talker, and the Britisher looks with distrust upon
the talkers even of his own species; he is supposed to
be untruthful, and truth is one of the proudest virtues
of perfidious Albion; he is believed to be disloyal, and
the and the same standard loyalty is expected in
Calcutta from the subject as from the ruling race. The
Bengali is undoubtedly a talker, a clever talker, very
often an unprofitable one. It is true that the shrine of
the deity who presides over deceit he prays to be
forgiven for the lies which he remembers to have
spoken and for the others too numerous for his
memory to have retained. It is true, too, that his loyalty
is not of the type which the Civil servant cultivates. But
these things being granted, the fact remains that he is
here, eighty millions of him, and that denunciation,
however pious and well-informed, is of no assistance
to the problem of how to rule him. That problem stirs
the bile of the Civil servant, but does not seem to
arouse his wisdom. He admits its existence, its
growth, its gathering importance; but when you inquire
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for a solution he falls back on his abuse, and when you
propose schemes for his approval he tells you that you
have been a very short time in India. That is obvious,
and one wishes it were obvious also- €” to the Civil
servant, that the precept for securing the confidence,
the allegiance and the co-operation of men differs but
in detail in different countries of the world. There is one
way only on all the Continents for winning man to your
side, and that way is to convince him that his side is
yours. That conviction has not late years been brought
home to the inhabitants of Bengal. They have seen
measures taken to ensure their prosperity, but have
viewed them as sheep might view like measures by
the shepherd, knowing that only so far as secured his,
was their prosperity of importance. They have come
to regard India for the English as the motto of British
policy, as interpreted Lord Curzon, and they have
adopted ''Bande Mataram,'' which is practically ''India
for the Indian’’ as an alternative cry. It would quite
easy to state a case for our rule which would make the
policy of all other conquerors seem sordid by
comparison ; but it should be remembered that India
measures our policy not by that of other conquerors,
but our own self-satisfied and not always very
responsible professions. It has by heart the proud
phrases of politicians which undoubtedly require good
deal more living up to than they have had ; and is not
easy out here to explain away those phrases after
smiling at the practice of doing puja to a deity of deceit.
It must remembered too that India is governed
alternatively by the two political parties, and that while
each only feels responsible for its own measures, the
hopes of India have been fed upon the schemes of
both. We are so imbrued with the party spirit that we
are apt to forget that the impression abroad of our
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national polity is not induced exclusively by the
political section to which we belong, and in dealing
with India it is especially needful that to whatever has
been offered in the name of England by one party the
other should, in the name of England, consider itself
pledged. It would be a grave pity if Indian politicians
should be encouraged to concern themselves with the
differences of political parties at home and form plans
based on their susceptibilities. We do not want in India
another Ireland, which is by no means inconceivable
that India might become an Ireland with three hundred
million inhabitants. To avert such a misfortune there
must be no division parties in dealing with Indian
affairs ; but the continuity which one counsels for the
future should be retrospective also, and before
scouting the claims of Ben
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At the annual meeting of the Bombay Stock
Exchange on May 9, the chairman, Mr. Shapurji
Broacha, one of the wealthiest and most influential
business men in 'Bombay, delivered a remarkable
speech on the poverty of India, and the need for
checking political agitation. We gave an extract from
the speech in last week’s Homeward Mail (p. 648),
and now append some other passages : He said : It is
the conviction of bankers, merchants, tradesmen, and
the captains of industry, that India is slowly, but
steadily advancing in material prosperity, and for the
last few years it has taken an accelerated pace.
Opposed to this is the opinion of the pundits, that is,
of professors, lawyers, and pedagogues, who with the
assumption of universal knowledge, have made it their
business to arraign shortcomings of the Government,
that India is steadily retrograding deeper and deeper
into poverty. The author of the phrase “Poverty of
India” is Mr. Dadabhai Nowroji, who was once
professor of mathematics in this city, and therefore
fond of figures. Mr. Dadabhai has said India is poor
because the income of an Indian is 20 rs. a year.
Some equally great men, such as Lord Cromer and
Lord Curzon, have gone a few rupees better. But if the
income of an Indian is 20 instead of 200 rs. a head,
that is not India’s fault. If Indians are poor, they are
poor in the sense that the Red Indians were poor when
the white men took possession of their country. If
Indians are poor, they are poor in the sense that the
Zulus and the other races of South Africa were poor
with gold clanking under their heels. If India is so rich
and Indians are poor it is because they are just being
roused from a deep encrusted lethargy of more than a
thousand years of anarchy, misrule, oppression, and
insecurity, under which they could neither call their
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bodies nor their property their own. They are just being
lifted on rough carls, on the rough ruts of rough roads,
until the roads are macadamised and new carts built
and their wheels greased to make their passage
quicker from poverty to wealth. Putting aside higher
politics, and the still higher aspirations of a democracy
which is not in being, for when in being its spirit will
brook no superior, I would say that when the Mahar
has asked, and the Brahmin has accepted, his right to
the same table, India will have welded herself into a
nation, and then what India asks shall be given, but
until then for the development of the wealth of the
country the present Government is the best. Now, you
are told that you are ground down with heavy taxation,
and that the foreign drain has bent the back of India to
breaking point. These charges are iterated with such
persistent reiteration that not only the ignorant, but the
well educated thoroughly believe them. Now, let us
apply to them the test of the analysis of facts. The
revenue of India this year is given in the Budget at 129
crores of rupees. Deduct from it 40 crores of railway
earnings, which are mere debit and credit entries, and
have nothing to do with taxation ; they are mere
carriers’ wages, and ought, as the Hon. Mr. Gokhale
said, to have been separately stated. There remains
90 crores accruing from revenue taxation. When 90
crores of rupees is spread over a population of 30
crores the taxation per head comes to 3 rs. The
taxation per head in the United Kingdom comes to
about 53 or 54 rs. In France it is the same. The area
of Europe, bar Russia, is equal to the area of India and
Burma, or a little less. The population of Europe, bar
Russia, is equal to the population of India and Burma.
I have gone through the budgets of all the countries of
Europe, and the taxation per head comes to 43 or 44
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rs. , Japan comes next to us. It is similar to us in many
ways. It is agricultural country, and the wages of
labour before the war were equal to the wages of
labour in India. Their food is simple, like our own,
consisting of rice and vegetables and sometimes a
little fish, and yet it could not be a bad diet when it
makes the Japanese athletes in body and heroes in
pluck, endurance, and courage. The population per
square mile in Japan is 320 to ours of about 170. The
taxation per head of the population is 9 rs., or three
times larger than ours. . Taxation in India is light in all
conscience, but what I complain of is the incidence of
it. Bengal, which is the richest and most producing
province in the country, which could easily bear half
the incidence of it, is least taxed. , expenditure side
the heaviest item is the Army services. It is 30 crores.
Spread over the population it is Ir. a head. In Japan it
is 2 rs. a head, but in Japan the budgets never show
the extraordinary expenses on the Army and the Navy.
In the United Kingdom it comes.to 23 or 24 rs. a head,
and for the whole of Europe it could not be less than
15 or 16 rs. per head. Gibbon, the greatest historian
of modern times, has computed that out of a
population of every hundred, one man should belong
to the profession of arms for keeping internal peace
and repelling foreign aggressions. On that basis ought
to have an army of 30 lacs. According to modern
European ideas the proportion of soldiers to
population is one in 30 or 40, long service and short
service. We have an Army of lacs to guard the internal
peace of a country as large as Europe, bar Russia,
and to repel foreign aggressions. Our coasts,
including Burma, which extend to several thousand
miles, are guarded by the British Navy. The other day
Lord Kitchener asked for 15 crores of rupees, spread
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over five years, for reorganisation and frontier
fortifications. It is equal to half a rupee per head on the
whole, or half anna per head per year for five years.
And yet our leaders advise us not to insure against
risks of invasion at a cost of half anna per head for five
years. I hope Russia is not coming for the next 50
years. It gives us all the more time to strengthen the
padlocks and the bolts of the frontiers. Talk sense my
friends 1 Another large item is what they call the
dram.” We remit 26 to [June a, 1906. crores of rupees
every year to London. But most of it is for railway
interest and 'railway dividends from railway earnings.
Do you call this a drain? If you borrow 50,000 rs. at six
per cent, to build a chawl that yields you net rental of
4,000 rs. per year out of which you pay 3,000 rs. for
interest, do you call that interest a drain of your
resources ? The drain is more than set off by the
rental, and against your debt you have an improving
asset. Your railway property is one of the richest
assets in the world. I am within the mark when I say
that the cost of borrowing to America must be at least
double what it costs our Government. America does
not call that a drain,” it calls it a blessing that helped to
develop the country. We remit a few crores for civil
and military pensions, and some other charges. There
was civil war in America 45 years ago, and the country
pays pensions every year to Federal soldiers and their
families. Last year they amounted to 43 crores of
rupees. By an irony of fate the Confederates, against
whom they fought, have also to pay their share of it.
And do you grudge the small pensions of the Mutiny
time, and others who have served and fought for you
in other places? I absolve my countrymen of this
meanness. India is endowed with great natural wealth,
and we are handicapped with very light taxation in the
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race for wealth. We have immense resources of
labour. Our foreign trade has increased during the last
15 or 16 years by about 75 per cent. The larger
percentage belongs to the last five or six years.
Deposits in banks have increased by a large
percentage, and the number of depositors at the
saving banks have more than doubled. We have taken
up and absolved all large loans from 1896. We have
bought back 10 crores of rupee paper from London
holdings. We have taken up all our municipal and trust
loans, which in Bombay alone amount to one crore
every year. This is fair progress. But the pace is not
commensurate with the richness and variety of our
resources. If a quarter of our annual savings was
added to imports of treasure in developing the
industries and enterprises of our country, at the end of
35 years, we will be surprised at the number of items
mounting up to increase our wealth. The Bengalis who
have amassed or squandered unearned increments
on land for the past 50 or 60 years have not enriched
our country with a single great industry. The partition
of Bengal has, as they say, aroused the deepest
emotions. One would have thought their children
would have leapt forth in shape of offers of crores to
help the Swadeshi movement and Swadeshi
industries. The only children they gave birth to are
wind-bags of words, heroics, theatricals, and
occasional riots so long as there was no blood spilt.
The continent of India is not in a state to govern itself,
and until and unity, and until the lower masses have
risen in education and intelligence to the height of the
superior classes, India will want an arbiter to see that
no one class supplants another. The English nation is
by far and away the strongest and best arbiter of all
conquering races that have swayed the destinies of
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subject peoples. The English, and the English alone,
are trying to govern in the interests of the governed.
Plato has said there is nothing perfect in this world.
Subject to this limitation, no other race has either in
ancient or in modern times put so much conscience,
so much justice, so much honesty, and so much selfcontrol into the Government of subject races as has
the English race.
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His Excellency the Viceroy was this afternoon
presented with addresses by the members of the
British India Association and the Marwari Association.
His Excellency, in replying to the address of the British
India Association, which is summarised below the
comment of the Statesman, said: Gentlemen, —I beg
to thank you for the cordiality of the welcome you have
extended to me on my assumption of the high office of
Viceroy of India, and for your kind expressions towards
Lady Minto and myself at the commencement of our
career in this country. I value all the more the
appreciative words of your address in that I know that
they emanate from body whose first rule lays down
that the object of the Indian Association is to represent
the people to help in the formation of a healthy public
opinion on all questions of importance, and to promote
by every legitimate means the political, intellectual,
and material advancement of the people. I fully
sympathise with the objects of the association. Your
first rule would appear to me to embody a recognition
of principles which, if carefully fostered, must surely
tend to the development of patriotic thought and to
general intellectual advancement in respect to public
questions of the day. I fully recognise your wish to
express opinions on such questions, and I equally
ready to appreciate their value as emanating from an
association closely connected with the every-day life
of an important section of the Bengal community. On
the present occasion you have placed before me your
views as to the partition of Bengal, which you believe
to be shared by the whole population of the province.
You foreshadow what you apprehend will be the
results of the partition, and I understand you to express
a hope that some alternative scheme of administration
may yet be found, while you go on to allude to events
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which are said to have taken place at various places
affected by the partition, where public order would
appear to have been threatened. Your secretary in his
note submitting your address has pointed out that your
association does not desire obtain any expression of
opinion from me, and I recognise the courtesy of your
intention. But, having consented to listen to your views,
I am afraid I cannot agree to receive them without
comment. I must ask you to remember that I am here
as an administrator whose duty it is to carry out a policy
already approved by the Secretary of State, and I
should be misleading you if I in any way appeared to
encourage a hope of its reversal. And, gentlemen, lam
bound to tell you that the endeavours I have made
since my arrival in India to acquaint myself with the
history of that policy have been far from assisting me
to the conclusion that the views you express are
universally shared by the people of Bengal. I believe
that the advantages and disadvantages of partition
have been fully and carefully considered, and while
admitting that it may in sense press somewhat hardly
on local interest it will, to the best of my belief, ere long
add very largely to general prosperity and industrial
development, while I shall be surprised if as years on
the benefits derived from it are not more and more
recognised. The reference in your address to the
unfortunate incidents said have happened in Eastern
Bengal, I can, I am afraid with all respect, only accept
as allegations which you British subjects are always at
liberty to make good before the law courts, though I am
bound to tell you that the ample information at my
disposal would appear to prove without a doubt that
the action deemed necessary by the executive
authority of the province was fully justified. You have
done me the honour to allude to my past services in
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the Dominion of Canada, country where I was
fortunate in witnessing the magnificent development of
her great internal resources, and now that I have come
to live amongst you I shall be proud indeed if it
becomes lot to assist in the growth of the great internal
industries of India. I am no opponent of Swadeshi; it is
only the abuse the word to which I object. I beg again
to thank you for your address, and, though we may not
agree on some public questions, I can assure you I
shall always be ready to receive the views of
representative associations such as yours. Replying to
the address from the Marwari Association, Lord Minto
said : Gentlemen, —It is a great pleasure to me have
this opportunity of receiving the address of the Marwari
Association representing the interests of the Marwari
community, and I sincerely appreciate the cordiality of
your expression towards me at the commencement of
my period of office in India. It is very encouraging to
me to feel that my ancestors’ name is known and
respected by you, and I hope that perhaps I may have
gained some slight insight into the hopes and
aspirations of the people of this country. I thank you,
gentlemen, for all you have so kindly said as to my own
past services, and I look forward with hope to doing all
in my power to assist the future of this country. I am
well aware of the great share your community has
taken in the development of many useful objects, and
how much Marwari beneficence and business ability
have done to contribute to the prosperity of India, and
it has been a great pleasure to see the well-earned
recognition of a Marwari gentleman in the New Year’s
Honours List. I feel that I shall always be able to look
to your community for loyal assistance and able advice
in the amelioration of conditions affecting the welfare
of the people of India.
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After all that was said about the celebration of Partition
Day one expected to find things somewhat different to
actualities. Last year the state of affairs was different.
Office babus turned up to work barefooted and in
mourning garb, with khaki strings tied round their
wrists. A good deal of coercion was used to make the
shopkeepers close for the day, and bullock-carts were
held up. Several attempts of a more or less serious
kind were made to impress the authorities with the
earnest character of the demonstration, culminating in
the evening with marching of some hundreds
schoolboys in a procession yelling Bande Mataram to
the Town Hall, where a big meeting was held and the
Swadeshi Swadeshi vow taken.. The contrast this
year was striking. Office babus turned up to work in
their usual drees, and there were few, if any,
absentees. A large number of shops, all owned by
Bengali Hindoos were closed, though good few were
open. Bande Mataram volunteers were about early,
calling upon all Hindoos to close their shops. Some
obeyed; others asked to be recompensed for their
losses and remained open. As far as could be
gathered no force was used. Mahomedan
shopkeepers were not interfered with any way. They
were open as usual, as were also all up-country
Hindoos and Marwaris. In the northern section of the
town there were some Bengali processions going
towards the river to bathe. The police were in strong
force at certain points in the afternoon. Mahomedans
marched in a procession to Marcus Square, carrying
banners and flags. Here several speakers addressed
a mass meeting of some twelve to fifteen thousand,
thanking Government for the benefits they had
derived under British rule and calling upon
Mahomedans not to join the idolatrous Hindoos in any
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agitation against the British Government. The police
had great difficulty in keeping Hindoo and
Mahomedan processions from meeting. Had they met
there probably would have been much bloodshed. Un
to the time of wiring there has been no breach of the
peace. _ Telegrams from Barisal, Mymensingh,
Commilla, Feni, Chittagong, Rungpore, Pabna,
Netrokona, Faridpore, and Serajgunj all show that
Mohamedans celebrated Partition Day in great style.
Bengali Hindoos in Calcutta, at a meeting early
yesterday morning under the aegis of Babu Surendra
Nath Banerjee, repeated the Swadeshi vow to
continue the boycott agitation until the partition of
Bengal was rescinded. Rungpore, Pabna Netrokona,
Faridpore, and Serajgunj all show thatMohamedans
celebrated Partition Day in great style. Bengali
Hindoos of Calcutta, at a meeting early yesterday
morning under the aegis of Babu Surendra Nath
Banerjee, repeated the Swadeshi vow to continue the
boycott agitation until the partition of Bengal was
rescinded. The Englishman noted:—Up to the
moment of our going to press no reports had been
received of any disturbance in Calcutta thanks to the
excellent police arrangements and to the fact that the
following of the boycotters is steadily dwindling. The
quiet in Calcutta on Tuesday presented a strong
contrast to the excitement which reigned a year ago
when the boycott had attained its zenith, and was daily
attracting a larger and larger number of adherents.
Since then the National Fund and the Federation Hall
have disappeared from the public ken, and next year,
we venture to prophesy, Partition Day will itself be
forgotten. The Mahomedan Defence Association,
Calcutta, issued the following circular, which was
distributed about Calcutta :—To all Mahomedans : As
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the 16th October is closing on the Committee of the
Mahomedan Defence Association requests its coreligionists to refrain themselves from joining the
Rakhi Bandhan ceremony, which is not only disloyalty
but strictly forbidden in the Holy Koran and Hadis.
Instead of joining the Bengalis in the ceremony,
Mahomedans should celebrate the day with festivities
and Melad parties.” They must illuminate their houses
to celebrate the occasion, remembering that Bengalis
did so when our best friend and patron, Sir B. Fuller,
resigned. Whatever be the opinion of the few who
joined the agitation for their own selfish motives, it ia
necessary for our co-religionists to show Government
and the Secretary of State that Mahomedans look
upon the partition a boon and support it with their head
and heart. Yon all must at the same time remember
that any kind of agitation against Government is
against the canon of Islam.
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A serious condition of unrest exists in the largest, the
most populous, and the most wealthy of the districts
of our Indian Empire. For over a quarter of a century
there has been a steady growth in disaffection to
British rule among the Hindoos. This result is directly
traceable to the cheap native press. Before 1880
seditious publications were kept in check by the law.
But under Lord RIPON'S scheme for extending selfgovernment to the natives, all restraints upon the
press were removed. Against this unwise action many
protests were made, but without effect. Those who
read Lord Robert's record of his experiences during
forty years in India, will remember the remarkable
chapter dealing with the question. The nation was
warned of the grave danger of allowing the
unrestricted publication of native papers filled with
virulent abuse of the British, and with gross
misrepresentations
of
misrepresentations
of
everything done under our rule. To-day there is reason
to fear that we are about to experience some of the
evils foreseen by Lord Roberts, as a result of the
RIPON policy. For many years the leader of the antiBritish movement among the Hindoos has been a
Bengali agitator, SURINDRA NATH BANERJEE, a
man of considerable ability, and a speaker of
remarkable power. BANERJEE has had a varied and
interesting career. After graduating from Doveton
College, Calcutta, he came to England and passed
the competitive examination for the Indian Civil
Service. Five years later he resigned his appointment
in India to become a professor of English literature,
and in 1882 he founded Ripon College, an educational
institution for natives. In the meantime he had become
the proprietor of a weekly paper called The Bengalee,
which has a very wide which has a very wide
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circulation among the Hindoos. The influence which
he exercises over the native mind is shown by the fact
that he was twice elected President of the Indian
National Congress. When it was decided, last
October, to divide the province of Bengal, BANERJEE
headed the agitation against the partition, and was
largely responsible for the intense feeling excited
among the Hindoos. He stumped Bengal with
immense success, and his vanity and audacity grew
with each mass meeting he addressed. From
protesting, he rapidly passed to more aggressive
action. A society, known as the Swadeshi Movement,
was formed with the object of boycotting all British
made goods, and of inviting natives to show publicly
the contempt they felt for the English. This quickly
brought BANERJEE and his supporters into conflict
with Sir J. BAMPFYLDE FULLER, the Governor of
Eastern Bengal, against whom a furious agitation was
directed. Unfortunately the Government yielded to the
pressure of native opinion, and Sir J. B. FULLER's
resignation was extorted. With this success
BANERJEE seems to have lost his head, and during
the present week he had himself crowned at Calcutta.
Whether he has been crowned King of India, or only
of Bengal, is not stated. The incident is a ludicrous
one. It has aroused the derision even of the native
press. But it is by no means certain that the incident
will be regarded as ridiculous by the ignorant and
fanatical natives, to whose superstitions BANERJEE
has appealed, by declaring that “the tallow, blood, and
bone of cows and swine" are used in British
manufactures, which, therefore, cannot be touched
without contamination. The Mutiny taught us how
ready the natives are to believe such statements. We
hope, therefore, that the Government and Mr. Morley
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will make short work of BANERJEE. To show any
hesitation in dealing with such an agitator might be
productive of terrible evils. Unfortunately the impunity
with which the Hindoo movement has been carried on,
and the enforced resignation of Sir J. B. FULLER,
have aroused serious dissatisfaction among the
Mohammedans, who form two-thirds of the population
of Eastern Bengal. Hitherto they have taken no part in
the movement. They not only held aloof from - the
Swadeshi protest, but they loyally supported Sir J. B.
FULLER in his policy, with the result that they were
snubbed for their pains, and saw the triumph of the
noisy Hindoos, whom they regard with contempt. It is
therefore not surprising that the Mohammedans also
have begun to agitate. An organisation is being
formed, representing seventy millions of Indian
Mohammedans, in order to place their grievances and
aspirations before the Government, and it is
significant that the VICEROY has consented to
receive a deputation on October 1st. It is said that "the
event is awaited with the greatest interest." If the
Government show any sign of weakness in dealing
with the situation, it will be awaited by sensible
Englishmen with no little trepidation.
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Editorial: Many and various speculations are being
indulged in, both by Indians and Anglo-Indians, as to
the probable effects of the Liberal triumph in the
elections
on
Indian
policy.
The
Calcutta
correspondent of the Allahabad paper wrote on Jan.
22: It is interesting to note the comments in the Native
Press upon the elections at home. The collapse of the
Unionist Party is hailed with unbounded satisfaction,
and the great Liberal reaction is welcomed as a good
augury for the political future in India —from the
Congress point of view. The anti-partition party
continues to express the belief that even at this late
hour of the day Bengal may be “saved” if only
sufficient pressure is brought to bear upon Mr. John
Morley. One suggestion is that he should be
constantly telegraphed to, a foolish proposal in any
case, for Secretary of State is not likely to be
influenced in an important matter of this kind by
messages of exhortation and advice from
irresponsible persons. The leaders of the agitation, in
the hope of keeping the rank and file in hand, propose
to have another public meeting in the Town Hall, but
there seems to have been some difference of opinion
upon this procedure. The meeting was first said to
have been fixed for to-day; then a denial was given
that any such gathering was intended; and now it is
positively announced for the 31st instant. The idea is
to pass a series of resolutions protesting against the
policy of partition, and doubtless embodying the
sentiments expressed in certain recent addresses to
the Viceroy, and then to forward a petition to the
Secretary of State. This would reach the India Office
at about the time when Parliament is re-assembling;
and doubtless a Radical member will sympathetically
ask a few questions in the House at the earliest
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opportunity. The official reply should finally dispose of
the business, and there is little doubt as to its
character. His Majesty’s Ministers are not likely to
interfere with the accomplished fact; and the
Government will have such an enormous majority to
sustain their decision that the small band of Radicals
anxious to have the question re-opened will not have
influence enough seriously to embarrass Mr. Morley.
A reversal of policy cannot, therefore, be looked for,
and modifications seem also out of the question.
Linked with the anti-partition agitation is the Swadeshi
movement, and it is singular that the native
newspapers should rejoice in the return of Labour
members to Parliament. They see future allies in the
Labourites as well as in the Liberals returned from the
manufacturing towns. But assuredly one of the first
demands of the Labour Party will be that action should
to reduce the hours of labour in Indian cotton mills,
and thus lessen the competition with the home
factories. Here they will command the support of host
of Liberals, the very men who view Asiatic labour of
every kind, whether Chinese or Indian, with the
strongest aversion. If the good people here, who are
now waxing enthusiastic at the success of the
Labourites, would only (Study the recent economical
history of Australia they would /moderate their
transports. They should also note that the immediate
effect of interference by the Liberal Government with
the Indian Factory Act will be to lessen [Feb. 10, 1906.
the outturn of every spinning and weaving mill of this
country. Swadeshi goods will be produced in smaller
quantities, prices will rise, and Lancashire piecegoods will flood our markets. It may be urged that
more mills can be started in order to make good the
loss of working hours, but capitalists will be chary of
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risking their money in such circumstances. The effect
of a larger representation of Labour interests in
Parliament cannot yet be exactly forecasted, but the
trades unions at home will certainly not be slow to urge
their leaders to protect white labour to the utmost
extent. The mill hand in Lancashire and Yorkshire will
naturally, if selfishly, look to his own factories first, and
Swadeshi will not appeal to him if it means a
curtailment of the output upon which, his wages
depend.
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A correspondent of the Morning Post writes: To
understand properly the recent crowning of the Babu
Banerjee in Calcutta and see the incident in its. true
proportions and significance, it is necessary to know
something of what is rather grandiloquently styled the
national movement in Bengal and how it has gathered
strength during the past year. Of course, it is no new
thing for the Hindu Babu in any part India to seek to
assert himself and to endeavour to place himself in a
position importance and authority over other races,
British included, but this present movement has a
deeper and wider meaning than the vanity of a handful
of Babus. There has for sortie years past been in
Calcutta and its environs little coterie. Hindus who
have been scheming and planning to gain some
prominent share in the government of the province. It
is hard to tell on what grounds they base their
aspirations, or still less with what authority they claim
to speak on behalf of the entire native population of
Bengal. The leader of this little clique has been
Surendra Nath Banerjee, the editor of native paper,
the Bengalee,” an organ chiefly noted for its vitriolic
attacks on British administrators and Civil servants.
THE DAILY EXPRESS, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER
16, 1906. The proposal to divide Bengal into two
provinces gave Banerjee and his friends some
opportunity to force their way to the front. And it is only
fair to add that they took full advantage of this
opportunity. Mass meetings were organised,
‘‘demonstrations” were held, and “resolutions
unanimously passed,’’ until at length a portion of the
Lon don Press was thoroughly hoaxed into believing
that there was very great native opposition to the
partition of Bengal. As matter of fact, fully ninety per
cent, of the native population understood nothing of
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the partition, and remain in the same state of
ignorance at the present time. Banerjee and his
friends, however, began find themselves quite
important people. The London Press—or a portion of
it—quoted their fulminations against Lord Curzon and
Mr. Brodrick, and their opinions were even discussed
the House of Commons. When they found, therefore,
that all their talk had been in vain and that the partition
had become accomplished fact they had to look for a
new weapon. Not finding this they took, down old and
half-forgotten one, other words, they revivified the
“Swadeshi” movement, which aims at the complete
industrial independence of native India. Every wellwisher of the Dependency must wish to see native
industries- developing and factories owned and
worked entirely by natives increasing in number.
Under proper conditions the “Swadeshi” movement
must command the good wishes all, and a legitimate
movement would undoubtedly deserve and obtain the
support of the Indian Government. This Bengali
agitation, however, is not a genuine an honest effort
to extend and improve the native industries of India.
Its motives are wholly political, and it is nothing more
nor less than determined effort to embarrass the
Indian Government and to win notoriety for a few
discontented agitators. The movement opened in
sensational fashion with loudly-proclaimed boycott of
all British made goods. This movement was
foredoomed to failure, and therefore no one was
greatly surprised when it fizzled out like a wet squib in
very short space of time, and this despite the
strenuous efforts that were made to keep —e
movement alive and obtain sufficient capital start a
Swadeshi cotton mill. far the “national movement” had
not made that success that had confidently been
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counted upon. Despite its opposition, the partition of
Bengal had been determined upon, and the boycott
that was to bring Great Britain her knees had failed.
Funds were very scarce, and those to whom the
Swadeshi movement might have been expected
appeal the most strongly remained for the most part
quite apathetic, while outsiders were visibly amused.
• Suddenly, however, the affair took a different and
more serious turn, and one which, it .has to be
admitted, left all the honours with Banerjee and his
friends. In pursuit his Swadeshi campaign Banerjee
visited the of Barisal, and was warned by the
magistrate there that speeches could not permitted,
and that if he persisted he would arrested. Then a
curious discovery was made. The warrant under
which he was seized was dated for the day before
Banerjee arrived in the town, clearly indicating bias
and malice on the part the authorities, and that they
meant to arrest him under any circumstances, least
that is what the affair was twisted into meaning by the
ingenious Mr. Banerjee and his friends. The case was
carried into the High Courts at Calcutta ,and to the
huge delight of the Bengali agitators, Banerjee won
the day, and the conviction was quashed. Naturally
this signal victory was not allowed to go without
acclaim, and Banerjee at once assumed an
importance that had certainly never been his before.
He before the Hindu population of Bengal as the
champion of their race and their rights; as the man
whom the British officials had sought repress, but who
had confronted them and beaten them to the earth.
The battle cry, “Bande Mataram ’’ (Hail, Motherland),
received the sanction of the India Office, and local
officials were forbidden to prohibit the cry. Small
wonder /then, if a large portion of the more ignorant
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Hindu population began believe that the hour of their
final triumph over the English had last arrived. What
the ultimate outcome of this belief will remains to be
seen, but the reaction, whenever it takes place, bound
to produce trouble in one form or another. From small
causes spring gi' effects. The prohibition speech by
malcontent in out-of-the-way town has led to the
downfall of one of the most popular and capable of the
present generation Indian Civil servants, Sir
Bampfylde Fuller, until recently the LieutenantGovernor of the new province Eastern Bengal, against
whom Banerjee seems to have formed an inveterate
hatred. Sir Bampfylde had the temerity to side with the
Barisal magistrate, and say some hard things about
the agitation and those concerned in it. Almost from
the commencement of the national movement Sir
Bampfylde was a marked man, but his ultimate
downfall must be attributed to the combined efforts a
weak Viceroy and a weaker Secretary of State. Had
the Earl Minto and Mr. John taken a firm line and
supported their “man on the spot,” as he should have
been supported, and as his record of faithful service
India demanded that he should be, the national
movement would speedily have dwindled down
insignificant proportions once more. It was, an official
ear was inclined to the tales of the agitators about the
wrongs suffered at the hands of the detested
Lieutenant-Governor those Swadeshi leaders, and Sir
Bampfylde was promptly flung to the wolves. What the
result this surrender to the Babu agitators will be one
can say at this moment, and one can only hope for the
best. It is certain, however, that had the India Office
turned a deaf ear to the denunciations of Sir
Bampfylde there would have been no comic opera
“crowning” of Banerjee, and Bengal to-day would not
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have been seething in agitation and incipient revolt.
This question is not one which concerns the British
and Hindus alone. There is a third very important
factor that has to be considered. This is the
Mohammedan population of Bengal, which is greatly
incensed just now at the supine attitude of the Indian
and Imperial Governments in permitting the arrogant
claims of Banerjee and his friends to pass
unchallenged,
and
without
visiting
salutary
punishment upon them. The Mohammedans are more
highly educated than the Hindus, taking them race for
race, and are of infinitely better physique and greater
value to the Indian Empire than the Hindus, who, it
should be remembered, are among the weakest and
most unwarlike of all the Indian races. The situation is
undoubtedly a delicate one. Stern repressive
measures such as are loved by bureaucrats all the
world over will never in this case. The demand is for
statesman, not a bureaucrat. It would matter of small
difficulty to seize Banerjee and the other ringleaders.
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JANUARY 31. A crowded meeting was held at the
Town Hall this afternoon under the chairmanship of
Raja Peary Mohun Mukerji, the object of which was to
adopt certain resolutions and a draft memorial to the
Secretary of State against the partition of Bengal. The
meeting was held under the auspices of the Indian
Association, which is distinct from the British Indian
Association. The audience, which must have
numbered several thousand, was largely composed of
the student element. These youths were marched
along Bow Bazar Street, Dalhousie Square, and
Government Place to the Town Hall in one long
procession, shouting Bande Materam with great gusto
all the way. The Town Hall was packed to its utmost
capacity, meetings being held both upstairs and
downstairs. Mr. Gokhale was on the dais for a few
minutes, but left the meeting almost immediately after
the proceedings commenced. The din was great and
the speakers were certainly not heard by the majority
of the audience. Babu Norendronath Sen spoke at
considerable length, his speech being chiefly in praise
of Mr. John Morley. Babu A C. Banerji, who proposed
the second resolution, finished up by calling upon all
Bengalis to continue the system of boycotting and
picketing to enforce their demands for a
reconsideration of the partition scheme. Babu
Surendranath Banerji wound up his peroration with
the observation that if the present generation did not
succeed in their efforts to get partition set aside, they
would leave it as legacy to succeeding generations to
continue the agitation until they succeeded. The
meeting was quite orderly and dispersed quietly. The
following resolutions were adopted: 1. That this
meeting, composed of the inhabitants of Calcutta and
its neighbourhood, and of delegates duly appointed at
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meetings held for the purpose by the people of the
various districts in the province of Bengal it had stood
before partition, rejoice at the appointment of Mr.
Morley as Secretary of State for India, and Mr. Ellis as
Undersecretary of State." 2. “That in consequence of
the partition there has been great unrest, excitement,
and dissatisfaction prevalent among the Bengalispeaking community, and it is desirable and
necessary in the interests of the people and
Government alike that this state of things should be
put end to which, in the opinion of this meeting, can
only be done by the adoption of a policy of justice and
conciliation. And in this view this meeting urges that
the Province of Bengal be raised to the status of a
Presidency (government; but if this be considered
impracticable and partition unavoidable in the opinion
of the Government which this meeting does in no way
admit—it is of opinion that the whole of the Bengalispeaking population should be placed under one and
the same administration.” ~ A committee was
Dominated to draft a representation to the Secretary
State to be submitted under the signature of the
chairman.
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The Calcutta correspondent of the Allahabad paper
wrote 'It is becoming quite clear that there are two
parties working now to keep alive the agitation
regarding the partition of Bengal. The more
responsible leaders are careful to declare that
constitutional means only will be employed to obtain a
reconsideration of the question by the Secretary of
State ; and they have now played their last card by the
adoption of memorial at the recent meeting in the
Town Hall They hold to the Swadeshi programme, but
eschew the use of the objectionable word boycott; and
they encourage their followers by glowing pictures of
the sympathy and support which the Liberal
Government are likely to give in the near future.
Occasionally their utterances are coloured with doubt
as to the final issue, but on the whole they persist in
clinging to the idea that the new Province will not
remain as now constituted. They have, of course,
nothing definite upon which to base their hopes, but
they find much comfort in the name of Mr. John
Morley, which figures prominently in all their speeches
and writings. This is one party, and it includes in its
ranks men of the stamp ol Raja Peary Mohan, good
and loyal citizen, who must have arrayed himself
sorrowfully against the Government, He filled the chair
at last Wednesday’s meeting, and his conduct of the
business was unexceptionable enough. But there
were representatives of the other party there, men of
extreme opinions who view memorials and petitions
with contempt, and would have none of them if left to
their own devices. One of' these had so far fallen into
line as to consent to speak on the third resolution, and
in his speech, reported in the Bengali papers, the
following sentences occurred: and now that you are
going up to the Secretary of State for India with a
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memorial in your hard, do not for a single moment
imagine that you are therefore at liberty to forget the
vow of August 7, the vow of boycott. The boycott of
British goods must be carried on with renewed energy
and redoubled vigour.” These sentiments are
described as having been greeted with loud cheers,
and they indicate the line that will be taken by the
extreme party when the Secretary of State declines—
as it is fairly certain that he will decline—to cancel the
decision of his predecessor in office. The extremists
are in a minority present, and their efforts to prevent
the holding of the last meeting failed in effect; but they
have organs in the vernacular Press which do not
scruple to attack both the constitutional antipartitionists and the Government. It is possible that
some passing mischief may result, and leaders like
Raja Peary Mohan must deplore the course which the
agitation seems to be taking. One Bengali newspaper
jeers constantly at those who forget their vows and
petition the Feringhi Raj instead of demanding what is
due to them. It recently wrote ''For the manner in which
we joined entertainments in honour of the Prince of
Wales and showed shamelessness before Lord Minto,
and again in this Town Hall meeting by abandoning
the former path of adoring the Mother,’ the whole
world will cry shame upon us.” The boycotting of
English goods is described as the only infallible
instrument, and the party of ''Feringhi worshippers''
are told that the begging of favours was a mistake
which it will take some days to correct.” Evidently there
has been a loss of control by those who started the
agitation, and if their attempts to recover direction of
the movement are not successful they will have to
submit to the humiliation of being constantly abused
by those who once cheered them on their way. Their
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position is an uncomfortable one, and it is not likely to
be improved when the final reply to the Town Hall
memorial is received. One need not attach too much
importance, from the political point of view, to this
extreme boycott movement; but it is as well to note
that the moderate Swadeshi party are having their
hand forced in quite an unexpected way.
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The Pioneer says: —lt is understood to be the intention
of some three or four of the anti-partition leaders in
Calcutta to visit Chittagong very shortly, nominally on
Swadeshi mission. This is, however, unquestionably a
political move, for we know from the experience of the
last three months that the agitation in favour of
country-made goods has been shaped to serve
political ends. It sprang out of the excited feeling
against partition, and was admittedly used as a means
to influence public opinion in England. The boycott of
English manufactures was, in the first instance, carried
out in a crude and disorderly manner; but when those
who had urged its adoption saw that this procedure
was defeating the ends they had in view, there was
change of tactics. The disturbances which had
meanwhile taken place had shown that their followers
were getting out of hand, and that the whole
movement would be discredited if control were not reestablished. The action of Government, also, in taking
measures to preserve the public peace was too
significant to disregard. There was, then, sudden
modification of the boycott programme, and it was
plausibly announced that moral suasion only was to
be employed to secure the success of the Swadeshi
propaganda. But already a good deal of mischief had
been done, and in the country districts particularly the
disturbing influences radiating from Calcutta had
spread in ever-widening circles. Gradually in Eastern
Bengal there was a settling down: excitement and
alarm died out, and last month the people as whole
began to regain confidence If left to themselves all
would probably go well in the future, but this improved
state of things does not suit the irreconcilables in
Calcutta. They feel that something must be done to
create fresh dissensions in the new province, and
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hence the idea of the mission to Chittagong. The men
who are about to undertake this have received no
invitation; they are forcing themselves upon 'the
people, and they will do their best to raise fresh
excitement. They will, of course, assert that their
object is a non-political one, but none the less its true
object cannot be disguised. They are, of course, free
to hold Swadeshi meetings and to deliver the
customary addresses. We shall probably hear
exaggerated accounts of their doings and of
widespread discontent,” but these reports may be
discounted beforehand. If the mission is really sent it
will only furnish yet another proof of the contention that
the so-called public opinion in Eastern Bengal is
manufactured in Calcutta.
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Calcutta University convocation boycotted by the
students. 'His Excellency the Chancellor then
declared the Convocation closed. The quarter of the
town in which the Senate House is situated was
crowded with Mohurrum processions while the
meeting was being held. The Hindoo students bad
organised what was intended to be a monster antipartition meeting, in the square close by, at same
hour; but this was not allowed by the police to
assemble and everything passed off quietly. The
majority of the students were conspicuous their
absence from the Convocation meeting, but their
boycott of it did not prevent the usual procedure being
followed in the case of the few candidates who
appeared to take their degrees in person'.
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His Excellency the Viceroy was this afternoon
presented with addresses by the members of the
British India Association and the Marwari Association.
His Excellency, in replying to the address of the British
India Association, said:—Gentlemen, —l beg to thank
you for the cordiality of the welcome you have
extended to me on my assumption of the high office of
Viceroy of India and for your kind expressions towards
Lady Minto and myself at the commencement of our
career in this country. I value all the more the
appreciative words of your address in that I know that
they emanate from a body whose first rule lays down
that the object of the Indian Association is to represent
the people to help in the formation of a healthy public
opinion on all questions of importance, and to promote
by every legitimate means the political, intellectual,
and material advancement of the people. I fully
sympathise with the objects of the Association. Your
first rule would appear to me embody a recognition of
principles which, if carefully fostered, must surely tend
to the development of patriotic thought and to a
general intellectual advancement in respect to public
questions of the day. I fully recognise your wish to
express opinions on such questions, and I am equally
ready to appreciate their value as emanating from an
association closely connected with the every-day life
of an important section of the Bengal community. On
the present occasion you have placed before me your
views as to the partition of Bengal, which you believe
to be shared by the whole population of the province.
You foreshadow what you apprehend will be the
results of the partition, and I understand you to
express a hope that some alternative scheme of
administration may yet be found; while you go on to
allude to events which are said to have taken place at
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various places affected by the partition, where public
order would appear to have been threatened. Your
secretary in his note submitting your address has
pointed out that your Association does not desire to
obtain any expression of opinion from me, and I
recognise the courtesy of your intention. But having
consented to listen to your views I am afraid I cannot
agree to receive them without comment. I must ask
you to remember that I am here as an administrator
whose duty it is to carry out a policy already approved
by the Secretary of State, and I should be misleading
you if I in any way appeared to encourage a hope of
its reversal. And, gentlemen, I am bound to tell you
that the endeavours I have made since my arrival in
India to acquaint myself with the history of that policy
have been far from assisting me to the conclusion that
the views you express are universally shared by the
people of Bengal. I believe that the advantages and
disadvantages of partition have been fully and
carefully considered, and whilst admitting that it may
in a sense press somewhat hardly on local interest it
will, to the best of my belief ere long add very largely
to general prosperity and industrial development,
whilst I shall be surprised if as years go on the benefits
derived from it are not more and more recognised. The
reference in your address to the unfortunate incidents
said to have happened in Eastern Bengal, I can, I am
afraid, with all respect, only accept as allegations
which you as British subjects are always at liberty to
make good before the law courts, though I am bound
to tell you that the ample information at my disposal
would appear to prove without a doubt that the action
deemed necessary by the executive authority of the
province was fully justified. You have done the honour
to allude to my past services in the dominion of
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Canada, a country where I was fortunate in witnessing
the magnificent development of her great internal
resources, and now that I have come to live among
you I shall be proud indeed if it becomes my lot to
assist in the growth of the great internal industries of
India. l am no opponent of Swadeshi, it is only the
abuse of the word to which I object. I beg again to
thank you for your address, and though we may not
agree on some public questions, I can assure you I
shall always be ready to receive the views of
representative associations such as yours.
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It will be matter for grave regret if public opinion in
England mistakes the artificially produced appearance
of unrest in India for genuine popular discontent. That
is not the case at all; it is a cleverly manufactured
method of giving a look of reality to the purely unreal.
Mr. Gokhale and other eminent educated natives
associated with the agitation, who pose as
“moderates,” and also call themselves “intellectuals,”
frankly admit that their select community does not
exceed one per cent, of the entire population. Yet they
do not hesitate to clamour for reforms,” which, if
granted, would gradually replace British rule and
administration by those of this microscopic minority.
The partition of Bengal, the resignation of Sir J. B.
Fuller, the “Swadeshi” movement, and other
manifestations of supposed dissatisfaction, have been
imported into the campaign as useful accessories.
They have little or no direct connection with the
fundamental issue: that is, whether the “intellectuals”
should be given a larger, eventually a predominant,
share in the government of India, including, of course,
a corresponding proportion of official appointments
and salaries. That is, all events, a fairly arguable
proposition, the most serious objection being that,
virtually bestowing Home Rule on Hindostan, it would
inevitably establish a Brahmin despotism. The
“intellectuals” who are operating the agitation with
such consummate shrewdness are mostly of that
priestly caste, or its submissive tools, the other high
castes, and their ecclesiastical powers are so
inordinate that Hindoos of lower castes must hear and
obey. It is quite true that the highly educated Brahmins
who have visited England—and many more as well—
are, for the most part, religious sceptics who believe
neither in their own religion nor in any other. But while
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… and something more in matters of faith, they cling
to the authority of their aristocratic caste in secular
affairs; their claim is, as has always been the case,
that a Brahmin, being a semi-divine being, can do no
wrong, and so must be obeyed by the laity. These
tremendous pretensions having received the
consecration of unnumbered ages, the covert
association of Brahminism with the present
propaganda of sedition carries most grave
significance for Lord Minto and his colleagues. It is the
same apparition that was observed by clear-thinking
Britons prior the Indian Mutiny; then, as now, the
priestly caste aimed at getting the government of the
entire peninsula into its hands by corrupting the fidelity
of the Sepoys. That murderous scoundrel, the Nana,
was a Brahmin of high descent, and so was the
emissary sent to England to gull the British public into
an easy-going belief that not even the tiniest cloud
darkened the Indian outlook. Those miscreants, so
highly educated, so glib of tongue, so full of admiration
of English characteristics, would have plenty of
imitators, for a surety, were the slightest
encouragement now given to Brahminical ambition.
Happily, the Mahomedan population recognises, as
was not the case when the Mutiny broke out, that the
triumph of Hindooism would inevitably involve the
subordination of Islam to the dominant cult. The Indian
National Congress, that sham Parliament, does not
include a single Mahomedan representative, as Mr.
Ameer Ali recently pointed out at a meeting of the
British India Association. It is an exclusively Hindoo
caucus, how got together none but those behind the
scenes know, and it matters next to nothing to
outsiders, be they Christians or Islamites, which of the
candidates now in running for the Presidency comes
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out as victor. One is supposed to be more moderate
in his aspirations than the other, but Brahminical
ascendancy, both spiritual and …, is common, though
covert, ground for both. In a word, the central
endeavour of the agitation is to bring into being that
self-same autocracy of mingled political and religious
despotism which is producing such terrible Dead Sea
fruit in Russia. H.H. the Aga Khan, G.C.I E., who
headed the Mahomedan deputation to the Viceroy the
other day, and in the name of the Mahomedan
community delivered an address which Lord Minto
admitted was marked moderation and restraint,” is the
religious head of an important section of Islam, whoso
influence extends Zanzibar, Arabia, Persia and
Kashgaria.
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I was an onlooker, writes correspondent, at the antiPartition and Swadeshi meeting held at Chorninguria
in Madaripore on Sept. 15, 1906, in which Syed Lobfur
Rahman Chaudhury of Gopalpore presided. I
attended the meeting to see to what extent the
Mahomedans take interest in it. About 250 men
attended the meeting, of whom ten were
Mahomedans. All of these Mahomedans were
villagers. No Mahomedan gentleman or resident of the
town attended the meeting. I had no intention of
publishing what I saw, save for the purpose of
protesting against the exaggeration of the bi-weekly
Benyali of Sept. 19. I know Moulvi Syed Abdur Rob
Chaudhury, zemindar of Gopalpore, and his views
about the Bengal Partition and the Swadeshi
movement. He is the only man among the
Mahomedan zemindars of the district who has some
pretensions to learning, and who understands what
these agitations mean. He is quite in favour of the
Bengal Partition, and is strongly against these
movements. But he may have duped his Hindoo
friends with fair words. Syed Lobfur Rahman
Chaudhury, the president, is no zemindar at all, and is
little better than an illiterate. Syed Atawar Rahman
Chaudhury is boy. They do not understand what these
movements are for. Chaudhury Golam Molla,
zemindar of Habiganj, is as learned as the other two,
and is mere puppet in the hands of the Hindoos did
not a trend the meeting. From the description of the
Mahomed" they present it is evident what the value of
their opinion The Mahomedans of the sub-division arc
always in favour the Partition, and they strongly
protest against these agitations.
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The Englishman (Oct. 12) says Those who are bent
upon furthering the Swadeshi cause seem to be
particularly severe on the sale of cloths of Manchester
manufacture, and are exhibiting dogged perseverance
in molesting purchasers of these cloths as well as the
retailers. On Saturday night we had an occurrence
followed by a fight the next morning in Sobha Bazaar,
and it now transpires that there was an occurrence of
a similar nature in the same locality on Monday night.
Two students who had noticed a native purchasing
piece of cloth from shopkeeper in Lower Chitpore
Road, took the trouble to ascertain that the cloth was
of British manufacture. They then took the purchaser
back to the shop, and made him return the cloth. The
shopkeeper, however, refused to refund the money,
and eventually a crowd of about 30 students collected,
and the shopkeeper was forced to take the cloth back,
but the purchaser refused to accept refund of the
money, and lost the cloth as well. After being
successful their attempt at preventing the sale of the
objectionable cloth, the students, whose numbers had
now swelled still further, were about to burn some of
the cloth, when the police arrived on the scene and
quickly dispersed them. On Tuesday morning mob
composed of Swadeshi advocates collected in Sham
Bazaar, and went round to all the modis (native
grocers) and told them to discontinue the sale of
British salt, the use of which, it had only then been
found out, was forbidden the Hindoo religion. The
modis, out of fear, expressed their willingness to
concede these demands, and the mob then
confiscated a quantity of salt from each shop and
destroyed it. The modis were made to swear that they
would sell only ordinary country salt. All the crossings
around Sobha Bazaar have extra policemen on duty.
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A meeting of Swadeshi men took place in College
Square last evening, but the proceedings were
overawed by the presence of large number of native
policemen. Tramway Strike. —The tramway
conductors struck to the number of 500 on Oct. 6. The
strikers were on Oct. 7 given an opportunity of
resuming work, but the majority of them stubbornly
refused to return unless their terms were absolutely
complied with. Their demands include the right to
smoke in the cars, the outside seat to be reserved for
their personal use, and no fines to be inflicted on the
complaints of passengers. But a telegram dated Oct.
11 says the tramway strike has almost ended, and
large numbers of conductors resumed work
yesterday. Many arc without their uniforms. Calcutta,
Oct. 11.—No piece-goods contracts were signed on
Monday last, which is called lucky day, Marwaris
owing to a dispute between the Marwaris and the
import houses concerning the terms of contract. The
Swadeshi agitators are endeavouring to make out that
it is also due to their movement; but this is not so, as
if the import houses were to agree to the Marwari
terms the contracts would be readily signed. The
Swadeshi agitators are now going round to the
Calcutta dealers and preventing them from selling
Liverpool salt.
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LONDON: SATURDAY, December 29, 1906.
POLITICAL SWADESHI, It appears from a telegraphic
summary that Lord Minto has been making some
common-sense reflections on the Swadeshi question
at the opening of an Industrial Exhibition at Calcutta.
In itself, as an economic movement, Swadeshi might
be considered as a healthy development of native
enterprise in India, though, even from that point of
view, care should be taken to apply the idea
intelligently, with due regard to local conditions as well
as with a comprehensive estimate of all the factors in
the large problem of Indian welfare and prosperity.
Accompanied by the political boycott and employed as
a device to excite - political rancour and racial
prejudices, and to create embarrassments for the
Administration its efficiency as expedient for
stimulating home industries and native commercial
enterprise will be paralysed. This Lord Minto seems to
have pointed out. Economic Swadeshi, honestly
seeking a good purpose in industrial and commercial
development may be hailed by the Government. It is
not their desire, nor is it generally desired by the
people of the United Kingdom, to keep down native
industries in order that British industry may flourish.
The time has gone by when Lancashire or Dundee
might hopefully appeal to our Government and
Parliament to run India for our own benefit. The
conscience of this country sincerely wishes that Indian
policy shall be directed above all things to making the
Indian people secure, prosperous, and happy, on
sound principles of government. Political Swadeshi is
a maliciously-devised weapon to inflict as much harm
as possible on the British Administration and people,
without any very genuine motive of patriotic duty. The
political element in such a movement swamps the
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economical, and the improvement of the condition of
the native becomes quite secondary to the promotion
of the fads and interests of political intriguers. We do
not suggest that the Governor-General put the
argument in that way. He probably was content to hint
delicately that the true patriotic Swadeshi for natives
was not a political Swadeshi. The full report of his
speech will be awaited with interest. Meantime it may
be noted that the Indian Nation, a paper conducted by
Mr. N. N. Ghose, has been shrewdly remarking on the
association of Swadeshi with the anti-partition
agitation in Bengal as a tactical blunder, due to the
political simplicity of those who have taken the lead in
it. He says that they have quite misunderstood the
main factors of the position with which they undertook
to deal, for example—British institutions, the
procedure of the British Parliament, the real state of
parties, the methods of thought of the average
Britisher, the kind of thing which appeals to him and
the kind of thing which does not. Of these things the
Indian Nation affirms that the Indian Nationalist
leaders are woefully ignorant,” as illustrated by the
notion—credited to themselves by themselves as a
stroke of genius —that the only way to bring the
Britishers to reason was to touch them in their
tenderest spot —their pockets—by refusing to buy
their goods. It seems incredible that it should have
occurred to any intelligent student of British politics
and characteristics to reason—as the Nation says
these native agitators did—like this: Manchester will
starve when the cotton imports cease, the poor
people will riot, their members will implore Parliament
to rescind partition, Parliament will have no choice but
to yield, and all will be well.” That is what Mr. Ghose
states to have been the precious theory of the political
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ingenus of the anti- Partition party. Let no selfsufficient expert in politics [Dec. 29, 1906]. home
sneer Mr Banerjee and his co-adjustors because of
the naiveté of these views. They are not more naive
than the ideas of some the leaders of Radical
agitations in this country. We at home have our
Banerjee, an eager exploiter of public emotions and
sentiments, and he is our Prime Minister. At this very
moment have we not as ingenuous a scheme on foot
to trap the House of Lords into an appearance of
opposition to the will of the people, in the hope of
creating a revulsion which will obfuscate the
mischievous aims of Radical legislation and screen
the political incompetency of a Radical Government
The Indian scheme is not far behind the English in
either cunning or simplicity—two features which are
often found compatible in natures which combine
sentimental enthusiasms with predatory instincts.
Besides,, before we join Mr. Ghose in attributing these
plans to native simplicity must remember that from
recent, revelations by Mr. O’Donnell, some part in
devising and directing the anti-partition campaign has
been played by accomplices in the British Parliament.
If the tactics of the native agitator have been feeble
and ••fallacious, wo expect that the main responsibility
for them must rest with the British political ingenus
whom they have taken into their counsels. They have
no real political expert in this country to advise them,
and their protagonists in Parliament are men who
have spent their lives as bureaucrats in India, and are
really mere babes and sucklings, in the science of
practical politics. It struck us when we noted that Mr.
Ghokale, who is by far the ablest man of the Congress
party in India, lately spent as much time this country,
colloguing with the home conductors of the Nationalist
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agitation, that he had begun to realise that it lay for the
most part in … were more earnest than competent to
give it political force and direction.
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The Calcutta correspondent of the “Daily News” says:
—Up till now 250 anti-partition mass meetings are
reported to have been held on Partition Day. The
Mohammedans took part in 135 meetings, and the
total attendance 'was fully a million. At Serajzunge, in
the new province, a fight took place between the
Mohammedans over the partition question. The antipartition Mohammedan leader and his friends
assaulted the magistrate, who was accused of having
lent the Government grounds for a pro-partition
meeting and of having joined the pro-partitionists in
(prayer) and held consultations with them. At
Mymensingh a Hindoo religious celebration in a
private house was stopped by the authorities for fear
of a breach of the peace. The native Press complains
of the establishment of police rule. The Mymensingh
police, headed by the District Superintendent,
attacked some boys and men assembled near the
gaol to receive Swadeshi prisoner who was to be
released. A dozen of the boys were severely
wounded. The secretary of the local Association
swooned under the beating he received. Great
excitement prevails.
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Police Attack a Crowd Awaiting a Prisoner’s Release.
(From Our Own Correspondent.) CALCUTTA,
Wednesday Up till now 250 anti-partition mass
meetings are reported have been held on Partition
Day. The Mohamedans took part in 135 meetings, and
the total attendance was fully a million. At Serajzunge,
in the new province, a fight took place between
Mohamedans over the partition question. 'The antipartition Mohamedan leader and his friends assaulted
the magistrate who was accused of having lent the
Government grounds for a pro-partition meeting and
on having joined the pro-partitionists in namaj (prayer)
and held consultations with them. At Myinensingh a
Hindoo religious celebration in a private house was
stopped by the authorities for fear of a breach of the
peace. The native Press complains of the
establishment of police rule. The Mymensingh police,
headed by the District Superintendent, attacked some
boys and men assembled near the gaol to receive a
Swadeshi prisoner who was released. A dozen of the
boys were severely wounded. The secretary of the
local association swooned under the beating he
received. Great excitement prevails.
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It is reported that a secret society, called ''Golden
Bengal," have been formed at Chinsurah, a small town
on the Hugli. A document, which the members signed,
states that 30.000 people are required to die for their
country, and adds:—"Why cry anymore? Beat the
sahibs! Drive them away!” etc.
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The rice famine is slowly getting worse, and is
extending to Bengal. Prices are abnormal, and as a
result, crowds are looting the shops. The crowning of
Banerji was carried out by immediate followers, and
was only reported by his paper, the Bengalee." The
whole affair was generally ridiculed and reproved by
the native Press, which thinks it will do great harm to
the Swadeshi cause.— The Reuter's special service
telegram says the coronation of Banerji was
performed in a large quadrangle attached to private
house in Calcutta in the presence of great crowd.
Banerjee's own journal, the Bengalee," says, the
leading Brahmin pundits of Bengal and provinces
were present, standing in groups around Banerji. Over
his head was richly embroidered umbrella, while a
white chowriewas was waved before him in royal
fashion. Then, while the pandits chanted Vedic
mantras, a floral crown, was placed upon Banerji's
head, amid loud shouts ''Bande Materam” ("Hail,
motherland!")
from
the
assemblage,
After
benedictions had been pronounced upon Banerjee by
pundits, he delivered a speech in which he urged the
people not to allow resources to be drained by foreign
commerce. He declared that the tallow, blood, and
bone of cows and swine were used in foreign
manufactures, and referred to the English method of
sizing cloth, maintaining that Hindus and Mahometans
alike should not use foreign manufactures, which were
objectionable on religious grounds.
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There is joy in the presence of the “Almanach de
Gotha" just now—or, if there is not, there ought to be—
for the world is richer than it was two days ago by the
addition of a new Crowned Head. At a time when
certain crowns. do not seem fit their illustrious wearers
very comfortably it is a great blessing to know that we
have a new one to keep up the number, if that. say. of
Russia were .to get violently displaced. For Surendra
Nath Banerjee the First (and. not improbably, the Last)
has been crowned King of Bengal One’s first impulse,
naturally, is to laugh at the notion of such tomfoolery.
But we should be wrong to do so. Is this the net result
of all the trouble we have been taking, all these years,
to initiate Mr. Banerjee, Mr. Chatterjee and their kind
into the beauties and blessings of European culture?
Have we taught them so much, and yet failed to
inspire them with a saving sense of humour?
Apparently that is so (and the irony of the thing is
immense), for King Banerjee is a Babu journalist of
considerable ability, eminently gifted with the racial
fluency o! tongue : and, in short, a finished specim n
of machine-made civilisation. Naturally, therefore, he
is a patriot,” a notable Congress-wallah, very much
agin’ the Government” as to things in general and the
partition of Bengal in particular. Furthermore, Mr.
Banerjee has been shining light of the Swadeshi
movement for imposing a commercial boycott of
British goods, and a social boycott of British officials
and of native officials who do not fall into line with the
policy of presuming upon the long-suffering of the
Sahibs. Lastly, Mr. Banerjee has been largely
instrumental in bringing to bear upon the Government
the pressure which has resulted in the resignation of
Sir Bampfylde Fuller. On the whole, then, Mr.
Banerjee is a person of some importance in his own
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line, however ridiculous (in European, and even in
some native, eyes) he may have looked when seated
under an embroidered umbrella, with a crown of
jasmine on his swelled head, posing as the King of
Bengal, and we regard it as rather a good thing that
this mischievous Bengali Babu should have been put
up to play the buffoon in the sight of all India, because
the fact that he has done so can hardly fail to compel
the Indian Government, and the Imperial Government
which stands behind it, to take serious stock of a state
of things which has been growing steadily worse for
years past, and has now culminated in a piece of
amazing impudence which, had it been conceivable in
sterner times, would have been followed by a speedy
extinction of the Banerjee dynasty in the person of its
illustrious founder. What is the true inwardness of the
Swadeshi movement? It is nothing less than an
organized attempt on the part of the Bengali Babu to
subvert the British Raj. As with the Home Rule
movement in Ireland there are, of course, degrees of
disloyalty among its supporters. There are, doubtless,
many Bengalis who are quite aware that if their
ambition of “India for the Indians” ever became an
accomplished fact, their own race would be the first to
go down before the fierce fighting races which are only
held in check by the Pax Bntannica. But there are
others who are less wise in their generation, as the
Coronation of King Banerjee sufficiently proves. Now,
ridiculous though these militant mischief-makers may
be in themselves, we must not forget that we rule
some three hundred millions of Indian natives, of
whom many are by no means ridiculous. And they are
all Asiatics, which is as Price One Penny, much as to
say that they care not a grain of rice for all the chatter
of the Congress-wallahs about representative
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government They know that the Sahibs hold India
upon precisely the same tenure as they themselves
have held their respective possessions in the past—
by the sword. If, then, they hear sedition openly
preached and permitted, if they sec British goods
boycotted and British men and women insulted, if,
above all, they see an absurd Babu not only strong
enough to obtain the dismissal of a great British
official, but offering, with impunity, a grotesque insult
to the sovereignty of the Emperor of India and his
representative, the Viceroy, what will they think of all
this? Surely they will conclude that the Sahibs cannot,
or will not, defend their own dominion. When we hear
the absurd Banerjee reviving the old Hindu and
Moslem prejudices with regard to the use of animal
matter in the preparation of British goods, we cannot
forget the alleged bone dust in the flour, and the
greased cartridges, which played so sinister a part in
the production of the Indian Mutiny. The time, then,
has come for Lord Minto and Mr. Morley to stiffen their
backs, to pay no attention to the Cottons, the
Wedderburns, the Keir Hardies, and the Byleses, and
all the mischievous brood which flourishes under the
protection of the present Government, and to let it be
known and felt in India that the law must be kept, that
sedition will be punished, and that the mighty hand of
the British Raj is not withered nor the stretched-out
arm withdrawn. In short, there must be no more
temporising with Babu disloyalty, lest a worse thing
come unto India and ourselves. India may be ruled by
King Edward or King Banerjee; but it cannot be ruled
by both.
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A letter to the Editor of the Standard in response to the
arguments posited by the correspondent 'AngloIndian'. Comments on the British rule in India in
particular reference to anti-Partition agitation. The
letter writer Dashwood Squire brought a comparative
discussion on natives and niggers, comments that the
natives are 'cunning'. His argument ends with
quotation of 'East is East, and the west is west...'
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Public feeling against the partition Bengal continues to
manifest itself remarkable manner, says the Calcutta
correspondent of the Daily News.” Since the 6th of
March 36 meetings have been held, attended by over
60,000 persons, all protesting against partition on
present lines and renewing the Swadeshi vow.
Boycott meetings are also reported from Madras and
the Punjab.
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'Referring to the Bengal partition and the Swadeshi
movement, Mr. Naoroji said: In the Bengal partition the
Bengalese have just and great grievance. It is a bad
blunder for England. I do not despair, and this blunder,
I hope, may yet be rectified. This subject is being so
well thrashed out by the Bengalese themselves that I
need not say anything more about it. But in connection
-with it hear a great deal about agitators and agitation.
The whole life of England, every day, is all agitation.
The whole Parliament, Press, and platform is all
simply agitation. The fact that we have more or less
failed hitherto is not because we have petitioned too
much, but that we have petitioned too little. In every
important matters we must petition Parliament with
hundreds and thousands of petitions. All India must
learn the lesson of sacrifice of money and of earnest
personal work. The organisations which I suggest,
and which I may call band of political missionaries in
all the provinces, will serve many purposes at once—
to inform the people of their rights as British citizens,
to prepare them to claim those rights by petitions, and
when the rights are obtained, as sooner or later they
must obtained, to exercise and enjoy them. Swadeshi
is not a thing of to-day. It has existed Bombay as far
as I know, for many years past. I am a Free Trader. I
am a member and was on the Executive Committee
of the Cobden Club for 20 years, and yet I say that
Swadeshi is a forced necessity for India in its
unnatural economic muddle.” Mr Naoroji then made
an earnest appeal to Indians of all creeds and classes,
and particularly to the Mahomedans, for a thorough
political union. By it alone could self-government be
obtained, and in self-government lay India’s hope,
strength, and greatness. The concluding passage of
the address read ''I have finished my task. I do not
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know what good fortune may be in store for me during
the short period that may left to me, and if I can leave
a word of affection and devotion for my country and
countrymen—be united, persevere, and achieve selfgovernment, that the millions now perishing by
poverty, famine and plagues, and the scores of
millions that are starving on scanty subsistence, may
be saved and India may once more occupy her proud
position of yore among the greatest and civilised
nations of the world.” When Mr. Naoroji had concluded
his speech, the Congress proceeded to form sub
committees, and then adjourned until to-morrow. Ten
thousand were present.'
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Calcutta, Wednesday. Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji prefaced
his presidential address to the Indian National
Congress to-day with a- quotation from a speech
delivered by Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, Stirling,
on the November, 1905: " Good government could
never be a substitute for government by the people
themselves," and this quotation struck the keynote of
the address, Mr. Naoroji insisting throughout his long
speech on the right of Indians as British citizens to
govern themselves. What position did Indians hold in
the British Empire? Were they British citizens or not?
asked Mr. Naoroji. When the Boers were subjugated
and came under the British flag, Sir Henry CampbellBannerman said: “These people with whom we are
dealing are not only going be our fellow citizens, they
are our fellow citizens already." Thus Indians have
been “free and British” fellow-citizens" from the first
moment they came under the British flag. The Boer
war had cost more than £200,000,000, and forty
thousand killed and wounded, and yet the Boers had
already obtained self-government, while India was still
without it. Call to Mr. Morley. The Premier's words
quoted at the head of his address clinched the matter.
If “good government could never be a substitute for
government by the people themselves," how much
less was economically evil government and a
constitutionally unconstitutional government a
substitute for self-government? "What are," continued
Mr. Naoroji, the British rights which we have no right
to claim? Just as the administration of the United
Kingdom in all Services, Departments, and details is
in the hands of the people themselves of that country,
so should we in India claim that the administration in
all Services, Departments, and details should be in the
hands of the people themselves of India. As in the
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United Kingdom and the Colonies, all taxation and
legislation, and the power spending the taxes, are in
the hands of the representatives of the people of those
countries, so should also be the rights of the people in
India. The whole matter can be comprised in one word
self-government, or swaraj, like that of the United
Kingdom or the Colonies." He urged Mr. Morley
restore competition for the services in which
admission is made directly in India. The reform of the
alteration of the services from European to Indian was
the keynote of the whole. Education also must most
vigorously disseminated among the people—free and
compulsory primary education, and free higher
education, of every kind. "C.-B." and The Duma.
Dealing with the " Right of Representation," the
President said: "The peasants of Russia are fit for and
obtained the Duma from the greatest autocrat in the
world, and the leading statesman, the Prime Minister
of the free British Empire, proclaimed the world, ' the
Duma dead, long live the Duma!' Surely the fellowcitizens of that statesman, and the free citizens of that
Empire by birth right and pledged rights, are far more
entitled
to
self-government,
constitutional
representative system, than the peasants of Russia."
did not despair. While Russia is struggling for
emancipation were the descendants of the earliest
civilisers to remain under the barbarous system of
despotism, unworthy British instincts, principles, and
civilisation The President then referred the financial
relations England to India, complaining of the heavy
burden thrown on India by military expenditure. India
was ready to find money and her own men for all her
own needs—military, naval, and civil—but for Imperial
expenditure India must have her «hare (the services
in proportion to her contribution. Agitate, Agitate!
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Turning to the delicate question of how much
confidence was to be pieced the faith and honour of
the British Government, Mr. Naoroji said that spite of
many bitter disappointments and the non-fulfilment of
solemn pledges, he did not despair. Indians must not
despair. The President then quoted from appendix to
tin address utterances in which Sir Henry Campbell …
and Mr. John Morley expressed their adherence to the
principles self-government. Continuing, Mr. Naoroji
said: "To put the matter right form we should send our
' Petition for Rights ' His Majesty the King- Emperor,
to the House of Commons, and to the House of Lords.
Well-to-do Indians should raise a large patriotic fund,
and with the fund should organise body of able men
and good speakers, to go to all the nooks and corners
India and inform the people in their own languages of
our British rights, and how to exercise and enjoy them.
… end England another body of able speakers, and to
provide means go through the country, and by large
meetings to convince the British people that justly
claim, and must have, all British rights of selfgovernment." Referring to the Bengal partition and the
Swadeshi movement, Mr. Naoroji said the Bengal
partition the Bengalese had a just and great
grievance. It was bad blunder for Great Britain. Again
he did not despair,… blunder, hoped, might yet be
rectified. Swadeshi. In conclusion Mr. Naoroji said:
"'Swadeshi' not a thing of today. It has existed in
Bombay, as far as I know, for many years. I am a Free
Trader. I am a member, and on the Executive
Committee of the Cobden Club for twenty years, and
yet I say that ' Swadeshi is a forced necessity for India
in its unnatural economic muddle." Mr. Naoroji then
made an earnest appeal to Indians of all creeds and
classes, and particularly to the Mohamedans, for a
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thorough political union. Mr. Naoroji's speech was
received with tumult of applause, and afterwards the
Congress proceeded to form sub-committees, and
then adjourned till to-morrow. Ten thousand people
were present.
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The Reuter reports: 'Referring to the Bengal partition
and the Swadeshi movement, Mr. Naoroji said: In the
Bengal partition the Bengalese have just and great
grievance. It is a bad blunder for England. I do not
despair, and this blunder, I hope, may yet be rectified.
This subject is being so well thrashed out by the
Bengalese themselves that I need not say anything
more about it. But in connection -with it hear a great
deal about agitators and agitation. The whole life of
England, every day, is all agitation. The whole
Parliament, Press, and platform is all simply agitation.
The fact that we have more or less failed hitherto is
not because we have petitioned too much, but that we
have petitioned too little. In every important matters
we must petition Parliament with hundreds and
thousands of petitions. All India must learn the lesson
of sacrifice of money and of earnest personal work.
The organisations which I suggest, and which I may
call band of political missionaries in all the provinces,
will serve many purposes at once—to inform the
people of their rights as British citizens, to prepare
them to claim those rights by petitions, and when the
rights are obtained, as sooner or later they must
obtained, to exercise and enjoy them. Swadeshi is not
a thing of to-day. It has existed Bombay. as far as I
know, for many years past. I am a Free Trader. I am a
member and was on the Executive Committee of the
Cobden Club for 20 years, and yet I say that Swadeshi
is a forced necessity for India in its unnatural
economic muddle.” Mr Naoroji then made an earnest
appeal to Indians of all creeds and classes, and
particularly to the Mahomedans, for a thorough
political union. By it alone could self-government be
obtained, and in self-government lay India’s hope,
strength, and greatness. The concluding passage of
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the address read ''I have finished my task. I do not
know what good fortune may be in store for me during
the short period that may left to me, and if I can leave
a word of affection and devotion for my country and
countrymen—be united, persevere, and achieve selfgovernment, that the millions now perishing by
poverty, famine and plagues, and the scores of
millions that are starving on scanty subsistence, may
be saved and India may once more occupy her proud
position of yore among the greatest and civilised
nations of the world.” When Mr. Naoroji had concluded
his speech, the Congress proceeded to form sub
committees, and then adjourned until to-morrow. Ten
thousand were present.'
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The best officers are being transferred, men like
Messrs. Inglis, Scroope, and Streatfeild, from the
places which have known them well, and Khas Assam
officials, accustomed to the despotic methods of a
non-regulation Province, are being substituted in their
places. Mr. Thomson, Magistrate of Mymensingh, was
loved and respected by the people. His influence was
great with them. He has been transferred. Mr. Clarke
is brought in from Assam, and forthwith a reign of
repression is inaugurated. The headmaster of a local
school is threatened because he allowed the school
premises for a public meeting and himself made a
speech. It is not contended for one moment that the
speech or the object of the meeting was improper. The
object was to support the Swadeshi movement. It has
also become perfectly clear that Lord Minto is entirely
in the hands of Sir Denzil Ibbetson, the member of
Council in charge of the Home Department, and Mr.
Risley, the Home Secretary to the Government of
India. Both these men, it is well known, were Lord
Curzon’s chief supporters in the matter of forcing
through the partition of Bengal, and both know that if
the real facts are ever allowed to come out they will
cut a very sorry figure indeed. Let me give you the
most recent instance in support my assertion. Mr.
Fuller was summoned to Calcutta on the 5th instant to
confer with the Viceroy, as the official account put it.
No one can object to his coming and justifying before
his superior officer course of action which has been
assailed by the most violent criticism. But the people’s
grievance lies in another direction. When the elected
members of the Bengal Legislative Council, including
two members from North and East Bengal, who are
serving out the unexpired portion of their tenure of
office, solicited an interview with Lord Minto for the
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purpose of laying the popular version before him, they
were met with a blank refusal. Proposed Address
Welcome. As an instance in support of my statement,
I will cite the address of welcome which the hon.
secretaries of the Indian Association and the Bengal
Landholders’ Association proposed to present to Lord
Minto. After a reference to ''the universal sense of
popular gratification'' amid which his Excellency
enters upon his duties, the proposed address
proceeded to refer the partition of Bengal as follows:
It would be no exaggeration to say that no measure of
the British Government has within the lifetime of this
generation created a more profound sense of
uneasiness and alarm than the partition of Bengal,
and the feeling has been greatly accentuated by the
procedure which has been followed: the disregard of
Indian public opinion, the withholding of information,
to which the public were legitimately entitled, and the
hurry with which the partition was carried out, despite
the prayers and entreaties of the people concerned. If
the good-will and cooperation of the governed are
factors for the purposes of a wise and efficient
administration, respectfully desire to submit that a
measure like the partition of Bengal is seriously
calculated to interfere with them. The whole country
and the entire community, European and Indian, are
of one mind on the subject, and the common prayer of
all is that, instead of partition, Bengal, which is the
most advanced province in the Indian Empire, may
have a form of administration, more conformable to
her wants and needs and the exigencies of
progressive community, and that it he raised to the
status of Presidency Government after the model of
Bombay and Madras. In declining to receive the
deputation Lord Minto’s private secretary wrote; It is
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understood that proposed deputation is not meant be
representative so much of two public bodies as of
certain sections of the community in two different
provinces of India. If this assumption is correct I am
directed to inform you that his Excellency, while
sensible of the kind intention of the deputation, cannot
accede to their request.” Lord Minto’s civilian advisers,
it seems, have nothing better to recommend than the
methods of the ostrich, and so buries his head in the
sand and imagines he has rid himself of the legacy of
folly and unrest which Lord Curzon has left him. A few
words regarding the influence which repressive
measures are having upon the boycott. The police are
proclaiming all and sundry that it is the Government’s
order to purchase foreign goods, and in many cases
their persuasion goes a good deal beyond the mere
use of words. It is supposed, no doubt, that the boycott
is being killed these measures. There never was a
greater mistake. For one man coerced in the towns,
fifty spring up on the country side ; and the policy of
repression only tends to exasperate people who in the
first instance were inclined to look coldly upon the
boycott.
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Crowned:
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A sensation has been caused throughout India by
reports from Calcutta of the coronation of the wellknown Surendra Natr [sic, Nath] Banerjee, the leader
of the agitation against the partition of Bengal, who
had been crowned and anointed in Calcutta with regal
honours, a regular coronation ceremony being
performed. The native papers strongly condemn the
proceedings. The ‘Amrita Bazan [sic, Bazar] Patrika
says that the Banerjee has deeply pained his friends,
and made himself object of laughter to his enemies.
Another native paper says: —All Bengal has been
made ridiculous'.
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A sensation has been caused throughout India by
reports from Calcutta the coronation of the well-known
Surendra Nath Banerjee, leader of the agitation
against the partition of Bengal, who has been crowned
and annointed in Calcutta, with regal honours, regular
coronation ceremony being performed. The native
papers strongly condemn the proceedings. The
Amrita Bazan Patrika says that Banerjee has deeply
pained his friends, and made himself an object
laughter to his enemies. Another native paper says all
Bengal has been made ridiculous. If Banerjee wishes
to King let him first conquer his kingdom and then
enjoy it.
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Some surprise was yesterday created by the
publication of announcement from Simla that Sir J.
Bampfylde Fuller had resigned the LieutenantGovernorship of Eastern Bengal and Assam. Such an
event any other time would probably have elicited
courteous expressions of regret and goodwill for the
future of the administrator. But according to all
accounts the resignation of Sir J. B. Fuller bears
significance that cannot be perfunctorily ignored. The
cause assigned for the resignation is that Sir J. B.
Fuller abandoned his post because he could not see
his way to withdraw his recommendation that two
native schools in Eastern Bengal should be
disaffiliated from Calcutta University. This may appear
on the surface to be a trivial and purely local question,
but it involves a principle which cuts deeply into the
foundations of the situation in that province of the
great dependency. It would appear that the scholars
of this particular school incurred the displeasure of the
Lieutenant-Governor because they participated in
great native demonstration against the partition of
Bengal, a scheme originated by Mr Brodrick when he
was Secretary for India during the late Government. It
is well-known that native sentiment has been, since
the very beginning, bitterly opposed to the partition of
the province, and it was inevitable under the
circumstances that the natives, especially the
Mohammedans, should offer some public protests. It
is always unwise to throttle the safety-valve, and the
most prudent course would have been for the
governing authorities in Bengal to have permitted the
demonstrations, reserving only their right of
interference for the purpose of arresting any breach of
the peace. Evidently this course was not adopted, and
official campaign was waged against even the
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schoolboys who took part in the demonstrations. The
pursuance of this course seems to have exacerbated
native feeling very much, with the result that the tide
of indignation has been steadily rising against the
Governor, who does not appear to have had the
sympathy or support of the Imperial Government in the
policy which he elected to pursue. Another version of
the reasons responsible for Sir J. B. Fuller’s
resignation is given. It is alleged that the LieutenantGovernor took umbrage at Mr John Morley’s public
criticism of the provincial Government’s proceedings
in the case a convict who was condemned and
executed for murder. It is asserted that the culprit had
forwarded to Simla a plea for mercy, but the execution
was fixed for a day before the reply, whatever it might
have been, could be received from headquarters. The
Indian press severely commented on this oversight,
which might, of course, have been due solely to the
negligence of the permanent staff. Mr John Morley,
from his place in the House of Commons,
animadverted on the subject, declaring that the
proceedings fell short of the high and exact standard
of official duty which the Indian Civil Service had
maintained for so many generations.” This comment
seems to have wounded the feelings of some of the
officials, and it is hinted that the Lieutenant-Governor
himself took offence at it; and it is alleged that the
incident; has hastened his resignation, even though it
may not have been wholly responsible for it. But it is
impossible to overlook the fact that the LieutenantGovernor has not been wholly successful in dealing
wholly successful in dealing with native sentiment.
Whatever may the political advantages to be derived
from the partition of Bengal, the fact remains that the,
scheme has been in opposition to the popular view.
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There was, consequently, every necessity for the
exercise of the greatest possible tact and caution in
the handling of the problem thus presented for
solution. The allegation goes that, instead of trying to
smooth the feelings of the aggrieved Bengalis. The
Lieutenant went out of his way to aggravate them. He
attempted, it is said, to crush the Swadeshi movement
with vigorous measures, and prohibited the meetings
of protest. This kind of policy cannot be pursued with
impunity even by a ruling class as against a subject
race. It must be recollected that the natives of India
enjoy their rights and privileges. They cannot be
reckoned of no account in matters of purely local
import The Anglo-Indian journal, ‘The Statesman,’ of
Calcutta, fully recognises this essential truth when it
observes that the ruling passion is sometimes allowed
too much sway in dealing with the native races. On the
other hand, the Pioneer’ is disposed to take up the
cudgels in favour of Sir J. Fuller, whose resignation,
opines, ''gives a new dangerous impulse to political
agitation.” ‘The Times of India’ also describes the
resignation as one of the gravest' blunders ever
committed in the history of British rule in India, and a
direct incentive to the forces of disquiet, disturbance,
and unrest now at work.” This is a grave and pregnant
comment, because implies that there are really in
India currents that are running contrary to the
influence and supremacy the British Raj. Are these
forces being set in motion the Mohammedans by the
Hindus? This is a point vital interest, because so much
has recently been heard of the Pan-Islamic
movement. In the course of his recent speech in the
House of Commons on the Indian Budget Mr John
Morley admitted the existence of disaffection in India.
The extent of it he was not prepared to gauge, but he
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refused to believe that it was directed against the
Imperial house. In quoting from account the Prince of
Wales’s tour in the dependency, he said, ''Calcutta, at
the time of the royal visit, was in the trough of a furious
agitation against the partition of Bengal—an agitation
which, on one occasion, had caused every native
shop to be closed. Yet when the Prince appeared
amongst the angry populace he was received not only
with cordiality, but with demonstrative enthusiasm.”
This disposes of any suspicion that the disaffection is
directed against British rule as a whole. Under British
rule India has gone forward morally and materially,
and it is difficult to believe that the political solidarity of
the dependency will be seriously affected by the
development of the Pan-Islamic movement in other
parts of the world. But allowance must be made for the
constant ebb and flow of feeling in the countries where
there is any political life, and more especially in India.
where enlightenment has progressed by leaps and
bounds. The partition of Bengal has not been popular.
It would be the mere affectation to say that it has; and
there appeared to all the greater necessity for dealing
circumspectly with popular opinion, leading gently into
the proper channels, and trusting to the eventual
influence of persuasion and a higher standard of
enlightenment to bring peace and contentment to a
native population who have concluded, rightly or
wrongly, that they have been despitefully dealt with in
a matter of sentiment on which they placed much
store.
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The agitation against the partition of Bengal continues.
Fifty-four meetings were held in the old and new
provinces between March and the 5th April. These
were attended by over 50,000 people. Resolutions
were carried expressing disappointment at Mr Morley's
refusal to reconsider the partition, resolving on the
continuance of the agitation, and renewing the
Swadeshi vow. A boy of fifteen years of age has been
prosecuted for sedition in the old province.
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Not much has been heard lately of that singular
agitation in India known as the Swadeshi movement,
but, according to one of Sidney Low's letters from the
East appearing in the Standard," it is still in existence.
Started by way of a political protest, it has outlived its
original purpose —for which, by the way, it proved
utterly ineffectual —and it is now being carried upon its
own merits, speak, and probably the Babu would add—
as agent of national development. The Swadeshi
movement, it may perhaps be necessary to explain,
was at first neither more nor less than a boycott. The
natives Bengal were strongly opposed to the recent
partition of the province for administrative purposes,
and to the inclusion of the districts on the east of the
Ganges with Assam as separate province. Bitterly did
they resent what they regarded as an indignity placed
upon their country that they resolved to boycott British
goods. One anti-partition demonstration, indeed,
terminated with a bonfire, which a holocaust was made
of British collars and waistcoats and other articles of
wearing apparel. The partition has been carried out,
despite these and other ebullitions of adverse native
feeling; but the boycott remains. It has, however, been
raised a more elevated plane, and is now lauded as a
means of encouraging and fostering native industries.
The Swadeshi scheme is advocated by leading
Bengalis as affording an advantageous method "to use
our home manufactures as far as practicable, in
preference to foreign manufactures." How far the
movement is gaining ground it is difficult to say, and
whether it will prove permanent has yet to be
determined. Mr Low cites one two advertisements in
Indian newspapers, such “Patronise mother country by
purchasing country - made goods." “Buy the Swadeshi
ulsters, the strongest, the beautifullest, the best," and
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so on; and evidently inclined to think the movement real,
and treat it symptomatic of the changes which are
passing over the country." It is, in his view, part and
parcel of the "nationalist" aspiration, which, if latent, is
nevertheless existent, and is sure to be developed as
education spreads and as the natives being more-selfreliant and more conscious of their abilities and powers.
That the natives should aim at improving their industrial
position—even by the inconvenient process (to us)
preferring their own goods to ours—can hardly be
matter of surprise; and the tendency may be expected
to increase rather than diminish. The process will
probably slow, and it may be long before the results will
seriously affect our trade and our relations with the
dependency; but when that time arrives, it is obvious
that this will be confronted, in respect to India, with a set
of new and very serious problems.
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A Parliamentary paper was issued last night dealing
with the circumstances of the resignation in August
last, by Sir J. Bampfylde Fuller of the office of
Lieutenant-Governor of Eastern Bengal and Assam.
The resignation was due to conflict between the
Government, of India and Lieutenant-Governor as to
official action regarding the participation of schoolboys
and students in boycotting and picketing in connection
with the Swadeshi movement. Sir Bampfylde Fuller
recommended the withdrawal of the Government
recognition of the Banwiral and Victoria High Schools
at Sirajganj, but the Government of India suggested
the advisability of withholding punitive action against
the two schools referred to. The Lieutenant-Governor
thereupon addressed a letter to the Viceroy on July
15, in the course of which he said —" To withdraw
from our position in this case would be to make a
concession, not in the interests of education, but to
those people in Calcutta who have been striving to
render my government impossible in order to discredit
the partition." He added that it was his conviction that,
if he gave way in this matter his authority would be
greatly weakened, and be asked that the orders of the
Government of India might be reconsidered, or that, if
he was to give effect to them, his resignation might
be accepted. On August 3 the Viceroy telegraphed
that after the most careful consideration, and as he
was unable to reconsider the orders to which Sir
Bampfylde took exception, he had decided, with much
regret to accept his resignation. At the same time, His
Excellency expressed sincere appreciation of the
services rendered by the Lieutenant-Governor in very
difficult circumstances.
In acknowledging the
Viceroy's appreciation. Sir Bampfylde Fuller wrote: —
"It is always possible to take a philosophical view of
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fortune, and I think that it was inevitable in the present
circumstances that the man who was selected to carry
through the partition of Bengal should lose his life in
the enterprise. His action was certain to bring him into
very unpopular prominence: but it seemed to me to be
wiser to face this difficulty than to allow British rule to
fall into disrepute, and law-abiding people to suffer." '
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Calcutta, Monday. The boycott of English goods in
Calcutta, which was organised by the Bengalis as a
protest against the partition of the province, continues,
though the holiday season has produced a temporary lull.
The movement chiefly affects the trade in piece goods.
English merchants have not greatly suffered owing to the
purchases of buyers from Bombay. Delhi, and Rangoon,
who believed the congestion stocks meant lower prices.
Thus considerable quantities of goods were disposed of
at moderate rates. The real sufferers are the native
merchants who deal in British goods. Some of these have
been entirely ruined the boycott. Consumers too suffered,
because a demand immediately arose for Indian goods of
the classes corresponding to the British goods under the
ban, and the demand exceeded the supply. Sharp rises
in prices followed to the advantage of many dealers in
native goods, who have reaped a rich harvest. Native
distributing firms took the opportunity afforded by the
crisis for attempt to exact better terms from English
importers, but the latter have stood firm. It cannot be
denied that the boycott is still spreading. There is
appreciable molestation of Europeans, but the agitators
are everywhere intimidating the natives who desire to buy
English goods, and considerable unrest prevails, The
authorities are behaving with a restraint which is regarded
commendable by some and condemned by others.
Seventeen clerks and students who were arrested in
Calcutta for violent intimidation were dismissed after
being privately cautioned. The party of leniency approves
this course, on the ground that the offenders were only
seeking public martyrdom, while the advocates of
stronger measures object to what they consider a display
of weakness. As a matter of fact it turns out that the
accused men were dealt with lightly because the principal
witness for the Government had disappeared. A
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conspicuous feature of the present situation is the
extensive strikes of native tramway conductors, telegraph
messengers, and printers employed the Government
press. These strikes are generally believed to be really
due to the agitation against the partition, though the
leading agitators deny complicity in them. The more
moderate of the Hindus disapprove the boycott, and their
feelings are shared by most the Mohammedans who are
not opposed to the partition of the province. There is
disposition prevailing in well-informed circles to regard
the boycott as a temporary ebullition which will rapidly
exhaust itself. It is pointed out by those of this opinion that
India cannot supply her own present needs, and as 65
per cent, of her imports come from England, the law of
supply and demand is bound speedily to have its effect.
The Anglo-Indian papers approve of the original
principles of the Swadeshi movement, which originated
prior to the present boycott, and has as its object the
encouragement of Indian industries by giving preference
to Indian products; but they condemn the boycott as
fallacious and economically unsound, and prophesy that
this off-shoot of the original movement will soon collapse.
During the next few days after the holidays have
concluded, the strength of the movement will be put to
final test. The action of the extremists has alienated 1 the
sympathy many who regard the partition with disfavour.
Attempts which been made to extend the movement to
Bombay and the West India have utterly failed.—Press
Association Foreign Special.
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A Parliamentary paper was issued last night dealing
with the circumstances of the resignation in August
last, by Sir J. Bampfylde Fuller of the office of
Lieutenant-Governor of Eastern Bengal and Assam.
The resignation was due to conflict between the
Government, of India and Lieutenant-Governor as to
official action regarding the participation of schoolboys
and students in boycotting and picketing in connection
with the Swadeshi movement. Sir Bampfylde Fuller
recommended the withdrawal of the Government
recognition of the Banwiral and Victoria High Schools
at Sirajganj, but the Government of India suggested
the advisability of withholding punitive action against
the two schools referred to. The Lieutenant-Governor
thereupon addressed a letter to the Viceroy on July
15, in the course of which he said —" To withdraw
from our position in this case would be to make a
concession, not in the interests of education, but to
those people in Calcutta who have been striving to
render my government impossible in order to discredit
the partition." He added that it was his conviction that,
if he gave way in this matter his authority would be
greatly weakened, and be asked that the orders of the
Government of India might be reconsidered, or that, if
he was to give effect to them, his resignation might
be accepted. On August 3 the Viceroy telegraphed
that after the most careful consideration, and as he
was unable to reconsider the orders to which Sir
Bampfylde took exception, he had decided, with much
regret to accept his resignation. At the same time, His
Excellency expressed sincere appreciation of the
services rendered by the Lieutenant-Governor in very
difficult circumstances.
In acknowledging the
Viceroy's appreciation. Sir Bampfylde Fuller wrote: —
"It is always possible to take a philosophical view of
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fortune, and I think that it was inevitable in the present
circumstances that the man who was selected to
carry through the partition of Bengal should lose his
life in the enterprise. His action was certain to bring
him into very unpopular prominence: but it seemed to
me to be wiser to face this difficulty than to allow
British rule to fall into disrepute, and law-abiding
people to suffer." '
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A Parliamentary paper was issued last night dealing
with the circumstances of the resignation. in August
last, by Sir J. Bampfylde Fuller of the office of
Lieutenant-Governor of Eastern Bengal and Assam.
The resignation was due to conflict between the
Government, of India and Lieutenant-Governor as to
official
action regarding the participation of
schoolboys and students in boycotting and picketing
in connection with the Swadeshi movement. Sir
Bampfylde Fuller recommended the withdrawal of the
Government recognition of the Banwiral and Victoria
High Schools at Sirajganj, but the Government of
India suggested
the advisability of withholding
punitive action against the two schools referred to.
The Lieutenant-Governor thereupon addressed a
letter to the Viceroy on July 15, in the course of which
he said —" To withdraw from our position in this case
would be to make a concession, not in the interests
of education, but to those people in Calcutta who
have been striving to render
my government
impossible in order to discredit the partition." He
added that it was his conviction that, if he gave way
in this matter his
authority would be greatly
weakened, and be asked that the orders of the
Government of India might be reconsidered, or that, if
he was to give effect to them, his resignation might
be accepted. On August 3 the Viceroy telegraphed
that after the most careful consideration, and as he
was unable to reconsider the orders to which Sir
Bampfylde took exception, he had decided, with
much regret., to accept his resignation. At the same
time, His Excellency expressed sincere appreciation
of the services rendered by the Lieutenant-Governor
in very difficult circumstances. In acknowledging the
Viceroy's appreciation. Sir Bampfylde Fuller wrote: —
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"It is always possible to take a philosophical view of
fortune, and I think that it was inevitable in the present
circumstances that the man who was selected to
carry through the partition of Bengal should lose his
life in the enterprise. His action was certain to bring
him into very unpopular prominence: but it seemed to
me to be wiser to face this difficulty than to allow
British rule to fall into disrepute, and law-abiding
people to suffer." '
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About twenty thousand persons assembled to-day in
Beadon-square, where Mr. Banerje made a speech of
twenty minutes’ duration, in which he entreated them
to forget to-day the so-called differences which had
arisen with regard to the Presidency of the Congress.
Today, he said, was a day of mourning. All the
brothers repeated after him an oath to maintain the
agitation, and to support the Swadeshi movement. No
Hindu cooks food to-day. All passed quietly this
morning. The Hindu shops are closed in observance
of the first anniversary of the partition of Bengal. The
Mohammedan shops, on the other hand, are mostly
open. The Hindus are holding demonstration, and the
.Mohammedans counter demonstrations. It hoped
that conflicts will be avoided.—Reuter,
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The first anniversary of the partition Bengal was
observed to-day as a day of mourning by the Bengalis.
No food was cooked, and the Hindu shops throughout
the city were closed. Fifty thousand Bengalis
assembled in Beadon Square, where Mr Banerjee, the
Babu " King," who was " crowned" few weeks ago,
made a twenty minutes' appeal for the support of the
Swadeshi movement and the boycott against British
industries. The Babu “King," who was guarded by a
band of young men carrying bamboos, made the
Bengalis' repeat after him the vow of allegiance to the
Swadeshi
movement.
Twenty-five
thousand
Mohammedans held a counter demonstration, and
passed resolutions affirming the need for the partition
of Bengal. The police, reinforced by the military,
maintained order throughout the city, and serious
disturbances are reported.
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A meeting of Bengal students in Edinburgh and
Glasgow desirous of commemorating the anniversary
of the Bengal anti-partition propaganda was held in
the India Buildings last night—Mr Khagendra Chandra
Nag, B.A., in the chair. The Chairman said that they
appealed to the tribunal of the British public that justice
would be given them in this matter. (Applause.) S. C.
Sen Gupta, who. proposed a resolution to the effect
that the meeting was desirous of commemorating the
anniversary and protesting against the partition which
was given effect to on the 16th of October last year,
explained that 15 districts of Bengal had been
detached from Bengal proper and had been added to
Assam, with which the Bengalees have no relations.
Without the financial help of these detached districts
this overtaxed and famine stricken poor people
dreaded further taxation. Mr C. Nundi seconded. Dr J.
M. Dass proposed that the meeting sympathise with
the Swadeshi movement, which aims at the industrial
development India, and Mr P. N. Nag proposed that
they could not recognise the partition of Bengal 'as an
irrevocable measure, and also praying that the
Government might be pleased to reconsider the
Whole question. All three resolutions were
unanimously adopted. Vote of thanks concluded the
meeting.
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About twenty thousand persons assembled to-day in
Beadon-square, where Mr. Banerje made a speech of
twenty minutes’ duration, in which he entreated them
to forget to-day the so-called differences which had
arisen with regard to the Presidency of the Congress.
Today, he said, was a day of mourning. All the
brothers repeated after him an oath to maintain the
agitation, and to support the Swadeshi movement. No
Hindu cooks food to-day. All passed quietly this
morning. The Hindu shops are closed in observance
of the first anniversary of the partition of Bengal. The
Mohammedan shops, on the other hand, are mostly
open. The Hindus are holding demonstration , and the
.Mohammedans counter demonstrations. It hoped
that conflicts will be avoided.—Reuter,
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The first anniversary of the partition of Bengal was
marked by an assembly of 50,000 Bengalis, who
passed resolutions in condemnation of the measure,
and who took anew the Swadeshi vow. The principal
speakers, who included Bannerji, the “uncrowned
king,” were guarded during the proceedings by a band
of youths armed with bamboos. Mahometans to the
number of 25,000 held a counter demonstration, at
which resolutions were passed affirming the need of
partition and setting out the benefits derived
therefrom. The police, reinforced by troops,
maintained order, and no serious breach of the peace
occurred
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About twenty thousand persons assembled to-day in
Beadon-square, where Mr. Banerje made a speech of
twenty minutes’ duration, in which he entreated them
to forget to-day the so-called differences which had
arisen with regard to the Presidency of the Congress.
Today, he said, was a day of mourning. All the
brothers repeated after him an oath to maintain the
agitation, and to support the Swadeshi movement. No
Hindu cooks food to-day. All passed quietly this
morning. The Hindu shops are closed in observance
of the first anniversary of the partition of Bengal. The
Mohammedan shops, on the other hand, are mostly
open. The Hindus are holding demonstration , and the
.Mohammedans counter demonstrations. It hoped
that conflicts will be avoided.—Reuter,

To-day is the anniversary of the partition of Bengal
and it is being observed as a day of universal
mourning by all Bengalis, who are fasting from all food
and are going about barefooted. All the shops are
closed. This afternoon a monster demonstration took
place, fully thirty thousand people participating in it. A
remarkable feature of the demonstration was that no
police whatever were present, the leaders of the
movement having given a solemn assurance to the
authorities that there should be no violence. The
speeches which were delivered were noticeable for
their moderation, and good order prevailed
throughout, the dozen or so Europeans who were in
the crowd being treated with absolute courtesy. A
resolution renewing the Swadeshi vow was carried,
amidst a scene of wild enthusiasm and loud cries of
“Bande mataram," the spectacle being a remarkable
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and memorable one. The speakers included
Christians as well as Hindus and Mahommedans -Central News.
To-day being the anniversary the partition of Bengal it
was observed as a day of universal mourning by all
Bengalis, who fasted from all food, and went about
barefooted. All the shops were closed. In the afternoon
demonstration 30,000 people took place. No police
were present, the leaders of the movement having
given an assurance to the authorities that there should
be no violence. The speeches which were delivered
were noticeable for their moderation, and good order
prevailed throughout, the dozen or so Europeans who
were in the crowd being treated with absolute courtesy.
A resolution renewing the Swadeshi vow was carried
amidst loud cries Bande Mataram.” The speakers
included Christians well Hindus and Mahomedans.
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In Eastern Bengal The Mahomedans had been most
patient and most loyal; they certainly had been
goaded absolutely to madness by the attacks of the
Hindoos. What had been the policy of the Hindoos? In
the first place, to get rid of the partition of Bengal by
trying to persuade the Mahomedans that the partition
was wrong. They thought that if by legal means they
could get the Mahomedans to join them, the
Government might possibly change their policy. In that
the Hindoos entirely failed. The Mahomedans denied
absolutely to follow this lead. What was the result?
Intimidation was then tried of all possible kinds.
Interference with their trade was one form. He had the
greatest possible sympathy with the Swadeshi
movement proper, but was the Swadeshi movement
proper all that was doing in Eastern Bengal The
unhappy traders in English goods who came to these
hats were told not to sell their things, and if they
ventured to protest their things were thrown in the mud
and they were assaulted. The result of that must be
obvious. It was only a question of time The
Mahomedans had been asked by the Executive-and
they had loyally responded to the demand—not to
cause any disturbance, as the time would come when
things would be put to rights. Now that the
Mahomedans found that Hindoos were forming
themselves into bands of national volunteers, learning
lathi play and sword-stick play, was it unlikely that the
Mahomedans should say to their leaders What is this?
In newspaper last week a well-known writer said the
situation was no doubt grave, but the answer to it was
perfectly plain. That writer said that if the Executive
officers found they could not put down unrest they
should be removed. This was the opportunity for Mr.
Hare. As Mr. Hare could not deal with the situation he
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was not fit for his place. He thought that both these
remarks were entirely and wholly beside the real mark
They had had strong man who could deal, and was
dealing, strongly and firmly with much more serious
state of things” last year, but at the bidding of these
agitators he was allowed to go. What did the Executive
officers think now What could they think! Were they to
supported, or were they also to be told to go? The real
crux of the matter was. Were they to have the policy
of the Government of India declared or not? They
were waiting to hear from Simla what the policy was
to be. Until they had the policy from Simla the
executive officers could not take it themselves to deal
with these matters as they should be dealt with.
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The Pioneer says; In view of the difficulty of obtaining
unbiased accounts of the condition of affairs in Eastern
Bengal, the following information, supplied by observer
whose views are entitled to respect, may be of interest.
He writes ''The Babu element does not seem inclined
to drop the partition grievance, though the objections
to it are largely sentimental, if deeply felt. If a separate
High Court were established in Dacca this would be a
fresh blow to the Calcutta pleaders, but even as it is the
strength of the Babu party is divided, and Calcutta will
no longer be the centre of political interest for them. On
the other hand, the towns of Eastern Bengal, especially
Dacca and Chittagong, will benefit enormously by the
change, and are already showing signs of growth and
improvement. No one seems to care about this at
present, but it can hardly fail to have an effect on the
public mind in time. Robbery and dacoity are common
peasants go to various centres with jute, and return
home with good deal of money. It is very difficult to
police this watery delta, and the prevalence of crimes
of violence is not unnatural. Europeans not infrequently
carry revolvers in trains on account of the frequency of
railway crime, but I did not hear of their carrying guns.
I heard on good authority that near Comilla first-class
passengers were advised to close the shutters at night,
because thieves put in their hands and steal, and also
because ill-disposed persons throw stones. Bad feeling
has no doubt been stirred up between Hindoos and
Mahomedans. The Hindoos, numerically fewer, but
better educated and richer, comprise most of the big
zemindars. the Mahomedans have now become aware
that they can be the stronger influence in the province,
and the Hindoos have unwisely chosen this moment to
aggravate them. They try to force the Mahomedans to
join the Swadeshi boycott, and the Hindoo
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moneylender makes his Mahomedan clients discharge
part of their debts by subscribing to Hindoo temples.
This has introduced the odium theologicum, with
disastrous results in several cases. Trouble between
Hindoos and Mahomedans is a possibility of the future.
There seems to be still life in Swadeshi, but it is
decorous, and the side now emphasised is not so
much anti-English feeling as the desire to develop
native industries. Educational people tell me that
students show desire to acquaint themselves with the
various branches of practical science with a view to
improving agriculture and manufacturing processes.
The weakness of the Swadeshi movement is that its
adherents are largely students. When they finish their
education they come under other influences, and often
forget it. But among the students it seems to go on.”
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A numerously signed appeal has been issued by the
Secretary of the British India Association on behalf of the
nobility and gentry of Bengal, calling on the people to
exercise restraint and moderation, and not to participate
in any programme which creates feelings of discontent
towards the British rule and animosity among
communities.
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The tactics of the sedition-mongers in Lower Bengal
and their accomplices in this country are no doubt
intended to be very profound and gumptious —if one
may, for a moment, be forgiven for lapsing into a
baboo style; but, on the surface, they convey an
impression of almost childish naiveté. Take the case
of the disturbances at Comilla. These, as we learn
from a letter written by an official on the spot to a friend
in this country, began in this way; The Nawab of
Dacca paid this place a visit, and arrived here on
Monday, the 4th of March. He was met at the station
by a large crowd of Mahomedans, who were escorting
him through the town when the Hindoos insulted the
Nawab. A man held up a broom and flourished it, and
some stones were thrown. The Mahomedans broke
loose and for some time made things hum. Several
persons were beaten and houses were trespassed
into, but the stories told about places being looted are
false. The Nawab got the crowd in hand and there
were no more troubles that day.” This account agrees
with that printed in Anglo-Indian journals, and also
with an official statement that has been issued; but the
reports sent to native papers in Calcutta were so
couched as to suggest that the Mahomedans had
been the aggressors and the Hindoos the victims of
their violence. However the Nawab and his coreligionists in Eastern Bengal appear to be well able
to defend their reputations as well as their persons,
and the distribution of a crop of lies by native papers
in Calcutta is matter with which the Indian and local
Governments may be left to deal at discretion. A
curious point, however, in connection with this
business, is that not only were efforts made—
presumably by those interested in making some
political capital out of the mystification—to mislead the
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public in India about the disturbance and its origin, but
an immediate attempt was made to prejudice the
public mind in this country through the House of
Commons, which was only defeated the promptness
of the Secretary of State. The rioting at Comilla began
on the 4th of March. Yet within the next week (March
10-16) Mr. O’Grady, M.P., a Labour member from
Leeds who now and then performs the useful part of a
jackal to the Nationalist agitators, was able to put
down a notice of the following question to the
Secretary of State : Whether his attention has been
called to a riot that occurred at Comilla, in the new
province, between a Mahomedan procession
escorting the Nawab of Dacca to a pro-partition
meeting; whether the Mahomedans assaulted the
Hindoos indiscriminately and looted Hindoo shops,
many Hindoos being injured; whether the Nawab, in
justification of the riot, stated that a stone was thrown
at him a fortnight previous at the Comilla District
Conference; and, if so, what steps have been or will
be taken to bring the Nawab and the other offenders
to justice, and to prevent pro-partition demonstrations
being held in those quarters where the Hindoos live
and carry on their business.” The form of this question
suggests the ingenuity of the anti-Partition Artful
Dodger, indigenous or exotic; it agrees suspiciously
with the accounts set in circulation by the Hindoo
Press; it introduces matter of prejudice against the
Nawab personally and the local Mahomedans it must
have been elaborated in India and telegraphed home
at considerable expense; and, curiously enough, it
was not put down on the Order Book by any of the
avowed and responsible members of the Congress
Party in the House, but by a rank outsider, whose
intervention in Indian affairs seems almost an
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impertinence. These features of the incident are worth
perpending. The question, whoever drew it up, was
obviously intended, by publication in this country in a
manner which would arouse public attention of a
suggestive and garbled report, to forestall the arrival
of the true facts by the [April 6, 1907, . mail, and to
divert suspicion from the people who were responsible
for the disturbances, to those who were not. No other
conceivable motive will serve to explain why attention
should have been directed to an obscure disturbance
in Eastern Bengal, by a cooked telegram to London —
it may have been addressed to a Radical newspaper
and taken thence by Mr. O’Grady we do not know—
and made the subject of a parliamentary inquiry by a
disinterested member. We have here glimpse of the
esoteric methods of the Asiatic agitator which it will be
useful for the Indian as well as the British public to
make a note of. There is the suggestion that
Mahomedans escorting the Nawab of Dacca to a propartition meeting assaulted Hindoos indiscriminately
and looted Hindoo shops. There is the hint that the
Nawab had justified the riot by stating that stone had
been thrown at him a fortnight previously. And then
there is the proposal that pro-partition meetings, that
is to say meetings held to approve of the fixed policy
of the Indian Government as expressed in
administrative action, should be prevented in those
quarters where Hindoos live and carry on their
business! What about anti-partition meetings held by
Hindoos in quarters where Mahomedans live and
carry on their business Mahomedans may well ask
themselves what would happen to them if the Hindoo
Baboo were to realise his ambition and become an
influential, if not a dominant, factor in Indian legislation
and administration. Mr. Morley however treated Mr.
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O’Grady’s question with judgment and common
sense. He must have at once telegraphed out to India
for the facts, for on March 19 he was able to say I have
received a report of the disturbance referred to.” He
added—“The Local Government appear to have taken
steps to prevent illegal action or rioting, whether by
Hindoos or Mahomedans at Comilla.” Thus Mr.
O’Grady was snuffed out, and the great question
reduced to its exact value, a puff of smoke. But it
occurs to one to ask what the political capacity of men
can be, who fancy that they can influence public
opinion at home or in India, by transparent' trickery of
this kind The Pioneer says : The Bengali papers are
abusing the Nawab of Dacca in unmeasured terms for
having brought about the disturbances at Comilla.
They protest indignantly against his having visited that
place, and insinuate that he went there designedly to
stir up strife. But they conveniently forget that ever
since the partition of Bengal the agitators at Calcutta
have sent out lecturers into Eastern Bengal avowedly
to excite the people to carry out the boycott of English
goods and to preach the doctrines of Swadeshi and
Swaraj. There are some in the new Province now, and
local correspondents delight in chronicling their
doings. The feeling of unrest is thus kept alive and the
danger of riotous assemblies is increased. Fortunately
the majority of the people have sufficient good sense
to remain quiet, and thus the mischief done by the
delegates from Calcutta is reduced to a minimum. At
Comilla itself the responsible leaders of Mahomedans
and Hindoos are now showing themselves most
anxious to restore good feeling among their coreligionists ; and this shows that if outside influences
were not at work there would probably be peace in the
Province.
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Mr. Alakhkumar Sinha, of Moradpore, Patna, has sent
the Times a pamphlet, written in answer to one by Mr.
O’Donnell, M.P., on the partition of Bengal. Mr O
Donnell, that paper explains, proposed an alternative
scheme to the partition of Bengal as carried out by the
Government namely, the separation of Behar from
Bengal. This project is severely criticised by Mr.
Alakhkumar Sinha, who points out that there is no
desire among the people of Behar for such a
separation, and shows in detail that Mr. O Donnell's
proofs of dissimilarity between the races of Bengal
and Behar are erroneous. Mr. O’Donnell’s proposal,
he thinks, would lead to endless friction, and would be
a far worse measure than the partition of Bengal as
actually adopted by Government.—Mr. Sinha and his
friends take Mr. O’Donnell too seriously.
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A Dacca correspondent writes:—There was a largely
attended Swadeshi meeting at Dacca three or four
The meeting was convened at the request of a few
extremist boycotters who had come from Calcutta, but
it was attended only by schoolboys, who are very fond
of listening hysterical orators. The important leaders
and the pleaders of the town made themselves
conspicuous by their absence. The orators , however,
satisfied their own vindictiveness by abusing gently
men who were only twelve months ago their guides
and gurus boycott manoeuvres, and bestowed on
them very liberally such epithets as bahaya
shameless-traitors to the country, and cowards who
are false to the cause. There is fact no Swadeshi at
Dacca now. But unfortunately there is still a good deal
of the most mischievous Swadeshi in the mofussil,
owing to the combination of zemindars, who do not
understand their own interest, and who force the
cultivators to purchase Swadeshi goods at exorbitant
prices for the sake of name and fame in the Congress
Camp. The shopkeepers have got tired of the
Swadeshi babus, and that they have allowed
themselves to be imposed upon by men who do not
know anything about the laws of commerce, and are
not prepared to make any sacrifice for what they call
their patriotism. Mr. C. J. O’Donnell, M.P., has written
an open letter to Mr. Surendra Nath Banerjee the
subject of the partition of Bengal, which we published
in last week s Homeward Mail. The unfortunate thing
for Mr. Donnell, remarks the Times of India, is that his
open letter does not any sense coincide with his
private letter to Mr. Banerjee, dated March 2, which
accidentally found its way into print, li March, it will
remembered, Mr. Banerjee was urged to remember
that a Whig does nothing unless pressed He was
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advised to have mass meetings the dozen. He was tol
that Morlev will yet yield.” Now Mr. O Donnell roars as
gently as any sucking-dove. Never was there such
change. It seems that all the time he has really held
that the people of Bengal should accept partition. To
clamour for its abrogation is outside practical politics.”
The Swadeshi movement, Mr O’Donnell says, is act of
anti-British hostility. Really, cannot follow him there,
for genuine as distinguished from purely political
Swadeshi is, as Lord Minto pointed out on Friday,
proposition which all interested in the welfare of India
can honestly support. But while Mr. O’Donnell does
not now favour the abrogation of the partition, he
counsels a ‘-moderate demand” in favour of a
readjustment of boundaries, and suggests deputation
of eminent Bengalis to state their case at the bar of
the House. Mass meetings the dozen are evidently no
longer in fashion. But the view Mr. Morley would take
of the latest suggestion pretty clearly indicated his
answer to Mr. Donnell s plea for a new deputation to
the Viceroy. Mr. said bluntly that on the lines laid down
Mr. Donnell, the deputation would become a
demonstration. The same rep holds good with regard
to the suggested deputation to the bar of the House.
Mr. O’Donnell’s advice has not hitherto been [Jan. 19,
1907. of much service to the people of Bengal, and his
uninvited open letter had better be disregarded. The
reaction against the extreme Swadeshi …, says the …
general anti-British party, and … Stating the
movement at its outset, … is not very consistent
discreetly silent about to have certain things Indian,
but … others. Electricity, for example, is … hopeless;
therefore why talk about boycotting the exhibition
clearly out ’of S sympathy with the views of the It
wrTtes of Mr. Ghose’s speech that it was clear find
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much favour with who hung his head down at the
passage. As- Surendra, who g the Mataram reports
there was suppressed hissing at parts. In a leading …,
timid and halting, and full of facing the situation, that
one can hardly … the utterance of the same man. Selfgovernment, … latest deliverance, becomes a pale
abstraction, aca en right and the practical business of
Indians at this moment of time is to entreat the British
Government to patch and cobble Us unjust,
unconstitutional, and despotic system administration
Mr. Dadabhai, who sang the glories of freedom, now
sings the glories of mendicancy, which not
mendicancy, but merely petitioning. Was it to give
forth this cold string of worn-out platitudes,” it asks,
that the aged veteran, in his last days hastened to
India and clutched so eagerly at the opportunity of
presiding for the third time over the…? Dadabhai,” it
concludes, ‘‘has disappointed his friends, and has
religiously kept to the lines … the enemies of true,
civic, and national advantage. The Bengalee
newspaper says:— Mr. Dadabhai s was a masterly
address, and will rank as the … the Indian people. It
is simple, manly, straightforward utterance,
unadorned by rhetorical … embellishment which,
proceeding straight from the heart, appeals with a
power that is irresistible. The Amrita Bazar Patrika is
evidently not m with the utility of Congress or its work
In a … on the subject it writes The Congress, no
doubt, exists, but it does not live. An opportunity was
at last given to the leaders to make the organisation
national and strong. regret to find that party spirit and
too much of iteration et stand in the way of the
Congress being organised on tin lines it should
organised. We do not think if the Congress failed to
become a national organisation it would P matter
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much, for a national feeling has been created, and this
is exactly what is wanted. Men will work whether there
is Congress or not. It lies no authority to issue
mandates upon the people. Those* who are workers
and patriots who always strive for a reform without
earning the least whether the Congress approves of
it. It lies with the Congress leaders make it an
authoritative body or a mere tamasha or annual
garden party,” our Bombay correspondent styles it. If
they popular wishes they will command necessary
respect. If they not, it will remain a show, a tamasha
before, for an annual three-day outing.
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To-day being the anniversary the partition of Bengal it
was observed as a day of universal mourning by all
Bengalis, who fasted from all food, and went about
barefooted. All the shops were closed. In the afternoon
demonstration 30,000 people took place. No police
were present, the leaders of the movement having
given an assurance to the authorities that there should
be no violence. The speeches which were delivered
were noticeable for their moderation, and good order
prevailed throughout, the dozen or so Europeans who
were in the crowd being treated with absolute courtesy.
A resolution renewing the Swadeshi vow was carried
amidst loud cries Bande Mataram.” The speakers
included Christians well Hindus and Mahomedans.
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The leaders of the boycott propaganda intend, says
the same correspondent, during the poojas to conduct
personal canvass from house to house to induce
Bengalees to eschew the purchase of other than
Indian goods. Meantime a manifesto has been issued,
signed by the editors of four Bengalee papers and
others, calling upon the people of Bengal to preserve
intact the boycott vow. Among other matters, it says
all Bengalees, male and female, Hindoos and
Mahomedans and Christians, shall not light a fire in
the kitchen, and they shall not cook. On Oct. 17, in
every village and town of Bengal, Hindoos and
Mahomedans and Christians should gather together
and take the following mighty oath : To discard foreign
goods, to use country-made goods, to devote money
and energy to produce country-made goods, such as
the establishment of mills and hand-looms in every
house.” On that day all Bengalees or inhabitants of
Bengal shall take a vow to help one another, the men
of East Bengal those of West Bengal, Christian,
Hindoo, or Moslem, of all ages, whether in distress
happiness. Serious objection has been raised against
baring the feet; hence the notification does not this
year insist upon that.
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Mr. Keir Hardie, M.P., in Labour Leader,” refers to his
speech “Russian methods made during his visit to
Barisal, “I had information,” he says, “that is one part
of the district, where nobody could be got to sell
foreign goods, two police men, who were still in the
pay of the authorities, had been set up shopkeepers,
where houses are ransacked and pillaged by
policemen without warrant or authority, and it was
here I made the remark that these things savoured
more of Russian than of British methods, an opinion
to which I adhere. It was here also where I had
particulars supplied me of the forcible abduction and
violation of Hindu women Mahommedan rowdies, and
it was this likened Armenian atrocities. Let me explain
that all over East Bengal, and. in fact, over the greater
portion of India, there has recently been great
development of what is known as the Swadeshi
movement. This takes the form in extreme cases, of
boycotting foreign goods, and is intended to support
and develop local industries. Lord Roberta, Lord
Curzon, and practically everyone who has ever been
identified with India, have preached the need for
Swadeshi, though not. of course, boycott, and no one
can visit the country, even for a brief period without
realising that the poverty-stricken condition of these
hundreds of millions of patient toiling peasantry can
never be even temporarily relieved until native
industry has been developed. Owing to the feeling
excited over the partition Bengal, the Swadeshi
movement particularly strong in that province, and
bands of men have taken a vow not to purchase
foreign goods, and to do all they can to induce others
follow their example. In the main this boycott has been
conducted on strictly constitutional lines, although it
well may that here and there an instance may be
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found the boundary of prudence having been
overstepped, especially by zealous youths. Be this as
may, the fact remains that Swadeshi has a stronghold
in the district, and in some of the villages no Bilati
(foreign) goods are sold. The ease I now referring to
is one ol these. The local authorities denied all
knowledge of the police being employed
shopkeepers. But on my way down the river the
steamer lopped at the village went ashore—not very
dignified figure, fear, in Japanese chimeno and with …
feet, and visited the shop, and found the facte to be as
follow : , “The land on which the shop stands is a public
land, and the lease is held two local constables, who
are still on duty. The shop, however, is kept by the
uncle of one of the two. Here, again, I ask what would
be thought at home if policemen were allowed to act
in this manner? I question whether even in Ireland,
which India constantly reminds me, an instance of the
public authority acting in this fashion could be found.
But to return to Barisal. In the early days of Swadeshi
a number of local gentlemen sent a copy of a
memorial to the local magistrate, in which they
explained their reasons for being Swadeshists The
magistrate took exception to a portion of circular,
where upon it was withdrawn, upon. which the local
police sergeant issued a public statement, declaring
that the men who had signed the memorial had
admitted themselves to be guilty of sedition, and
warning the public against them. One gentleman of
good social position who, like his father before him is
devoting his life and his fortune to educating the
people, in the teeth of the petty oppositions of the
Government, though this is a recent development,
raised an action for damages against the policesergeant, and was awarded by the Courts Rs.1oo.
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According to my formation, not only were the legal
expenses of the sergeant but also the damages
awarded against him paid from pubic funds, and he,
instead being reprimanded, was promoted to a higher
position in a neighbouring district.”
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The anti-British agitation in India has assumed two
forms. One has been the foundation of ''National
Volunteer''; another has been , the boycott of British
goods, known the ''Swadeshi'' movement which had
its origin in the popular feeling against the partition of
Bengal. There is every that the boycott is collapsing.
The celebration of the second anniversary of the
foundation of •''Swadeshi'' early in the present month,
was a fiasco; and reports of destruction of British
goods and ill-treatment of traders dealing in them are
becoming fewer and fewer in number. Moreover, a
communication the “Times” yesterday shows that the
seditious violence of the agitators is causing vigorous
resentment among the more responsible and levelheaded sections of the native population. The native
Press has been so active fomenting discontent that
one is apt to get the impression that the seditious
tendencies are general among newspapers in the
vernacular. it is a mistaken impression. The “Times''
quotes long passages from two most influential native
journals in Calcutta strongly condemning the methods
and sentiments of the agitators. Similar views are to
be found in native newspapers in various parts of the
Empire. The Indian trouble has been unpleasant, and
has once or twice had elements of danger about it. But
there seems reason to believe that there is no real
substance in it. The … of it are sundry lawyers and
journalists of no national weight; no serious body of
opinion behind it; and it apparently leaves the bulk of
the population quite unaffected. Mr. Morley’s cautious
optimism regarding the situation, revealed in an
answer given by him in the Commons a few days ago,
may be taken to be wholly justified by the course of
events The new Indian reform scheme has of course
met with fierce denunciation by the extremists. But
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that will be no obstacle to its acceptance as an honest
and just measure of progress by all the solid elements
in the Indian population.
'There is really nothing in their case" was the opinion
expressed yesterday to one of our representatives by
a resident recently returned from Bengal with
reference to the Babu agitation against the partition
of that province. just about the time of the partition of
Bengal." he continued, “Lord Curzon made a speech
at the Convocation of Calcutta University in which he
mentioned some hard truths about the Bengali Babus.
These references were much resented, and when the
partition was about to taka place the present agitation
was started. On the date fixed for the actual partition
carloads of Babus paraded the streets of Calcutta
shouting insultingly in the face of Englishmen ■Bande
Materam (All hail! Mother-country), a cry which was
particularly accentuated in passing the United Service
Club. Bengali Babus and students picketed
themselves on the shops, and endeavoured to
prevent the sale of English goods, and went so far as
to rob purchasers such goods, which they burned.
They picketed the shops in the heart of the European
quarter, even in Chowringee. Lord Curzon was at this
time leaving India, and one of the first acts of his
successor, Lord Minto, was to have an interview with
Surendra Nath Banerjee and other leading agitators
with a view of making himself acquainted with their
grievances. What took place at that meeting was not
divulged, but the agitation continued, and the task set
before Sir Bampfylde Fuller Governor-General of the
new province was rendered exceptionally difficult.
That the line of conduct adopted by him was
thoroughly endorsed both by the Europeans and
Mahometans was evidenced by their resolutions and
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expressions of regret on his resignation. Subjected
much misrepresentation at headquarters on the part
of the Babus, Bampfylde Fuller, unable to accept the
instructions he received from the Government, elected
to resign. Thus were the Babus encouraged to
proceed with their agitation not really against partition,
but against the British Raj. It was because Bir
Bampfylde Fuller, man of long Indian experience, and
with thorough knowledge of the character of the
native, was firm is his determination to protect the
Mahometans and the British, that was singled out as
a sort of butt for the opprobrium of the Babus. Mr.
Hare, the present Lieutenant-Governor of the new
province, will probably upset a great deal that Sir
Bampfylde Fuller done, and the natives will doubtless
consider that he has been placed in his position to
govern according their ideas." What is to be the
outcome of all this? Are the Babus of Bengal to be
allowed to boycott British goods, insult Europeans,
and generally make themselves obnoxious, and is the
law-abiding citizen to be set aside in favour of the
agitators? The fact that Sir Bampfylde Fuller has been
practically forced to resign, and that Surendra Nath
Banerji has been crowned King of India, will go
through every bazaar in India in such a distorted form
that the native will get the idea that the British Raj is
either incapable or unwilling to defend itself or its
subjects, and that this ridiculous Babu is so powerful
that even Lieutenant-Governors have to give way
before him. The fact that the native papers are
ridiculing him does not mean much. They may realise
that he has gone too far at the moment, but if his
conduct is not punished the tendency will be to go to
further extremes. “In 1887, the British Government
tolerated a great lot of sedition on the Poonah aide,
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which culminated in the murder of two Englishmen. At
that time telegrams were constantly despatched by
the agitators to British members of Parliament, for the
purpose of tying the hands of the Government of India.
The present agitation cannot be allowed to proceed
unchecked, or the result will be mischievous in the
extreme. The native does not understand such
latitude, nor does appreciate it. What he admires is
strong and firm band. A few months ago Surendra
Nath Banerji would not have dared to assume the
ridiculous role he is now playing; a few months hence,
if left unpunished, will dare much more. The foot has
to be put down. Why not put it down before the trouble
becomes serious? A lot of people cannot be allowed
permanently to go about India poisoning the minds of
the natives against the Government. One of the worst
features of the agitation is that the Babus are instilling
into young students ideas subversive all discipline and
loyalty the British Empire. The present state of things
is no encouragement the Mahometana to be loyal and
law-abiding, if they are to be Subjected annoyance
and ill-treatment from the Babus. In fact, the lawabiding are being neglected in favour the agitators,
and the consequence cannot fail to be disastrous.''
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Scarcely enough importance, says the Pall Mall Gazette”
Calcutta correspondent, has been attached to the
boycott policy of the Hindus a cause of the unrest which
has lately been conspicuous in Bengal. How effective
this crusade against Lancashire goods has been is
apparent from the fact that, according to the report of the
Collector of Customs in Calcutta for 1906-7, there has
been marked decrease both in the quantity and value of
the cotton goods imported during the Customs year.
British white piece goods declined twenty-six per cent, in
quantity and twenty-three per cent, in value. The value
of all cotton goods imported decreased thirteen per cent.
Now, this decrease has not been brought about by the
voluntary cooperation of the people in the Swadeshi
movement. Pressure various kinds has been employed.
Cases have occasionally come into the Police Courts
where man who has ventured buy a foreign-made
garment has had it wrested from him, or where he has
been compelled to the chop and get the article
exchanged, the foreign dhoti being burned before the
shopkeeper’s eyes. The zemindars have put notices
warning their tenants that they must not buy foreign
goods, and they have driven vendors of such goods from
the markets on their estates. A Mahommedan gentleman
with whom I was talking to-day, says the correspondent,
mentioned that in a locality where he has an estate the
Hindu zemindar excluded Mahommedan sellers of
English manufactures. He was asked whether a hat
could be opened on his estate, and at once consented.
But he added that in scores of places the land might all
be held by Hindus, and this simple remedy would be
impossible. The Mahommedans and many Hindus care
nothing about partition and Swadeshi. They simply wish
to buy in the cheapest market. The foreign goods are
undoubtedly cheaper than their Swadeshi rivals, a
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Swadeshi dhoti costing a rupee, or sixteen annas,
against twelve annas for Manchester dhoti. Naturally, the
Mahommedans resent keenly the attempt to coerce
them into supporting a national movement to which they
are indifferent, and they object still more to being made
to suffer peculiarly. It is easy, therefore, to understand
how the* boycott has become a source of intense
irritation.
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No resident or inquiring traveller in India today can hide
from himself the signs of new spirit among the people of
the country. Everybody feels its existence, though many
fail to realise its significance and some attempt explain it
away. So clear are its manifestations that the Viceroy is
impelled speak, from his seat in Council, of the
''awakening wave,'' and to define the attitude of the
Government towards it, while Lieutenant-Governors
judge it prudent to express qualified sympathy. The new
spirit is not merely political, or theological; nor is it
primarily racial- although politics and religion and racial
antagonism have all had their part in its development. It
is national and patriotic, and the turn which it has given
to opinion and events in India constitutes at this moment
the greatest and most urgent problem confronting the
British Empire. Lord Canon as Nation-Maker. We may all
admit that the present situation is of our own making; that
it was implicit in the of Western education conferred
upon India by generations of British administrators. But
the leaven worked slowly. The Indian national movement
is growth of our own day. Five years ago it was nonexistent, and we would have been a bold prophet who
had ventured before the Delhi Durbar lo forecast its
immediate uprising. What, then, has wrought the
change? Undoubtedly the policy and personality of Lord
Curzon. Go where you will in India the proof of this
statement is self-evident. His measures marked an
epoch his manner and habit aroused slumbering people.
Outside of India Lord Curzon is not seldom extolled as
an Imperial statesman, a ruler the line of the great British
tradition, one whose labours tended to enrich and
consolidate the British dominion in the East. It may so.
The next decade will furnish the test. Meanwhile, and
without questioning Lord Curzon's sincerity, or criticising
his aims, there is no denying the fact that one
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unmistakable achievement has been the creation a vast
and intense popular movement, winch has for its
inspiration the idea nationality, and for its objective the
realisation of an India unified and self-sufficing. If ever
an Indian nation emerges it will be a nation largely of
Lord Curzon’s making. Decline and Fall There is no need
to recount the measures in which Lord Curzon strove to
embody his conception of good government in India, and
the passing of which hat had such striking results. They
began with the University legislation of 1903, and ended
with the administrative division Bengal, carried out in
October, 1905, when Lord Curzon was already under
resignation, and one month only before lie vacated his
office. Looking back the over the course of events it
seems as though the popular movement, in its newer
phase we know it to-day, sprang into existence as the
product of the deep and general suspicion created by the
Report of the Universities Commission in 1902, nearly
twenty years after Lord Ripon's Education Commission
had pronounced in favour of the extension higher
education. Rightly or wrongly, the conviction spread that
Lord Curzon had departed from the avowed policy of
England in India, that his object was to reduce the
facilities and limit the area of higher education. The
Universities Bill gained him the enmity of educated India,
and every subsequent mistake (above all, the amazingly
tactless Convocation address at the Calcutta University
in February, 1905), had the effect of swelling the
opposition, and carrying distrust of the Viceroy into
sections of the populace hitherto outside the range of
political agitation. "Swadeshi as a Religion.’’ It was this
growth of popular feeling which made the Swadeshi
movement possible. The idea that movement is
simplicity itself. The name is derived from two Sanskrit
words, meaning ''own country,” and Swadeshi as a
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principle and a policy, is the deliberate choice of
indigenous products in preference to those of foreign
manufacture. Here it is necessary to distinguish. Politics
and industry have got mixed together, and Swadeshi has
had to clear itself of undesirable connections. The
movement in support of indigenous goods had been
making slow, if steady, progress when the plan of
declaring a boycott of British manufactures as a protest
against the impending partition of Bengal suggested
itself to the Bengali political leaders. The boycott was
proclaimed, and has since been several times renewed.
For a time it had remarkable success, but we remember
that boycott and Swadeshi are not identical coterminous.
Boycott as a political weapon may, or may not be,
legitimate; Swadeshi, as the Viceroy and his lieutenants
have again and again affirmed, is part of the avowed
policy of the Indian Government. Two years ago the
Swadeshi idea was embraced with extraordinary
fervour. It has been alive and vigorous ever since. In
practical matters of the household it has meant constant
demand for articles produced in India; carried into the
spiritual region it means the insistence upon India as the
Indians’ inheritance, and it brought an enormous
accession of strength to the influences tending to a
revival of Indian thought, and worship of the Indian past.
The enthusiasm spread far beyond the limits of the
educated community. It
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When I met Mr. A. Chandhuri [Chaudhuri?], the wellknown Bengali, at dinner the other evening he
smilingly disclaimed any political purpose in his visit to
London. I have only come to place my son with a firm
of architecture and to renew the old acquaintances of
quarter of a century ago when I was at Cambridge.
Yes, I and my five brothers have all been either Oxford
or Cambridge. And now I bring my son to England.
That does not look like ill-feeling towards England,
does it? and he laughed. No,’ he went on, ''I believe,
as all responsible Hindoos believe, that the British
supremacy is necessary to our ordered existence.
India will be independent one day, Carlyle says in his
‘Heroes’; but that day is far distant —a question of a
century or perhaps centuries. At present
independence would be ruin. It would mean an instant
conflagration between the Hindoos and the
Mohammedans. One or other would have go.” ''Is the
feeling so intense? ''“Yes; the Hindoo hates the
Mohammedan. and the feeling is returned. To the
stranger they are the same people; but in every detail
of life they are separate and opposed. The Hindoo
eats his rice from one side of the leaf which serves as
plate; the Mohammedan from the other. The Hindoo
buttons from left to right; the Mohammedan from right
to left, and so on. “There is the strength of British
control. Remove it and India splits on the rock of racial
and religious antagonism. It is because we know how
imperative that control is that deplore the policy which
is weakening the power of moderates and
strengthening the extremists, who are ready to face
any conflagration for the sake of an independence for
which India is not ripe.” The Legacy of Lord Curzon.
''What is root evil? ‘The Curzon policy of driving the
wedge between Hindoo and Mohammedan. Lord
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Curzon apparently took the Vambery view that India
could only be held on the basis of racial animosity. He
feared that rapprochement between Hindoo and
Mohammedan would be fatal, and underneath the
fierce antagonism there was developing a sort of
political unity. Common citizenship would have been
the growth of centuries, but it would have come. The
whole Curzon official attitude is directed to feeding the
racial fires. That is the reason for the partition of
Bengal—to carve a Mohammedan state out of one
which, as a whole, was Hindoo; to set up in Dacca a
rival Mohammedan centre to the Hindoo centre of
Calcutta. The idea runs through all the Curzon
tradition. Foster Mohammedanism at the expense of
Hindooism. Where Mohammedanism is weak, the
rights of the minority must be sustained where it is
strong the rule of the majority must prevail. A. friend of
mine at Lucknow, a barrister who was at Cambridge
with me and who is himself Mohammedan, told me
that Mohammedans there who chance to be friendly
with Hindoos have been called upon by officials for an
explanation of the friendship, is not that deplorable?
To keep alive instead of to obliterate the racial feud.
And last year when the Indian Congress was held,
rival conference was arranged at Dacca to draw away
Mohammedanwho are in sympathy with the
Congress.” What “Swadeshi” Means. “And the
Swadeshi movement?’* It sprang out of the partition of
Ben gal ; but though political in its origin it essentially
social and economic. We cannot regenerate our
people without industry. Under the influence of that
movement 50,000 people have gone back to hand
loom weaving. The cloth is ten percent, dearer than
Manchester goods, but it lasts longer. The movement
is growing everywhere and I am all in favour of it. Why
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should we not supply our own wants? It is one of our
complaints against Lord Curzon that he did nothing for
the technical education of our people. We wanted him
to spend the money raised for the Victoria memorial,
whose foundations are sinking, in great scheme of
technical education. Why should India have no hope
of industrial independence to mitigate poverty? That is
the aspiration which is the real bedrock of the
Swadeshi cause.” ''Does it operate in many things?
''''In everything. was going by steam boat one day last
summer and called the steward for a cup of tea. He
brought it. A young Hindoo came to me and said, You
are not drinking that tea? I said, ‘But it is Indian.’ ‘Yes,
but that sugar is English. * But I don’t drink tea with
out sugar.’ I said. ‘We are prepared for that,’ said,
‘here is Indian sugar, and he produced it forthwithThat is the spirit of the movement. We are kept poor
and dependent; we are without technical education
and industry; we will create our own industries out of
our own personal sacrifices. Do you blame us? There
is no disloyally to British rule in that ; but there is loyalty
to India,”
The latest mail from India brings us a copy of our
interesting contemporary the ''Empire'' of Calcutta, the
first Indian evening paper, which we must, by the way,
heartily congratulate on the occasion of the recent
celebration of its first anniversary. The issue to hand
contains an
interview with Mr. Keir Hardie, and we extract the
following from it :- ''And what exactly were their
opinions with regard to the Partition and unrest?
asked the interviewer. ''You must not ask me what
individual persons said, 'Mr. Hardie observed. " I
certainly saw no bitterness between Mahomedans
and Hindus,
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but there is a feeling of regret that there should have
been any difference between the two parties. As one
gentleman in Barisal strongly put it, ‘the day is not far
distant when Moselems and Hindus will again be
united in the common cause of pressing for reforms.
‘And did "you learn anything in Barisal with respect to
the boycott?''
''Yes, I was told that the Hindus attempted to coerce
the Moslems into the use of Swadeshi goods,
especially cloth and salt. With this statement visited
three villages round Barisal and questioned the
Mahomedans as to their preferences for Swadeshi
goods and as to whether any pressure was put upon
them. In all cases they expressed preference for
Swadeshi goods and said they were the habit of
wearing them''. What is your conclusion to the cause
of unrest? ‘The real cause of the unrest is an
economic one. You have very large percentage of
educated people for only a small percentage of whom
there is a reasonable outlet for their energies and
efforts. That supplies a strong reason for the
Swadeshi movement and all pertaining to it. Of
course, the immediate, moving cause of the unrest is
the Partition of Bengal.'' ''Have you found evidence of
Separatist movement? ‘No, Over and over again
gentlemen have said that separation of India from the
British Crown had not entered their minds. They only
asked to be treated in some respects as Canada and
Australia are treated. Towards Home Role. ''In Dacca
did you not say something to that effect? ‘Yes. At a
reception there I said, I hoped the time would come
when the people of India would be as free to control
their own affairs under the British flag as the people
of Canada ''Do you suggest universal suffrage?''. " No,
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I say they should control their own affairs. It is not the
time for universal suffrage yet.''
''You would, say in a hundred years, extend the
suffrage to all the peoples of India?" I think there is
only one people in India." "Do you think the Brahmin
would sit with the Parish? ‘I don’t know, but I think the
class and caste system is as strong in England as
here, and the Indian ryot shows as much intelligence
as the English agricultural labourer. A start at least
should be made. Of course in the Municipality yon
have the beginning.” ‘Can you state your opinion on
Mr. Morley's attitude during the recent crisis?” ''I think
Mr. Morley as Secretary of State for India has belied
the reputation he had when he was Mr. Morley
publicist and philosopher. ‘My opinion is that all this
repression and display of force is a very great mistake
for which there is no real justification.” And what do
you intend to do when you arrive in England’’ ''What I
intend to do is to convene a conference of the
members of the House of Commons who are
interested in India, and many of whom have been out
here as officials or visitors. I hope that that conference
will decide on some definite action. And I shall try
when the time arrives to suggest the subject for the
Indian Budget debate to name something for
discussion. Of course what the recommendation of
the conference will be I have no idea.” Mr Hardie was
then asked to verify the telegrams published his
remarks in the mofussil. You said that the condition of
Mymensingh reminded you of city under siege?” Yes.
so it did. There were constables, in twos, all through
the village, stationed fifty yards apart. They were
brought into the place for the occasion. They had
truncheons and moat of them wore them at their
belts.” They may have been guard of honour, may not
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they, Mr. Hardie?''“Oh, yes, they may have been,'' Mr.
Hardie without a tone of conviction, however, and
without any intimation that he saw humour in the
suggestion.. “Then you referred what you heard had
happened during the unrest as on a parallel with the
Turkish atrocities, did you not? ‘What I referred to was
the abduction of Hindu women and the outrages. I
believe most of them were widows. The magistrates
only admitted a certain number of such outrages that
was told of, and said the numbers were very
exaggerated. I asked why such cases were not
reported to the authorities, and I was informed that
that would have meant loss of caste not only for the
woman, but for the whole family.’'
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Ever since the first intimation, part of the Government of
India, Lord December, 1905, of their desire to rearrange
the territories Bengal and Assam, the Bengali Hindus have
been working for insurrection; but, indeed, the disaffection
was rife before ever the redistribution was announced,
though more latent. For it by means of the mushroom
growth attributed to it, only that the partition formed a very
convenient peg which to hang complaints. Even if had not
positive from various sources of the gradual rise of the
discontent which the partition of Bengal could most only
have hastened to inevitable climax, consider what this
partition really means and how much animosity it could
possibly stir up in a contented people. THE PARTITION
OF BENGAL. the first place, five native States in the west
and south of Bengal were handed over the Central
Provinces, while the Uriya-speaking States or the
Provinces became part of Western Bengal. A new
province with the status Lieutenant-Governorship, was
then created out the Bengal so changed and Assam,
entitled Bengal and Assam, consisting the Chittagong,
Dacca, and … divisions Bengal, and the districts of Bogra,
ltangpur, Dmajpur, Jalpaiguri, Malda, and the state of
Cooch Beliar. '1 object of this change was twofold. the
place, under the old order things the Bengal Government
a district too great for any one administration to rule
adequately; and, in the second place, for the future
development of Assam, it was important to render that
place independent province. glance at the map will show
how the redistribution has affected old Bengal,
establishing a clearly-defined western boundary the new
province. The change tails also had the desirable effect of
concentrating the typical Bengal Mahommedan population
in the Dacca province, and has brought almost the entire
tea. industry under a single government. The educated of
the Hindus, who form by far the largest part of the
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population in the affected districts, resented the partition
bitterly, seeing it the loss of certain privileges and
perquisites by the severance of the administrations, and
the (to them) degradation of historic Bengal. A boycott
British goods—the Swadeshi t—followed a protest,
engineered partly by certain British critics the Indian
administration. Then came the retirement of Sir Bampfylde
Fuller, the first Lieutenant-Governor of the new province,
who felt that was insufficiently supported. But this is by
means enough in itself to make a people suddenly exhibit
the Liveliest desire to throw off the yoke of a governing
people, and adopt autonomous government—to be
obtained, if not peaceful means, by any means. Such a
contention would be ridiculous. The Mahommodans were
by no means favourable to the, partition of Bengal, but they
did not join in the movement resulting therefrom to any
extent. Why? Because they do not look upon the views of
the extremists of the National Congress with much favour.
They, in fact, presented a memorial the Viceroy in 1906
recognising the benefits of British rule, and expressing
gratitude for personal freedom, liberty for worship, general
peace, and the hopeful future that British administration
promised to India, though urging the political education of
the people in view of a possible future constitutional
government. THE NEW SPIRIT IN INDIA. get at-the root
of the matter, then, we must consider the great change that
has been slowly but surely coming over India during the
last hundred years, the climax—from which {he present
trouble dates—being the invitation of the Indian National
Congress. A stage has been reached in the working out of
our policy which makes it necessary for to advance further
the improvement of our administration. There is a new
spirit abroad in India—the first cravings of a desire to free
from the alien yoke. For the last fifty years we have been
flooding the country with Western ideas, education, and
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literature, besides giv ; "g the people opportunities for
communicating with one another. Even amongst a people
living in that zone where the climate is the factor in the
retardation of the development of all the races situated in
it, this must have its effect in time. The position brought
about by the agitation is not yet a desperate one, and the
stem measures which have been so promptly employed to
cope with it will in all probability make it secure for once
more—for the time being at least. But the attention which
has now been drawn to the native press and the National
Congress must not again be diverted from these everpresent dangers. Indian National Congress, composed of
educated men of all shades of opinion, has sprung up
rapidly, and, as is usual, divided into two great camps, the
Extremists and the Moderates. The former, in their attempt
to further political progress and emancipation, desire to
substitute for the popular government of India, which is
essentially British, autonomous government absolutely
free from British control. This movement for "Swaraj" or
political autonomy is of recent origin. Before the Congress
was founded, foreign culture and foreign civilisation had
cast their spell over educated Indians that they looked
upon the British Government, not a foreign government at
all, but it’s their government. English education those days
was having a different effect from what is having now.
Since the establishment of the Congress, a conflict has
been opened every field, political, religious, social, and
economic; and the realisation of this conflict grew, also
grew in proportion the desire for Swaraj. This movement is
not based any desire to better the government, because
good government is admittedly substitute for self
government, and even if all the posts in the Civil Service
were filled by natives, they would still be the agents of the
British Government. beneficial despotism perhaps the
worst of all despotisms tar its replacement is concerned,
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since the people soon acquiesce it- It just this—the
command of the mind the masse®—that the extremists
wish to snatch from the Government party, thinking that do
not hold India by the sword, but merely in virtue of this
command the popular mind by " metaphysical word for the
unreal world of illusion. The new movement then wishes to
ruin this maya, either means of a strike amongst the native
servants of the Crown, or by similar means, the populace
having been first worked into a fanatical state through the
agency of the press. Such, then, is the extremist view. The
moderates of the Congress, on the other hand, are less
revolutionary, and desire to place India more a level with
the self-governing colonies while still remaining within the
limits of the British Empire, means of a. gradual expansion
liberty. present the probability that the moderates will
receive the major support; but should the extremists prove
victorious, the formation strong middle party consisting of
the moderate Hindus, the Paresis, and Mahommedans
seems likely. THE NATIONAL VOLUNTEERS. Another
serious feature the general agitation growth, especially in
Bengal, ox quasi-military organisation styled the National
Volunteers. Though not such mushroom growth has been
supposed, the present trouble has brought it into
prominence, and it now has great influence and
widespread activity—so that it has already played a
conspicuous part in all the recent disturbances. Yet at its
origin it was by means directed against the Indian
Government, though since proved effective weapon that
direction. It was about ten years ago that patriotic Bengali
lady of family and education, taking deeply heart certain
slurs cast upon Bengali physique and courage, strongly
advocate'! the formation schools for physical culture. The
suggestion was acted upon, (‘ schools called akharas "
were founded lot teaching wrestling, leaping, sword - and
the use the " lathe," long bamboo weapon the Indian
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peasant- Then they were fastened upon the extreme
politicians to further their anti-British propaganda, and …
and multiplied a dangerous degree, ready nucleus for their
organisation being found in the schools and colleges of
Bengal. During the Swadeshi active men to carry on the
propaganda.
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Reply of Lord Morley to a question of Mr. Smeaton in
the Parliament that the Govt. had no intention to
reverse the policy of the partition of Bengal

Lord
Morley,
Smeaton

London,
Bengal

Monday 12
October
1908

Partition Day, Oct. 16, is approaching, and Bengalis
have been enjoined to observe it by the following
characteristic ''Order in Council'', - signed by Sureadra
Nath Bannerjee, among others: The day on which
Bengal was partitioned is looming near. On, that date
the peoplo of Bengal entered on a new life, having
discovered in death a way to life and immortality. On
this day no kitchen fire should be lighted in the house
of any be he Hindu, Mohammedan, or Christian, all
should fast or take but milk and fruits, and resigning
themselves to the Almighty King of all kings and
Redeemer of fallen nations, all should pray for the
good of the Mother Country. In every village and every
town of Bengal, Hindus, Mohammedans, and
Christians, all should unite and take upon themselves
a great task-that of abandoning foreign goods, using
Swadeshi articles, and running the expense of money
and energy on the development of Swadeshi
manufactures. The people of the two Bengals on the
day should tie round one another's wrists the Rakhi
thread, and take a wow to help one another without
distinction of caste and creed on every day of their life,
and under all circumstances, in prosperity and
adversity.
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The position of the Lancashire cotton operatives at the
present moment is not ...viable, especially in the case
of those who are not members of any trade union. The
cause of the present slackness is correctly put down
to over- production, but that ... merely indicates a
rather obvious fact, and it cannot satisfy any intelligent
inquirer. It is well known that America, Germany, and
Egypt are suffering in the same way, and economists
of what may be described as the fatalistic school are
remarking that this is simply one of those inevitable
depressions which always follow a boom, and further
that the trouble has been intensified by the unwarrantable but more or less inevitable tendency to
build too many new factories in the good times were
to last for ever. The depression, however, has lasted
too long for this economic text-book explanations to
be altogether satisfying. If we look to the matter we
shall find another factor of which at present nothing
has been said. India has the reputation
of being an enormous consumer of British cotton. In
1906, for which the figures are available, she imported
cotton ...yarn to the value of £27,278,000. There are
reasons for believing, however, that there has been a
sensational falling-off in the demand which had been
very steady ...NATIVE FACTORIES PROSPEROUS
Everyone who has direct dealing in the Indian cotton
market is complaining because there are millions of
pounds' worth of British manufactured cotton goods in
Indian ports which no native will buy. The fact is that
in the meantime the Indian factories owned by natives,
not to mention the handlooms in the villages, are
working night and day, and they cannot keep up with
the demand for their goods! The secret lies in the
word’ ‘Swadeshi.” The fact of the growth of the native
industry may gathered from the official statement that
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the woven goods produced in 1898 amounted to
99,000,000lb, and in 1903 to 132,000,000lb. This in
itself would be a sufficiently rapid growth to constitute
menace to the future of the British cotton trade, but
there is evidence to show that during the last couple
of years, for which no figures are as yet available, the
increase has been phenomenal. The statistics of the
subject will be ... really supplemented when this year's
Indi's Statistical Abstract is placed before Parliament
but in the meantime we have the evidence of our own
slack trade and the quite joy of the Indian Swadeshist.
Our Leader correspondent called upon Mr. Romesh
Chander Dutt, one of the most scholarly of the leaders
of the Indian Nationalist Movement, who is now in this
country in connection with the work of the Indian
decentralisation Committee of which he is member.
He has been decorated for his success as an
administrator and for his learned works on Ancient
India. Mr. Dutt is an enthusiast Swndeshist, and his
exposition of the situation is of more than ordinary
interest. BRITISH GOODS BOYCOTTED. The
Swadeshi movement is a huge boycott of British
goods, the effect of which is felt In the iron sod other
trades, but most of all in cotton. It especially strong on
the Bombay side of India, where it has been in
existence for eight or ten years. Mr. Datt attributes its
rapid growth to the success of the Chinese boycott of
American goods, and he explained it as an attempt to
foster native industry, which had received a political
significance because of the unrest prevailing in the
Indian Empire. Mr. Dutt put this down to what he
described as Lord Curzon’s ... policy, as shewn in his
University Bill and his dealings with the municipalities,
and still further to the partition of Bengal. ''During my
fifty years of Indian public life I have never known such
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intense wave of popular feeling. Lord Curzon's whole
policy was intensely distasteful to us. It seems taking
away all power from the people and centring it in
hands the officials" These are Mr. Dutt’s words.
Continuing he said '' We could not influence him to
conform to our wishes otherwise than by inflicting on
the producers of England a loss, and Lancashire
goods were the easiest to attack.AN OATH TO BUY
NOTHING BRITISH This policy spread from Bengal
all over India. In Calcutta recently 60,000 people
assembled, and took an oath to buy nothing of British
manufacture—except such articles as cannot as yet
be manufactured in India-even though native goods
were inferior. The women and children are as
enthusiastic as the men, and the latter ceremoniously
threw away their British made toys. As Revenue
Minister for the native state of Baroda, a position I still
nominally hold, I found the feeling strong as in Bengal
and Bombay, and it is very strong indeed in Madras.
Boys have drilled themselves as peers in the service
of Swadeshism.''.'* ''Exactly how do these volunteers
work? ‘Oh, they gather at the markets and in the
bazaars, and urge the people to buy Swadeshi goods.
I have seen them go down on their knees and beg
purchasers to patronise Swadeshi. Sometimes when
an obdurate purchaser will have his foreign- made
goods they buy them from him and make a public
bonfire of them. I am sure that Indian production has
increased 50 per cent during the last three years.
These boys are often punished by the authorities,
sometimes rightly, and often wrongly, but they do not
mind. They regard themselves, and are regarded, as
a kind of heroes. ‘THE BURDEN OF LAND
TAXATION. In answer to inquiries to how the famines
affected the situation. Dr. Dutt stated that the poverty
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of the agricultural population, due in large part to
heavy taxation, was such that they could not take any
interest politics, but the spectacles of their miserable
condition had its effect on those natives who were
better of. There was, however, no rush to the towns,
and there was scarcity of labour in the mills and mines,
due the affection of the peasants for the holdings with
which their families have been connected for many
generations. The land system throughout the greater
part of India was peasant proprietorship but in Bengal
and Northern India the cultivation held tenancies from
which they could not be expelled, and the rents were
fixed by the courts. The system was superior to that of
their country. The poverty was due to the duty, which
was a heavy burden. The cultivators simply could not
save anything. The Government took all. In
conclusion, Mr Dutt expressed confidence in Lord
Morley’s policy, although he considered the treatment
of Indian leaders was’ ‘too terrible for words''. When
reminded that a large section of his countrymen did
not share his optimism, he remarked that he knew
more than they did as to the spirit in which the
proposed reforms would be carried out, and he
believed a changed attitude on the path of India would
result. JAPAN AND THE INDIAN MARKET Mr. Dutt,
however, made no suggestion of the possibility of
regaining the Indian market. for British trade, and it
must be pointed out that the Swadeshists are
endeavouring to create a foreign trade for India, so
that we have reckon with the possibility of another
competitor in the remaining markets of the world if we
assume Swadeshi influence to be permanent. If we
assume, on the contrary, that the Swadeshi
movement will die down.
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as it probably will when the political situation alters,
unless the natives by that time have learnt to prefer
the products of their own country we are faced with
the fierce competition of the Japanese, who
confidently look to the Indian market to take the
product of their growing cotton manufacture. Already
the International Federation of Cotton Masters'
Association have found it necessary seriously to limit
production, and there is no immediate prospect of
relief, but rather of as intensification of the trouble.
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BENGAL. Partition Bay. —As mentioned in this
column last week Partition Day passed without any
serious disturbance. The Pioneer’s correspondent
telegraphed: Great preparations to avoid any
disorderliness among the Swadeshists were made.
This morning at ten o’clock the Commissioner of
Police with his deputies met in conclave, all
Superintendents also being present to discuss
measures to be taken. Each of those present was
deputed with so many constables and armed police to
take up his position along the route of the procession.
This afternoon at half-past one the compound at Lall
Bazar resembled a military depot. Calcutta armed
police, twelve men of the Gordon Highlanders, and
seventy-five parawallas stood with fixed bayonets
awaiting instructions. In addition to these there were
about a hundred parawallas armed with lathis, and
European and Indian mounted police. Shortly after
half-past one p.m. the mounted police and drafts of
armed parawallas filed out of the compound to the
route of the procession, and the Calcutta armed
police, the Gordons and the other detachment of
parawallas followed later. Up to the hour of wiring (six
p.m.) no news of any disturbance has been received.
The Empire reports an interview with Mr. Surendra
Nath Bannerjee, who said, Just what I expected. This
is exactly what happened at Barisal at the 1906
conference.” Then you did expect it? asked the
interviewer. Quite,” went on Mr. Bannerjee. ''In fact we
had made arrangements for it.” And what course do
you propose to adopt? was the next question. Legal,”
replied Mr. Bannerjee. ''We shall most certainly take
legal action, In what form we shall leave to our legal
advisers. In view of our anticipation of this the
organisers of the movement and myself held a
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meeting in this house early this morning, and it was
then decided we should fight with the weapons of the
law if the meeting was prohibited. We have quite made
up our minds not to oppose the police and to avoid a
riot. We do not wish to defy the authorities and come
into collision with the police, because we believe
anything like a disturbance will injure our cause. Our
programme is along the lines possible and orderly
development, and in accordance with constitutional
methods. If the authorities go wrong, we shall appeal
to the law courts for vindication, as we aid in the case
of the conference at Barisal in 1906, which case is still
pending at Calcutta High Court.” What are your
reasons for stating this order is illegal? Because it
affects private property, which is not public place,” was
the reply. Oct. 17. —Later reports received last night
regarding the partition day meetings state that Mr.
Bannerjee held a meeting in the street. He mounted
the roof of ticca gharry with Yatendranath Rai
Chowdhury, who hurriedly read out in Bengali the
following proclamation: “Whereas Government has
thought fit to effect tire partition of Bengal in spite of
the universal protest of the Bengal nation, we hereby
pledge and proclaim that we people shall do
everything in our power to counteract the evil effects
of the dismemberment of our province and maintain
the integrity of our race. So help us God.” Mr.
Bannerjee then made the crowd repeat the Swadeshi
vow, saying, We will never purchase bilati goods, and
will promote the country’s cause, &c.” The whole
occupied a brief space of time and the crowd then
tramped toward Sealdah, led by the President and Mr.
Bannerjee on foot.
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Much enthusiasm has marked the anti-partition
demonstrations in Calcutta to-day. All the Hindoo shops
are closed and thousands of natives are bathing in
processions. The afternoon meeting was fixed for five o'
clock, but the magistrate stopped it being too near sunset,
therefore there will be no meeting; but Swadeshi “My own
Country now the subject of speech by Surendranath
Banerjee to crowd of 10 000. The total number in the
streets is estimated at 50,000. The police took elaborate
precautions, but the general demeanour of the crowds is
quiet and very orderly. Indian papers protest against the
stopping of the meetings. The Calcutta Daily News, while
justifying the prohibition of meetings after dusk, condemns
Friday’s interference with the right of meeting. Calcutta,
Oct. 18 (Reuter):-On the evening of the 16th, Partition
Day,” a mob attacked a jute press at Baira, Eastern
Bengal, and a bungalow occupied by Mr. Demonte, the
manager. The rioters had revolvers, which they used
wounding three men who were helping to defend the
premises. Mr. Demonte himself finally fired also, and
wounded three of the rioters. In the course of telegram
annealing for help. Mr. Demonte stated, that the press
coolies had been stopped from working by a Baira
zemindar (landholder). CALCUTTA Oct. 16 (Reuter). —
The demonstrations in commemoration of Partition Day
have far been quiet. A procession of Bengalees marched
shoeless along the riverside singing Mother clear, awake,”
and other national songs. After bathing in the river, the
crowd marched to Beadon Square, where Mr.
Surendranath Banerjee made a speech. He urged the
Hindoos and Mahomedans to forgot their differences, and
said, Only traitors to their country would carry on war
among themselves. e are waging a constitutional war.” In
Chitpur and Beadon Street many shops are closed, but on
the whole the demonstrations are not so striking as in
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previous years. Calcutta, Oct. 16 (Standard).— Throughout Bengal and Eastern Bengal and Assam today the Bengali population celebrated the third
anniversary of “Partition Day” by mourning after the native
fashion —that is, going without all food, wearing no
clothes made outside India, totally discarding footwear,
and closing all shops in Calcutta. Special police
proclamations were posted everywhere forbidding
meetings and processions after five o clock and ordering
the arrest of anyone carrying weapons. Wild rumours are
in circulation to the revenge which the Bengalees were
resolved to take on Europeans, and two companies of the
Gordon Highlanders were turned out as a precautionary
measure, the rest of the regiment standing to arms in the
fort. Two hundred armed police, with fixed bayonets,
marched to the scene of a huge assembly of excited
Bengalees. These police were placed in hiding, and five
hundred other police, including Europeans, carrying
revolvers, were distributed in the native town in case of
riot. , Forty thousand Bengalees paraded the streets, the
processions stretching a mile and a half in length and
blocking traffic. They carried the standard of Bengal. The
police precautions prevented any public speaking and
subdued any general turbulence, though there were
isolated outbreaks of fanaticism. A European corporation
official was attacked outside the university. His carriage
was stoned and his footman’s head was cut open, whilst
he himself only escaped through the pluck of his
coachman, who whipped up the horses and forced a way
through the hostile crowd. Rail Cbaran Mukerjl, the small
zemindar who was committed to the Aligarh Criminal
Sessions on a charge of sending threatening letters to the
Viceroy and Sir Harvey Adamson, the home member, and
who was found guilty by the assessors, principally the
evidence of a handwriting expert, has been sentenced by
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the Judge to nine months’ rigorous imprisonment and a
fine of 300 rs. Midnapore Conspiracy.
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The Swadeshi boycott anniversary came off yesterday
without any disorder occurring. Crowds assembled in
College Square carrying flags and banners
representing
various
industries.
Messrs.
Surendranath Banerji, Bepin Chundra Pal, and
Ghasnair, the President, and Bhupendra Nath Bose
were among the crowd. The procession formed was
headed by these, and proceeded to Greer Park,
where a meeting commenced at 6.30 p.m. Mr.
Ghasnair delivered very lengthy speech reviewing the
history of the boycott movement and quoting statistics
to prove great progress had been made by the
Swadeshi boycott movement. He advocated cordial
goodwill between Hindoos and Moslems, and in
conclusion he referred to the existence of unrest in the
land, and in the course of his remarks on this subject
said :—“ There is widespread unrest and
dissatisfaction throughout the land. It is unnecessary
to diagnose the causes which brought about this
feeling. This movement has started a policy of
repression to be followed by conciliation. Repression
does not hold out prospects of success; it would have
been better for the Government if conciliation had
preceded repression, for then repression would have
been unnecessary, or, if necessary, the sympathy of
the community drawn towards the Government by a
policy of conciliation would have strengthened its
hands and made repression effective. Our duty in the
present crisis is to carry on our work in strict
conformity to the requirements of law and order. Ours
is essentially constitutional movement. We do
irreparable injury to ourselves, our cause, and country
by going beyond the limit of the law. It is only through
righteousness and right that we can bring about our
industrial and political regeneration.” Surendranath
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Banerji followed, and proposed resolution which
deprecated the partition of Bengal and regarded as
memorable the day on which the partition of Bengal
was effected and the Swadeshi boycott established.
He urged his audience to renew their Swadeshi vow.
The agitation for the undoing of the partition should
continue. He admitted the propaganda had not been
successful. Lord Morley had said many times the
partition was a settled fact, but they would cause the
settled to be unsettled. It might be none of them would
attain success in their lifetime, but they would
bequeath to generations to come the propaganda of
agitation as a kind of sacred … of ancient days to
sustain it. The agitation, though it originated in Bengal,
had extended to the rest of India, Bombay, the United
Provinces, and other parts of the country. The bonfire
had been lighted and could not be extinguished. They
might be imprisoned and hanged, but they would not
abandon the agitation. They should not exceed the
law nor use coercion. (Cries of “New laws.”) However,
when necessary they might resort to ostracism and
excommunication. The speaker denied that boycott
could have roused racial hatred. He would hold that
the way in which justice was administered was
responsible for the state of things. More than anything
the goddess of wealth had been carried off across the
seas to foreign land, and required to be brought back.
It was to this end they should come forward and take
the Swadeshi vow. Bepin Chandra Pal said in view of
the speech by Surendranath Banerji, the Guru of them
all, any further speech-making was needless. The
speaker knew not if he would have another
opportunity of addressing such a gathering, for in a
few days, as it would shortly transpire to all, would be
touring in foreign lands, such as America, laying the
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aspirations of India and its people before the world at
large. The time had arrived when India should receive
the attention of the outside world. The speaker
believed ‘with the president and Mr. Banerji, that in the
interests of peace the boycott should not be
abandoned. As to whether one should use foreign
goods or not dine with this man or that was entirely in
one’s discretion. In concluding, the speaker said: If
you used foreign articles I would not talk to you, I
would not dine with you, and if I were a barber I would
not shave you, and again, if I were a priest I would not
worship your family gods.” Mr. J. Jandhur followed
with a short speech offering a vote of thanks to the
chair, and the meeting, closed at 8 p.m. with a song,
the burden of which was “If I am to die for saying
Bande Mataram, I will die.” Shouts of “ Tilak Maharaj
Ki Jai,” Khudiram Ki Jai,” were frequently raised at the
meeting. The gathering, however, was orderly, and
the police arrangements very thorough, though the
constables were not armed with lathis.
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Sir Henry Cotton asked the Secretary of State whether
he would modify the decision of the partition of Bengal
taking into consideration its adverse effects. The
answer was negative.
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The prohibition police order of the boycott celebrations
in India follows naturally upon the threat which fell
from Sir Edward Baker the other day and the
introduction into the Bengal Council bill conferring
upon the police the power to forbid public meetings
and processions. It is four years since (writes the
London correspondent of the Manchester Guardian at
a mass meeting in the Calcutta Town Ball, the boycott
British goods was proclaimed as a final protest against
the partition of Bengal, and last year, in order to give
a fillip the militant Swadeshi movement, the
Nationalist leaders decided to make use of the boycott
anniversary (August 7) for patriotic demonstrations,
instead of (as formerly) concentrating upon Partitionday (October 16). The action the police authorities is
all the more important for the reason that it
synchronises with the Master Elibank's declaration the
Government's preparedness to sanction further
deportations—a declaration which taken in some
quarters to portend the forthcoming arrest of the most
uncompromising of the Bengali Nationalists, Arabindo
Ghose. He received warning some weeks ago.
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The test is likely to be of considerable use. Sir Edward
Baker has already turned it to account by issuing a
resolution calling on parents, guardians, and school
authorities to co-operate with the Government by
keeping schoolboys and students from the boycott
celebrations. Some schools responded by detaining
their students until the procession and meeting were
at an end. But there was no general compliance with
the Lieutenant-Governor’s request. The promoters of
the celebration, among whom were Babu Moti Lal
Ghose, the editor of the Amrita Bazar Patrika, and
Babu Bhupendranath Bhose, a former member of the
Bengal Legislative Council, issued no manifesto
urging obedience to Sir Edward Baker’s appeal, and
no steps were taken to exclude young people from the
demonstration. Doubtless the reason for their inaction
was that, but for the presence of boys and raw youths,
the celebrations would have been reduced to a farce.
As things were, the audience on Aug. 7 consisted of
about 5,000 persons, of whom about a half were
youthful. A public speaker in England would regard
such a gathering as almost an insult. But though such
a meeting, considered as a demonstration in behalf of
a movement which Bengalees are supposed to hold
dear, is a revelation of the emptiness of the speeches
in which Mr. Burendranath Banerjee has been telling
his English admirers that Bengal resents the Partition,
the presence of so large a number of schoolboys and
students testifies to the persistent resolve of the
malcontents of Bengal to indoctrinate a new
generation with the anti-British views which they
themselves hold. One incident will show to what
lengths this process of perverting the young has been
successfully carried. The sole orator of the Calcutta
boycott meeting, Babu Bhupendranath Bose, excited
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no enthusiasm whatever, partly because his speech
was too moderate and partly because it was only
audible to a small number. The Bengalees 'have
primitive ideas as to the organisation of a meeting, and
Babu Bhnpendranath was expected to harangue an
open-air audience, numbering some thousands, from
the top of a small dining-table. Mr. Bradlaugh or Dr,
Clifford would have failed under such conditions. The
remarkable fact was, however, that, damped as. the
crowd was by a long essay, it burst into loud cheering
when Mr. Arabindo Ghose was seen standing near the
dining-table aforesaid. He was unquestionably the
hero of the meeting. As to Mr. Arabindo Ghose’s views
there is no uncertainty. In his “Last Will and
Testament” he has declared for a 'general boycott of
the Government and a refusal to co-operate in any of
its activities : Boycott of foreign goods is a necessary
condition for the encouragement of Swadeshi
industries; boycott of Government schools is a
necessary condition for the growth of national
education; boycott of British Courts is a necessary
condition for the spread of arbitration.” He advocates,
in short, passive resistance to Government and a
refusal to co-operate in any way. Apparently this is the
gospel accepted by Young Bengal.
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A humorous and satiric account of Partition Day
celebration in Calcutta. Caricatured portrayal of
Aurobinda Ghosh and Surendra Nath Banerjee.

'Bande
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1909

Description of the protest march against Partition and
mourning of the Bengalis. Description of Aurobinda
Ghosh and his boys who took part in the procession.
Description of Surendra Nath Banerjee and his
oratory.
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Boycott Day celebration passed off quietly in Calcutta
yesterday. The authorities had made extensive
preparations for coping with any disorder that might
arise, and large bodies of police were stationed along
the route followed by the procession. As the crowd
were passing the house of Kumar Mitter, one of the
men now undergoing deportation, they sang
Swadeshi songs and shouted, Bande Matarem,
Messrs. Krishna Kumarki Joi and Arabindo Ghosh
were accorded quite an ovation, and greeted with
shouts of Aurobindoki Joi. Care was taken by Mr.
Bhupendra Nath Bose, a local solicitor, in a speech, to
advise his audience to refrain from acts of violence,
but to continue the boycott, which is really only
comprehensive term for opposing and defying the
authorities at every turn and corner. He then
administered the ''Swadeshi vow'' in Bengali. It was
taken by the audience standing. This vow " was first
used on October 16, 1906, the day on which the
partition of Bengal became operative, and deserves to
be placed upon record. It runs as follows; Whereas the
Government has thought fit to effect the partition of
Bengal in spite of the universal protest of the Bengali
nation, whereby pledge and proclaim that we as a
people do everything in our power to counteract the
evil effects of the dismemberment our province, and
to maintain the integrity of our race. So God help us.”
A deal water has flowed to the sea since this
Swadeshi “vow” was drawn up. The effect of the
boycott may be gathered from the statement that the
firms dealing in English piece goods can get no market
for them. The godown or warehouse of more than one
firm in Calcutta is crowded with home fabrics. It is
computed that as a result of the boycott several of
rupees have been lost, and a day must come when
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the authorities will be compelled to intervene and
make an end to a conspiracy which has brought
inoffensive business men to the verge of ruin.
Contrary to expectation, Mr. Surendranath Banerjee
did not arrive in Calcutta in time for the boycott
celebration. It is announced that he will arrive on
Tuesday. The Bengali prints the following paragraph
in a prominent position: ''Having regard to the signal
services which our distinguished countryman Babu
Surendranath Banerjeehas rendered us in England, it
has been decided to accord him a suitable reception
on his return to India. He will be received at Howrah
Station on his arrival, and later a public address will
be presented to him at the town hall. The public are
cordially invited to be present at Howrah Station.”
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Causes of
Unrest

Monday 19
July 1909

At the Caxton Hall, Westminster, on July 13, a public
meeting was held under the auspices of the British
Committee of the Indian National Congress, to hear
an address from Mr. Surendranath Banerjee on the
Indian situation. Sir Charles Dilke presided, and there
was a large attendance. The Chairman said that they
were all shocked and grieved at the recent murders.
Assassination was odious to all, and especially to
those who desired progress; for nothing could be more
inimical to reform, though at the same time it did not
make reform less necessary. (Cheers.) He had a
strong opinion which he thought it a public duty to
express that isolated cases of assassination should
not divert Great Britain one hair’s breadth from the
policy of accompanying conservative reform by
measures of appeasement, such as would be the
release of those who had been imprisoned under the
deportation ordinance. (Cheers.) Mr. Banerjee said he
would not reiterate what he had said on more than one
occasion as to the horror and detestation with which
India and England alike deplored the assassinations
of Sir Curzon Wyllie and Dr. Lalcaca. The electors of
the United Kingdom, he observed, were the real rulers
of India; but unfortunately the great bulk of the British
people took little or no interest in Indian affairs.
Governors and administrators were appointed, and
the British public thereupon imagined its
responsibilities were at an end. Formerly a
Parliamentary Committee was appointed every thirty
years to inquire into Indian administration, and the
labours that committee were fertile of good. There was
no reason why this practice should not be revived. The
official objection that the machinery of government
would be dislocated he answered by remarking that
he had more faith in the stability of that machinery than
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apparently those who worked it. That faith was
justified by the lessons of experience j for recently a
Decentralisation Commission had been holding a
most minute inquiry; yet the Government of India
survived the disaster. (Laughter.) He claimed that if
the old committees had been kept up and their
recommendations had been given effect to in the spirit
of statesmanlike sympathy, the Government would
not have found itself face to face with the unrest and
excitement and all that it implied. For the unrest the
Government
was
largely
responsible.
The
Government had given them high education, liberty of
the Press, local self-government, and expanded
councils, containing the germs of representative
institutions. Could they say to the people whom they
had so liberally educated, and whom they had so
plentifully supplied with the environments for
stimulating public life, “Thus far shalt thou come, and
no further”! (Cheers.) In dealing with the unrest the
Asiatic situation had to be remembered. The victories
of Japan, had enormously added to the self-respect of
Asiatic nations, and had intensified their national selfconsciousness.- A great wave was sweeping through
Asia bearing on its crest high ideals and aspirations.
India felt the full impact of this wave. On the top of all
this excitement, deepened by disappointed ambitions,
came a period of acute reaction, in which the
aspirations of the people were trifled with. Lord
Morley’s scheme of reform had somewhat eased the
situation. They were not fully satisfied, but they took
the scheme as a beginning full of great possibilities.
But in Bengal there was little cloud no bigger than a
man’s hand which, in his opinion, darkened the fair
prospect opened up by Lord Morley’s scheme. Lord
Morley had said he would be no party to reversal of
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the partition. He earnestly hoped that his lordship was
not precluded from considering proposals, not for the
reversal, but for the modification of the partition, for if
anyone was to tell him there was no hope of
modification he would tell them that there was no hope
for the conciliation of Bengal. (Cheers.) In his
judgment the partition was the root-cause of the
present discontent. Even sentimental grievances were
felt, and were specially important in the case of an
Oriental nation. But the partition was [July 19, 1909.
much more than a sentimental grievance; there were
involved in it practical considerations of the greatest
moment. Finance the test of efficiency; and at the
present time the partitioned province was in state of
bankruptcy. Moreover, the partition had caused
alienation of feeling between Hindoos and
Mahomedans, leading to disturbances of the peace;
and it had caused discontent among a population
justly described by the late Lord Bipon as “notoriously
loyal.” Bengal would never accept the partition. He
appealed to the British public to put an end to the
system of deportation without trial and other
repressive measures, and to modify the partition, and
thus to vindicate the character of the British
Government for readiness to do what was right when
it was seen that mistakes had been made. (Cheers.)
On the proposition of Sir Henry Cotton, M.P., a vote of
thank* was accorded to the chairman and the lecturer.
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At meeting of the Legislative Council of the United
Provinces (says the Daily Telegraph correspondent)
Rajah Sir Muhammed Ali Khan said he was not sure
that the gravity of the situation in India was fully
realised in England. There were would-he paid
members of Parliament constantly harassing the
Government
with
questions
regarding
the
deportations. while the fact that an Indian publicist
was boldly proclaiming to the English world that the
arrests would not cease until the partition of Bengal
was undone went not a little way to fan the flames of
sedition. It seemed to him that there was absolute
want of proper vigorous action. So far no attempt had
been made to silence those really at the bottom of the
mischief. Further advances made conciliate, the
anarchists tend to weaken the Government and
encourage the unrest and disorder. sense of
insecurity prevailed. Commenting on the above, the
"Daily Telegraph says—-Just a little less legislative
liberalism, just a little more administrative hardness,
might have made a great difference, perhaps the
whole difference, to India. At the present there is this
plain and grave peril that our concession is going just
far enough to excite an appetite, but not satisfy it while
intermittent repression, not sufficiently suggestive of
continuous and unflinching strength, may rather
inflame antagonism than quell it. And if evidence were
needed of the reality of this peril it might found in the
striking warning uttered, as our correspondent records
to-day, by a Rajah of the United Provinces. Sedition in
India to-day springs from the cultivation of a certain
state of mind artificially and unnaturally stimulated.
Bengal, the hotbed of all this heated propaganda,
does not in the least know how it would continue to
exist if British protection were withdrawn with British
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authority. The men of the North would swoop down
upon province slay and sack in the cities, to waste the
land, to hold it bondage, to establish over it the power
of the naked sword. It is almost unthinkable that active
sedition, waging open war by commercial means upon
British government in India, should be tolerated by the
Government; and if the Swadeshi demonstration
planned for Saturday is not stopped and prohibited
even at the eleventh hour every extremist in Bengal
and elsewhere will be stimulated, loyal feeling will be
discouraged, and we at home shall have to face the
certainty that a mixture of intermittent repression and
excessive concession will ruin our rule. The issue
raised is exceedingly grave. We hope and trust that
Lord Morley may yet redeem it by a prompt and stern
prohibition.
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The Daily Telegraph writes:—There is still cherished
an obstinate idea that we may be induced by
commercial pressure and more violent forms of
agitation to reverse the partition of Bengal. Why is not
that delusion crushed by some definite statement
made with all formality and gravity that in no
circumstances will the partition be undone? But in
other ways yet it has been shown that the boycott is a
political instrument. At recent meetings it has been
openly advocated as a means of enforcing the
liberation of the agitators whom Lord Morley has
deported. It is almost unthinkable that active sedition
waging open war by commercial means upon British
government in India should be tolerated by that
Government, and if the Swadeshi demonstration
planned for Saturday is not stopped and prohibited,
even at the eleventh hour, every extremist in Bengal
and elsewhere will be stimulated, loyal feeling will be
discouraged, and we at home shall have to face the
certainty that a mixture of intermittent repression and
excessive concession will ruin our rule. The issue
raised is exceedingly grave. We hope and trust that
Lord Morley may yet redeem it by prompt and stern
prohibition.
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It is satisfactory to note that the anniversary of the
''Swadeshi'' boycott has passed in Bengal without any
serious disturbance of the public peace. It was
apprehended in some quarters that the opportunity
might be seized for a violent demonstration of hostility
against the Government; that seditious oratory would
be the order the day; and that the proceedings might
not improbably end in riot and bloodshed. Some
organs of Anglo- Indian opinion Calcutta earnestly
recommended the authorities to prohibit all public
meetings, processions, and other celebrations in
connection with movement Which is apt be quite
mischievous as the outcry against the partition of
Bengal or the demand for larger concessions in the
way of local autonomy than even Lord Morley is
prepared to grant. Sir Edward Baker, the LieutenantGovernor of Bengal, was severely taken to task for not
intimating, weeks before the date fixed for the festival,
that the police would be ordered to suppress any form
popular enthusiasm. In Bombay, a public meeting, at
which Mr. Surendranath Banerji proposed to speak,
was prohibited; and the Bengal Government, it was
argued, ought to be equally cautious. Sir E. Baker
evidently preferred to act on his own judgment, rather
than the advice of the local Press; and the result may
fairly be regarded as justifying his reluctance put in
force powers of restricting the right of assembly and
free speech, which, it is obvious, should only be
exercised in cases grave emergency. The Swadeshi
celebration, both Calcutta and at Dacca, the official
capital of Eastern Bengal and Assam, was attended
with no tumultuous defiance of the law, and seems,
indeed, to have been in both places quite a mild affair.
This was partly due, no doubt, to the admirable
arrangements made by the police; but may suspected
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that other quieting influences were silently at work.
‘Whether the wire-pullers of the agitation received a
hint that, unless they were very careful, they might find
their own names mentioned in a warrant issued under
Bengal Regulation 8, of 1818, or whether they had
convinced themselves that discretion, just now, is the
better part of patriotism, is impossible to say. English
journals in Calcutta were doubtless inspired with the
laudable motives when they urged Sir E. Baker to take
a step which, is now clear, was unnecessary. It would
have been wiser, however, to rely on the vigilance and
sound judgment of an energetic administrator, who,
since he assumed his present office, has shown
unmistakable signs that he will not flinch from strong
measures if these are called for. To suggest, without;
abundant reason, that the Executive authorities are
indifferent to public danger can only do mischief. In the
recent past, it may perhaps be said, there have been
signs of vacillation and divided counsels in dealing
with the active propagation of sedition; but, unless the
Bengal Government is to be blamed for the decisions
of the courts of law, we must surely recognise that a
persistent and resolute endeavour to stamp out the
seeds of sedition has been the distinguishing feature
of its policy from the day when Sir E.Baker took over
charge of the province. Nor can it be said that his
efforts have been futile. Even if the quiet which
prevailed during the Swadeshi anniversary cannot be
referred to as a signal example of the efficacy of his
methods, the chastened tone of the native Press and
the cessation of open incitements to violence seem to
indicate a change for the better. That irrepressible and
irreconcilable home rulers like Mr. Arabindo Ghose
should cease from their denunciations of alien rule, so
long they can evade its laws, is not be expected.
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Something is gained, however, if such preaching no
longer produces the effect it once had the Bengali
imagination.
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The Englishman the Statesman to-day warn the
Government of Bengal the danger of allowing the
boycott demonstration to be held next Saturday in
Calcutta, and the Mofussil Englishman traces all the
unrest in Bengal to the institution and maintenance of
this boycott, which has enlisted the active sympathy of
the student element. The boycott, the journal
continues, started in a deliberately spiteful movement
to injure European interests. We are reflecting all wellinformed European opinion in Bengal when we say that
the boycott must be made illegal and such
demonstrations as those contemplated on Aug. 7 be
prohibited by the police. To the Statesman it seems
inexplicable that any public meeting to strengthen the
boycott should be tolerated under any conditions. The
movement is intended avowedly to act in restraint
trade, being specifically directed against British goods.
It is calculated, and by many its advocates designed, to
ferment anti-British feeling. It cannot denied that in
many places the agitation has actually produced
hostility to British rule, nor can it be disputed that it has
led to lawless picketing, social oppression, intimidation,
and crime. Yet the Bengal Government proposes to
look on while the anniversary of this mischievous
propaganda is openly celebrated in the streets of
Calcutta. This attitude is scarcely likely to strengthen
the position of the loyal section of the educated
classes. The Statesman's comment is significant,
inasmuch as in the past it has always fought the battle
of the natives and held the authorities alone to blame
for the prevailing unrest, disaffection, and crime. At a
Swadeshi meeting held the other day to further the
boycott movement and celebrations, a speaker laid
stress on the fact that the boycott benefited India. Why,
he said, should the natives loyally support the
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Government which is imprisoning deporting innocent
persons? The only way to make the Government feel
the power of the people was rigorously to enforce the
boycott. The partition of Bengal would never be
modified until widespread use of this weapon against
British manufactures and goods compelled the
authorities to give way. The programme of Saturday's
demonstration has been issued. There is a be
procession through the principal public thoroughfares,
led by mounted ''volunteers,’’ a body which, under the
name of ''National Volunteers,” was suppressed by the
Government two years ago. A Bengal “national flag,”
which it is rumoured was worked by Miss Sarojini
Ghose, sister of Arabindo Ghose, one of the men tried
at Alipore for conspiracy, is to be accorded a place of
honour at the head of the procession. The ''national
flag'' was first used three years ago, when it was treated
as an object of great veneration.
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Mr. Ambica Charan Mozumbar, who presided at the
Bengal Provincial Congress | which was opened at
Calcutta yesterday, denounced the repressive policy
of the Government. He declared that the anarchists
were microscopic minority, and that the 'Times’’
articles on Indian unrest were one-sided and largely
leavened with official prejudice. The temporary
outburst of lawlessness had subsided, though a
feeling of discontent still existed and was perhaps
silently deepening owing to the drastic measures of
the Government. Lord Minto had succeeded to the
legacy of trouble which Lord Carson had created, but
still the fact remained that the darkest chapters of
Indian history would be recorded in the name of the
generous Lord Minto. The Swadeshi movement was a
divine influence which had broken the slumber of
ages. It could not be divorced from the boycott. The
partition of Bengal, the speaker said, was the foremost
Bengal grievance. CALCUTTA, Sunday. During the
resumed hearing the Dacca conspiracy case
yesterday another witness proved the train dacoity
referred in the earlier stages of the trial. An assistant
surgeon deposed to examining the body of the
murdered boy, whose father was bringing case
against the Samiti for kidnapping. The boy’s head had
been completely severed, and each hand was
stamped with the words ''Bande Mataram.”
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The recent remarks of the Times respecting the
partition of Bengal have evoked characteristic
outburst from Mr. Surendranath Banerjee’s organ.
“We may tell the Times, says the Bengalee, that there
has been no change in the attitude of public opinion in
Bengal in regard to the partition. We condemn strongly
now as we did in 1905. Wo can never reconciled to it.
We are now as firm in our opposition to it and as
resolute in our determination to carry on the agitation
against it as in 1905. Are we going to throw, away the
sacrifices that we have made and the priceless
treasure of sufferings that we have endured for its
sake and declare to the world that all that agitation
was a mistake? In spite of these heroics the partition
question is a dead issue, though it is too much to
expect that the Bengalee should admit the collapse of
an agitation for which it was so largely responsible.
The progress of the new province, especially in regard
to education, is highly gratifying, and each day that
passes brings an additional argument in favour of the
administrative division effected five years ago. More
astute than the Bengalee, the Amrita Bazar Patnka
simply declares that the feeling against the partition is
as strong as ever, and that if the Bengalees do not
give expression to their sentiments it is because they
are not allowed to do so freely. The editorial columns
of the Bengalee and of the Amrita Bazar Patrika
provide an effective commentary upon the suggestion
that attacks on the administration of the country are
prohibited in Bengal.
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The Bengal Government has resolved not to prohibit the
demonstrations of protest against the partition of Bengal,
but it urges loyal people to abstain from taking part in
them.
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Allahabad, Dec. 28.—At the resumption of the
proceedings of the Congress a resolution was
proposed urging the early extension of local selfgovernment, making all local bodies elective. A
resolution appealing for the reconsideration of the
partition of Bengal and declaring that the rectification
of an admitted error would enhance the Government’s
prestige and restore contentment aroused great
enthusiasm. A Bengal delegate declared that the
partition was a never-healing wound which was sorer
than ever. The speaker quoted Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald, M.P., saying that the partition was not
blunder, but an indictable offence. The delegate
asserted that the partition was responsible for ‘the
birth of sedition. The Government, he said, might be
strong enough to sit on the safety valves, but
repression would never kill agitation. Other resolutions
prayed for the non-renewal of the Prevention of the
Seditious Meetings Act and the repeal of the Press
Act, which, it was said, killed public life and nullified
reforms, and urged that a substantial beginning
should be made with elementary education and with a
more liberal provision for education generally. The
resolution (postponed from the 27th) which
disapproves of the separate electorates for
Mahomedans and Hindoos, provided for under the
Councils Act, and of what are regarded in some
quarters as other anomalous racial distinctions, was
discussed length in committee last night and this
morning, and a compromise was only reached this
afternoon, when the resolution was amended by
prefixing a clause recognising the necessity of
providing fair and adequate representation for
Mahomedan and other minorities, but disapproving of
separate electorates. The Mahomedans are loath to
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relinquish a system under which they have obtained
such a favoured position, and, while a section of the
Hindoos are prepared to accept the existing
arrangements, the majority oppose separate
electorates, not, as they explain, in spirit of hostility to
Mahomedans, but because they believe that they will
sow discord and prevent the building jip of united
Indian nation, which is the ultimate goal of the
Congress. Hindoo resentment regarding the favours
shown to Mahomedans was strongly expressed when
the amended resolution was discussed, the speakers
protesting
against
the
excessive
Moslem
representation, based, they argued, on a fictitious
theory of the political importance of the Islamic
community, and denouncing the Government’s proMoslem policy as tending to separate the races and
as marring the reforms. The Moslem delegates
admitted that they had obtained more than they were
entitled to, but appealed to Hindoos to accent existing
conditions unalterable and to make concessions in the
interest of United India. The resolution was ultimately
adopted with some dissenting voices, after a vigorous
discussion. It appears that the basis of the conciliation
negotiations is likely to be that the Hindoos will accept
existing Mahomedan representation as unalterable,
provided the Mahomedans do not claim an extension
of the separate electorate system to local bodies. In
fact, a resolution deprecating any such extension was
adopted by the Congress. Other resolutions urging the
appointment of a Commission to inquire into the
enormous increase in public expenditure and
advocating reductions in cable rates were also
adopted.
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A much-advertised anti-partition demonstration was
held in Calcutta on Oct. 17, There was a procession
till seven o’clock, when Moulvie Leakat Hossain’s
party started towards College Square singing songs.
In former years, says correspondent, bands of young
men with banners used to come from all directions to
meet Beadon Square. This year, no party came. At
one time all parts of India used to contribute to the
demonstration. Several musical clubs used to come
out with various instruments and singing _ songs
composed for the occasion. This year these were
conspicuous by their absence. The colleges and
schools in the general department of education are
closed now. The student element in evidence was
recruited from the medical schools. Some of these
students came to Beadon Square in three or four
parties. There was working men’s party headed by a
confectioner. This last party had music. Only the party
of Leakat Hossain had a banner, excepting the editor
of the Nayaka. None of the Vernacular paper editors
were present. A gathering numbering about five
hundred people collected at about 8.30. The number
gradually rose to about a thousand when Mr.
Surendra Nath Banerji arrived amid shouts of Bande
Mataram.” Mr. Surendra. Nath Banerji delivered one
of his florid speeches in Bengali calling upon all and
sundry to agitate until the partition was set aside,
though Lord Morley said it was a settled fact,” and
went to say that the newspapers asked them to give
again. (Cries of Shame!”) Why should they give it up?
God was their help; righteousness their means;
constitutional ways their instrument. He asked the
meeting to read Irish history. The Irish people had
agitated hundred years. Now was their time to reap
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the result. He strongly advocated swadeshi and
boycott.
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Sir Lancelot Hare arrived in London after retirement
from the post of Lieutenant Governor of Eastern
Bengal.
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The Times of India says The Bengal Provincial
Conference met April 6 at Chittagong. The delegates
and visitors numbered about 3,000. Mr. Jatramohun
Sen, President of the Reception Committee, in
welcoming the delegates, said that carping criticism of
administrative affairs and official actions was not the
object of the conference. Referring to the
administrative changes, he paid an eloquent tribute
Lords Hardinge and Crewe, whose action he thought
had enhanced the dignity and prestige of the British
power in India. Speaking on the .present discontent,
he said it was due to and not to aversion to the British
rule, and the royal visit had dispelled all notion
anarchy and sedition from the land. He considered a
teaching and residential university at Dacca was
necessary, and the experiment was worth trying. Mr.
Rasul was then elected President. In the course of his
presidential address, Mr. Rasul devoted attention to
the Swadeshi movement, the Dacca University, Which
he strongly condemned, Indians and the public
service, &c. Speaking of territorial redistribution, he
said The two burning questions of the day for Bengal
are undoubtedly first the question of territorial
redistribution and the proposal establish a university
at Dacca. The lines on which the territorial
redistribution are to take place are definitely set forth
the despatch of the Government of India, dated
August 25 last. The plain meaning of the despatch so
far as Bengal is concerned is that the Bengalispeaking population should be placed under… and
the same administration, and the five Bengalispeaking divisions which had been separated by the
partition are to be reunited; the same principle applies
to the Hindoo-speaking population. Language is thus
the supreme test which is to determine the distribution
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of territorial boundaries. We are grateful that the five
Bengali-speaking divisions have been reunited, but
our complaint that there is a larger Bengali-speaking
population in the fringe area which remains outside
our Presidency. The majority the population speak
Bengali. We therefore have a right to complain their
exclusion from our Presidency, and it runs counter to
the spirit and the policy enunciated in the Government
despatch. That despatch lays 513 down the principle
that no settlement is to be regarded conclusive or
satisfactory which does not satisfy the legitimate
aspirations of the Bengalee. What aspiration could be
more legitimate than that those who belong to us, who
are of our blood and speak our language, should live
under the same Government we do. The despatch
further says that the settlement which is to be arrived
at should be final and satisfactory to all. X am bound
to hold that the distribution of territories which been
sketched out in the proclamation fulfils neither of those
conditions. It is not satisfactory, and therefore it is not
final. I can only express the hope that it is only a
tentative arrangement, and that it will be modified in
the light of experience. We cannot acquiesce in this
arrangement. The agitation for the inclusion of the
entire Bengali-speaking population will have be
continued until we get what we want. It has to be borne
in mind that in this agitation Hindoos and
Mahomedans are absolutely united. Take, for
instance, the meetings which have been held in the
district of Sylhet, in which the Mahomedans have
taken conspicuous part. The Dacca Mahomedan
Association also prayed for the inclusion of Sylhet in
the Presidency of Bengal. Is the voice of the people to
count for nothing the determination of the question to
which administration they should belong to? I can only
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express the fervent hope that the Government will see
its way to modify the present arrangement in
deference to the openly expressed wishes of the
people concerned. If that had been done, not a single
voice of protest would have been raised against the
new scheme, and the community would have gladly
acquiesced in an arrangement beneficial to them and
so comfortable to their own inclination. I ought not to
conclude ray speech without saying few words about
the Hindoo-Mahomedan question. I assure you it is
most painful to me to have to discuss it, and yet 1 feel
it my duty to place my views on the subject before a
representative assembly like this. No doubt shall be
told by some Anglo-Indian journals whose occupation
will have gone if the Hindoos and Mahomedans unite,
and also by some self-seeking Mahomedans whose
number is happily decreasing, that it is ridiculous to
talk about this conference as a representative body,
while Mahomedans abstain from joining it in large
numbers. We are used to similar remarks about the
congress too. I admit that the number Mussulmans
attending those bodies is comparatively small. But
surely it is not the fault of the conference or the
congress. They are not sectarian, but open to all the
sons of the soil. Our critics forget that it is not the want
of sympathy with the aims and objects the conference
and the congress that keeps the Mahomedans back
from them, but is the want of education and the fear
official disfavour.
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In the House of Lords yesterday Lord Curzon of
Kedleston, who took his seat as an earl of the United
Kingdom, called attention to the policy of the
Government with regard to the removal of the capital
of India from Calcutta to Delhi and other connected
matters, He said his Majesty's Ministers were
responsible for this policy, and the gravamen of the
charges he brought against them was that their
changes bad been decided upon in secret, without
consultation with those who ought to have been
consulted in India, and behind the back of Parliament.
The reversal of the partition of Bengal had been hailed
as a triumph for agitation and regarded as an
exhibition of weakness. The Marquis of Crewe said
the policy had not been imposed on the Indian
Government the home Government, but had been
worked out between the two Governments. The merit
the scheme was that it did not represent triumph for
any particular party or creed. The transfer of the
capital had afforded gratification all over India.
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On the motion for the third reading of the Government
of India Bill, Sir J. D. Rees expressed regret that the
Government had taken advantage of the visit of their
Majesties in order to effect changes in India of such
enormous importance which met with the strongest
disapproval in India. He believed the changes would
seriously affect British prestige, and that from a
strategical point of view the removal of the capital from
Calcutta to Delhi was a blunder. The truth was that the
policy of His Majesty's Government in India, as in
England, was a policy of surrender to agitation.
Whether or not that might be necessary or excusable
in England, he believed that in India it was absolutely
fatal and fraught with disaster to British interests. The
Earl of Ronaldshay maintained that the Government
had not acted constitutionally in regard to this
measure, because, though as yet it had not received
the approval of Parliament, it had to all intents and
purposes received the Royal assent and was in
operation. Therefore any discussion on the third
reading could only be of an academic character. While
he accepted the changes as settled and inviolable
facts, his recent study of Indian question had led him
to the conclusion that the Government ought at all
times to be particularly careful to avoid creating the
impression that they would give way to clamour or
agitation. Mr. MONTAGU asserted, without fear of
contradiction, that students of government in India for
generations had been impressed with the growing
difficulty which was presented by the fact that there
were two seats of government in Calcutta. In deciding
to transfer the central government to Delhi he claimed
that the Government had taken a wise course in the
interests of ths government of India. With regard to
Bengal, he said the critics of the Government policy
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made a fundamental mistake when they suggested
that there had been a reversal of the partition Bengal.
There had been no such reversal. He meant nothing
derogatory to Lord Curzon when he said that in this
matter Lord Curzon had no policy. Lord Curzon was a
great administrator, perhaps the greatest that India
had ever had. His object in dividing the Province of
Bengal was to reform the administration of an
unwieldy province. The unrest caused by the partition
militated against the efficiency which Lord Curzon
deserved, and the Government had done over again
in the light of experience of Lord Curzon's work. They
had redivided Bengal, and all they claimed was that,
having regard to the fact that they accepted the
national boundaries, their policy was better one, likely
to produce greeter efficiency, because it was more
acceptable to the population. He reproached Sir J.
Rees with levelling reckless accusations against the
Government, which were calculated to do much
mischief in India, and expressed the belief that when
the scheme carried out it would have the support of
the commercial community in Calcutta as had
received the enthusiastic approval of other classes.
He repudiated the charge that the Government had
been supine in putting down seditious agitation, but
pointed out that in order to stamp out sedition it was
necessary not only to punish the agitators, but to
remove the just causes of complaint.
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